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Preface
The work presented in chapter 1 on gravitational wave astrophysics, especially on 
the nature and variety of sources, is derived from numerous articles and papers, 
some of which are very recent. The chapter represents a sum m ary of current beliefs 
regarding source strengths and event rates for the long baseline laser interferom eters 
being developed around the world.
The subject m atter of chapter 2 is mainly review m aterial, dem onstrating the 
various noise barriers th a t have to be overcome both  in the development of resonant 
bar antennae and long baseline interferom eter detectors. C hapter 3 contains a brief 
review of the properties of Fabry-Perot optical cavities.
The content of chapter 4 describes experim ental techniques used to  measure both  
the to ta l loss, and absorptance loss, of very high quality m irrors. The equipm ent and 
clean ten t was set up initially by the au thor and then subsequent modifications to 
provide the absorptance test apparatus were m ade by K.A. Strain. The autom atic 
m irror loss m eter was developed by the author in conjunction with K.A. Strain and 
our technical staff. Software for the project was w ritten  by the author. The contact 
person for the OM ITEC company was N.A. Robertson.
C hapter 5 provides an overview of beam  geometry fluctuations and how they can 
be modelled as additions to  the fundam ental laser mode of higher order transverse 
modes. The instrum ents designed to  measure the levels of beam geom etry noise 
were designed and built by the author, w ith input from our technical staff on the 
constructional side. Precision low noise differential amplifiers were designed and con­
structed  by our senior technician A. McKellar. The experim ental results presented 
are derived from a set of m easurements taken and analysed by the author.
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The intensity stabilisation servo of chapter 6 was developed by S. Rowan, A.M. 
Campbell and J. Hough. The m easurem ents of beam  jitte r  a t the relaxation oscil­
lation frequency of the Nd:YAG laser were performed by the au thor working with 
S. Rowan. Subsequent performance diagnostics regarding the broadband servo were 
conducted by the author and A.M. Campbell.
The coupling mechansims for beam  geometry noise and detector sensitivity in 
chapter 7 are analysed and the theory behind the operation of a resonant mode­
cleaner to  suppress beam geometry noise is shown in chapter 8 . The au thor puts 
forward th a t two modecleaners should provide the necessary level of beam geometry 
noise suppression to  safeguard interferom eter sensitivity, in view of the results of 
chapter 7.
The design and construction of a prototype modecleaner is described in chapter 9. 
The system was constructed primarily by the au thor with occasional help from other 
colleagues. Aspects of the various locking circuits were studied by H. W ard and K.A. 
Strain alongside the author.
In chapter 10 conclusions are drawn and the modecleaner scheme for GEO 600 is 
shown using a scale diagram  produced by our Germ an colleagues.
Appendix A contains a review of Gaussian beam  propagation through various 
optical systems and in particular the equations th a t determine the existence of a 
stable cavity eigenmode. Appendix B contains a description of software w ritten  by 
the au thor to  chart the progress of a Gaussian beam  throughout optical systems, 
including those of the GEO 600 interferom eter.
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Sum m ary
It is now widely believed th a t the direct detection of gravitational waves will begin 
a new chapter in observational astronomy. Yet for m any years, their very physical 
existence was in doubt and they were regarded by many to  be merely a m athe­
m atical artifact of the general theory of relativity. However recently, Russell Hulse 
and Joseph Taylor were given Nobel recognition for their discovery, and subsequent 
study, of the binary star system PSR1913. They have shown, using twenty years 
of carefully taken data , th a t the decay in the orbital period of the  stars exactly 
matches the predicted rate  through loss of energy by gravitational radiation emmi- 
sion. G ravitational waves have been detected, albeit indirectly.
There has never been a greater level of interest and activity in the field of exper­
im ental gravitational wave research. Now th a t large detectors with astrophysically 
useful sensitivities seem likely to be completed by the tu rn  of the century, there is an 
intensive worldwide effort to  combat the various experim ental challenges associated 
with their successful operation. The first phase of detectors will come on-line during 
or soon after the tu rn  of the  century. These should not only detect gravitational 
waves conclusively, but should in itiate an unprecedented dependence on them , to 
reveal w hat goes on at the heart of some of the  m ost interesting and exotic events 
the universe has to  offer.
There are two types of detector under development today. These are long-baseline 
laser interferometers and cryogenic resonant-bars. The first resonant-bar detectors 
were built a t the University of M aryland in the 1960s by Joseph Weber. The prim ary 
m otivation was to  detect bursts from supernova explosions - a fact difficult to  forget 
in view of W eber’s now infamous report of detections. The ‘false alarm ’ publications
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of Weber dem onstrate something th a t m any experim ental physicists know only too 
well - th a t when looking for signals in a background of noise, it is only too easy to 
think you have seen something. The signal to  noise ratios of the early bar detectors 
were too small to make them  astrophysically useful. It is interesting, although some 
might argue frustrating, th a t even with present technology, projected detector sen­
sitivity has only recently become comparable w ith theoretical calculations of source 
strengths. It is a  fascinating scenario, whereby relativistic physics (of the  universe) 
and classical physics (of detectors) have provided two scales (signal strengths on 
the one hand, and signal sensitivity on the other) which have taken twenty years of 
research and perseverance to make overlap, and even then, by a satisfactory if not 
satisfying margin.
C hapter 1 deals with the astrophysics of gravitational radiation, beginning with 
a brief review of relativity and introducing the equations th a t describe gravitational 
waves. The chapter then covers the most potentially exciting sources th a t the  new 
generation of long baseline interferom eters will search for. For completeness, the pro­
posed ESA-funded mission to have an interferom eter in space is m entioned, together 
with its role relative to  ground based detectors.
Chapter 2 describes gravitational wave detectors, and particularly their design 
aspects in view of the extremely small displacements they are required to  measure. 
Resonant-bars and then laser interferom eters are discussed, with consideration given 
to  the various sources of noise th a t each type of detector has to  overcome. The 
chapter ends by introducing the Germ an-British GEO 600 project which is a 600 m 
arm  length advanced interferom eter being built in Hannover.
Chapter 3 reviews the properties of Fabry-Perot optical cavities. Concepts such 
as finesse, power throughput and visibility are all used in later chapters and the 
formulae presented will prove very useful. The role of a Fabry-Perot cavity as a 
frequency discrim inator using RF-reflection locking is outlined at the end of the 
chapter.
Chapter 4 examines the losses associated with optical components used in laser 
interferom eter systems. Experim ental techniques for measuring both  scatter loss and
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absorptance loss are described and results for various state-of-the-art superm irrors 
are presented. The chapter ends with an overview of a project currently being 
undertaken to  build an autom atic loss m eter for use in industry.
C hapter 5 focuses on one particular form of laser noise - fluctuations in the ge­
om etry of the laser beam. The various types of geometry fluctations are introduced 
along with techniques for modelling their behaviour. Sensitive instrum ents for mea­
suring their m agnitude are described and levels of beam  positional fluctuations and 
beam  diam eter fluctuations from two commonly used types of laser are presented.
C hapter 6 describes an application of the measuring systems introduced in Chap­
te r s  to  set a limit to  the beam  jitte r  levels th a t may be present a t the  relaxation 
oscillation frequency of a Nd:YAG monolithic ring laser. A second investigation of 
the same laser is presented which deals with lim itations to the perform ance of an 
intensity servo, found to  be caused by beam  geometry noise.
C hapter 7 is a brief sum m ary of the possible coupling mechanisms in a  laser in ter­
ferom eter between beam  geometry noise and displacement sensitivity. The prim ary 
example is th a t of a misalignment of the beam splitter from perfect sym m etry with 
respect to  each arm . O ther mechanisms are also discussed.
C hapter 8 introduces the resonant modecleaner as a scheme for suppressing beam 
geometry noise. The principles behind the modecleaner action are explained with 
reference to  transverse mode frequencies in a two m irror optical cavity. Design as­
pects of a  modecleaner system  suitable for long baseline interferom eters are outlined 
and conclusions are made regarding the specifications of such a system.
C hapter 9 describes the design, development and performance of a  prototype 
modecleaner developed at Glasgow. The modecleaner is based around a four m irror 
suspended Fabry-Perot ring cavity. Details of the electronic locking schemes used to 
keep the modecleaner on resonance with the  light are presented, along with results of 
the power th roughput, noise suppression characteristics and other relevant properties 
of the system.
C hapter 10 uses the results and experience developed from the work described 
in previous chapters, but particularly chapters 5 ,7 ,8  and 9 to  present the  implica­
tions and conclusions for a  full scale gravitational wave detector. The modecleaner
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system for the G erm an-British detector GEO 600 will be outlined, and the expected 
performance of this scheme is discussed.
Appendix A reviews some fundam ental results in Gaussian beam  propagation 
which are im portan t in designing optical cavities. In Appendix B, a software package 
is described th a t m anipulates Gaussian beams through optical system s, in particular 
acting as a database of the beam param eters a t various locations in the  GEO 600 
interferom eter.
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C hapter 1
G ravitational W ave 
A strophysics
1.1 In tro d u ctio n
The existence of gravitational waves was first predicted in A lbert E instein’s General 
Theory of Relativity [1] where it is apparent th a t certain equations have periodic, 
or wave-like, solutions. G ravitational waves, unlike other forms of radiation, should 
relay direct information about the intrinsic physics of the astronom ical events th a t 
generate them. It is this encoding of dynamical information onto the waves tha t 
makes the physics associated with their detection so exciting. E instein’s theory has 
survived a near comprehensive selection of tests and checks, bo th  experim ental and 
theoretical in nature, since its inception in 1916. The detection and subsequent anal­
ysis of gravitational wave signals will form another experim ental check of E instein’s 
theory, as well as providing an exciting new field of astronomy.
The following sections will present a sum m ary of the  ideas of relativity. In 
section 1.2  special relativity will be reviewed, including its lim itations for describing 
gravity. The rest of the section is spent outlining the im portan t results in the general 
theory. In section 1.3 the existence and nature of gravitational waves is introduced. 
The chapter closes with a section devoted to  the various astrophysical sources th a t 
ground-based detectors will explore, and also a class of sources characterised by
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lower frequencies th a t a space-borne detector might hope to  observe.
1.2 B r ie f  R e v ie w  o f  R e la t iv ity
The General Theory of Relativity is usually introduced by first describing the results 
of the special theory. The original set of papers th a t make up the special theory can 
be found in [2]. Here, a brief summary of the  im portan t results will suffice and then 
the expansion to  general relativity will be outlined.
1 .2 .1  S p e c ia l  R e la t iv i t y
Eintein’s m ajor insight into resolving the problem of measuring absolute velocity 
was to  suggest th a t such a concept has no physical meaning. Velocities can only be 
measured relative to  a reference system. The reference systems of special relativity 
(SR) are non-accelerating coordinate axes called inertial frames. All inertial frames 
assume equal im portance and the laws of physics reported by an observer in one 
frame will be the same as those defined in any other frame. This is a one way of 
expressing the principle o f relativity. There is only one other input to  the theory 
th a t is required to  establish all the laws of SR -  the  universality o f the speed o f light. 
This postulates th a t any observer will measure the same value for the speed of light 
regardless of the relative m otion of the observer and the source of the light. The 
consequences of these two postulates lead naturally  to a geometrical description, first 
suggested by Minkowski, in which three spatial coordinates and a tim e coordinate 
( t , x , y , z )  are used to  describe events. These coordinates form a four-dimensional 
spacetime th a t is convenient in the special theory and crucial for expressing the 
results of the general theory.
Given two events ( t , x , y , z )  and (t +  A t , x  +  A x , y  +  A y , z  +  A z ) ,  the  interval 
between the events is defined as
A s2 =  A x 2 +  A y 2 +  A z 2 -  c2A t2. (1.1)
This quantity  is invariant under a change of inertial frame and is som ething th a t 
all inertial observers will agree on. Since the inertial frames of SR are by definition
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non-accelerating fram es, there is no scope for introducing gravitational forces into 
the theory, since these cause an observer to  accelerate. A more general theory is 
required, but which m ust have two im portan t properties. F irstly it has to  agree with 
the results of SR in regions where the gravitational field is very weak. Secondly it 
has to possess a coordinate frame invariance so th a t the laws of physics are the 
same for all observers regardless of their local gravitational environm ent. These 
demands can be m et, and the m athem atical tools required for the resulting theory 
are differential geometry and tensor calculus.
1 .2 .2  G e n e r a l R e la t iv i t y
At any point in spacetime it is possible to  define a tensor function called a metric 
which locally defines the structure or curvature of spacetime. Given two neighbour­
ing points (a:1, # 2, #3, x A) and (a:1 +  da:1, # 2 +  da:2, a:3 +  da:3, a:4 +  da:4), the proper 
distance d s2 between these points can be expressed in term s of the m etric as
d s2 =  gapdxadx13. ( 1 -2 )
For example in SR the m etric tensor components are g \\ =  —c2, <722 =  1, <733 =  1, 
<744 =  1 and ga0 =  0 for all a ^  /3. If we choose cartesian coordinates so tha t
da:1 =  dt, da:2 =  da:, da:3 =  dy and da:4 =  dz,  then in the case of SR Eqn.(1.2)
becomes
ds2 =  da:2 +  d y 2 +  dz2 — c2d t2. (1-3)
In SR, Eqn.(1.3) applies globally to  all points in spacetime - sometimes this is ex­
pressed by stating th a t the four-dimensional spacetime of SR has no curvature, or 
is flat. However SR is not an accurate description of the universe since the effects of 
gravitational forces will distort the m etric from point to  point. In general relativity 
(G R ), Eqn.(1.3) only applies locally1 and in general there is a  more complex rela­
tionship between the m etric and the proper distances it describes. The new metric 
form can be w ritten  as
ga(3 =  lap  +  0 [ 0 7)2] (1.4)
1the details regarding the confines of such a local region will not be discussed except to note
that Eqn.(1.3) will be valid over larger domains for weaker local gravitational fields.
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where gap is the m etric associated with some point in spacetime and r)ap is the 
m etric of SR. Eqn.(1.4) expresses a dependence of the m etric on term s of second 
order in the coordinates. This can be re-expressed
for some of the values of a ,  /?, 7  and £. If the m athem atics is checked in detail
contain the necessary inform ation about the curvature of spacetime. To express the 
relation between the metric tensor and curvature less vaguely consider the  tensor 
whose components represent all possible basis vector derivatives with respect to  the 
coordinates
The tensor components T7a/g are known as the Christoffel symbols and it tu rns out
partial derivatives of the m etric tensor components with respect to  any coordinate 
are non-zero, and we would expect the Christoffel symbols in Eqn.(1.7) to  vanish 
in a coordinate frame th a t is locally inertial. This is indeed true, and it is only in 
the derivatives of the Christoffel symbols th a t the local curvature can be revealed. 
A curvature tensor, whatever may be its form, m ust therefore depend only on the 
derivatives of the Christoffel symbols. The m ethod of identifying the form of such a 
curvature tensor is rather complex and cannot be described fully here, but it relies 
upon the idea of parallel-transport around a closed loop in spacetime. If a vector x  is 
moved from point to  point in a flat spacetim e so th a t during each infinitesimal step 
it remains parallel to itself, then we can deduce th a t over a closed loop the initial 
and final states x initial and xj{nai will be identical. However in a curved spacetime 
this is no longer true, and there will be a discrepancy between the initial and final
dx^dx^ (1.5)
[3] then it is found th a t twenty of these components generally do not vanish and
( 1.6)
th a t they are related to the m etric tensor via its first order partial derivatives with 
respect to the coordinates
(1.7)
In the case of curved spacetime it has already been pointed out th a t only the second
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vectors Sx = Xfinai — x initial- The tensor th a t describes this difference vector is 
called the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor  defined by
a r a  B Y 01 a
R a«  =  - s z r -  ~ d J r  +  r V r >  -  r t v r v -  (i-8 )
The curvature tensor can be expressed in term s of the  m etric components alone by 
substituting Eqn.(1.7) into Eqn.(1.8) to  give
do _  1  a ar) f  ®9yC________ dQrj-y , dpp-y  ^9 PC \
7^C 2 ydxPdx'i dxPdx'i dx^dx^ dx^dx^)  ’ { }
which can be seen to  depend on the twenty term s involved in Eqn.(1.5). U ltim ately 
there has to  be a set of equations th a t describes how bodies behave in the presence 
of an arb itrary  gravitational field. E instein’s progression to  these field equations was 
to introduce another tensor which is a contraction of the general curvature tensor
R vc = K avC* (1.10)
called the Ricci tensor. Acting on the Ricci tensor by the m etric generates a num ber 
R  which Einstein recognised to  have physical significance in the curved spacetim e 
of GR. In fact, the field equations can be w ritten
R ap -  9<xp =  —^ ~T otp  ( 1 - 1 1 )
where A is the so-called cosmological constant, G  is the universal gravitational 
constant and Tap is the energy-momentum tensor for the local region to  which 
E q n .( l . l l )  applies. E q n .( l . l l )  is really a  set of equations2 th a t are arrived at by 
generalising the familiar law of Newtonian gravity V 2 >^ =  AirGp where (f> is the  gravi­
tational field and p is the mass density. The tensorial na tu re  of the law is required to 
keep it coordinate frame invariant. The constant A was added by Einstein years af­
ter the initial publication of GR in order to  allow solutions of E q n .( l . l l )  th a t would 
apply to  a static universe. It is usually set to  zero except for certain cosmological 
applications when it assumes a non-zero value.
2in this case ten coupled differential equations, not sixteen due to the sym metric nature of Rap 
and Xq
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1.3 E x is te n c e  o f  G ra v ita tio n a l W aves
From now on the value of the cosmological constant A is taken to  be zero. In a 
region of spacetime where the gravitational field is weak we can express the  general 
m etric gap as
9a(3 — Va(3 ^af.3 (^'^)
where hap can be regarded as a  small pertu rbation  to  the simple m etric of SR r)ap.
There is an entire class of objects hap th a t will work in Eqn.(1.12) each related to
the next by gauge transformations - coordinate changes of very small m agnitude. 
This justifies using a particular form for hap which is defined in term s of the  trace 
h = haa of ha@ by
haP =  ha0 -  ^ n a0h (1.13)
and which allows the Einstein field equations to  be w ritten in the particularly simple 
form
/  1 Ffl \  - ~ —1
(1.14)
In vacuum (T a/3 =  0) the field equations of Eqn.(1.14) can be w ritten
(1.15)
which have periodic or wave-like solutions th a t propagate with velocity c. The 
problem of analysing gravitational waves can be simplified somewhat further by 
taking advantage of the coordinate freedom which underpins the field equations. By 
choosing a system in which we define there to  be a transverse traceless gauge we can 
write the hap tensor for a gravitational wave propagating along the z-axis as
h T T  -  n a(3 ~
0 0 0 0
0 h x x h x y 0
0 h y x h y y 0
0 0 0 0
(1.16)
where hxy = hyx and the trace of h ap is zero implying hxx = —hyy. Eqn.(1.16) 
represents a gravitational wave of two distinct polarisations which influence the 
proper separation of two orthogonal dimensions in space. This can be realised by
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applying the m etric of Eqn.(1.12) with hap as defined in Eqn.(1.16) to  the proper 
distance formula of Eqn.(1.2) giving
A s2 =  (1 +  h + )A x 2 +  2(1 +  h x ) A x A y  +  (1 — h+)A y 2 — c2 A t 2 (1-17)
where h + = hxx and h x = hxy. Applying Eqn.(1.17) to  the worldline of a light ray 
travelling along the a:—axis (A y 2 = 0) gives
(1 +  h+) A x 2 — c2A t2 = 0 (1-18)
since A s 2 — 0 for photons. Eqn.(1.18) can be w ritten in the form
dx c , .
n  =  y / r + T ^
which shows the relationship between the speed of light along the z —axis and the 
gravitational wave term  h+. Although Eqn.(1.19) suggests th a t the speed of light is 
being m odulated by the gravitational wave, it is more correct to  consider the metric 
of spacetime as undergoing the m odulation. The term s h + and h x are often referred 
to as the strain amplitudes of the polarisations and in general, the strain  am plitude 
h of a wave can be calculated as \ J ( h \  +  h \ ) .  Consideration of Eqn.(1.17) will show 
th a t light travelling along the y —axis can be described by a similar expression to 
Eqn.(1.19) with denom inator y / l  — h+. The cross term  can be seen to  be involved 
in neither of these two examples, and represents a second polarisation characterised 
by setting A x  = A y . The classic example is the effect of a gravitational wave 
passing perpendicularly to  the plane of a circular ring of test particles as shown 
in F ig.1.1. An im portan t observation in passing is th a t, while the h+ polarisation 
causes a differential m otion of the particles in the x- and y-axes, the h x polarisation 
produces no differential motion in these axes (compare the distance from the origin 
to  a particle along the x- and y-axes as the m otion evolves). This im portan t property 
is the reason th a t laser interferom eters (which measure the differential length change 
along two perpendicular paths) are so suited to detecting gravitational waves. To 
gain a physical understanding of what the strain  am plitude actually means consider 
a length interval X, say, lying along the z-axis, being traversed by a light ray. In 
the absence of any gravitational waves, the length is related to  the tim e r  for the
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h+ polarisation
hx polarisation
0 7 t/2 71 3n/2 271
Figure 1.1: Influence on a ring o f particles by the two polarisations o f gravitational 
waves
journey simply by L = cr. However in the presence of a gravitational wave, the 
length is altered and is best described by
dx/ f T d x  ,/  =  / — dt. 
Jo dt
( 1.20)
Using Eqn.(1.19) in Eqn.(1.20) and expanding to  consider only first order term s in 
h+ gives
L ' =  c t  +  [  h+{t)dt. (1.21)
2 Jo
By letting  SL =  L ' — L  and choosing a small integration time r  over which h +(t) is 
constant, Eqn.(1.21) simplifies to
which can be w ritten
SL - — cr 
2
SL_ _
~L ~  ~2
( 1.22 )
(1.23)
This last expression dem onstrates the justification for term ing a strain  in space.
A gravitational wave force field is often referred to  as being a quadrupole field , 
in contrast with a m agnetic field which can be regarded as dipole in nature , or an
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electric field which can be monopole. The distinction between these force fields is
shown in Fig. 1.2. It is always the case th a t the  gravitational force field appears
tained by charting the motion of the test particles in F ig l.l) .  The natu re  of the  
waves lends insight into potential sources, which might be expected also to  exhibit 
quadrupole form. To investigate the  form th a t a  gravitational wave source might 
have, Eqn.(1.14) is used where in general there will be non-zero components of the 
energy-momentum tensor Tap. Exact solutions can be found th a t depend on the 
second time derivative of the quadrupole moment of the source mass distribution. 
The strain  am plitude can then be w ritten [4]
which can be seen to have a 1 /r  dependence in common with m agnetic and electric 
fields. The term  D ap is the quadrupole moment in the transverse traceless gauge, 
defined for weak fields in term s of the mass density p by
Eqn.(1.24) is valid for sources generating waves th a t satisfy the criterion th a t the 
reduced wavelength of the radiation (A/27r) is greater th a t the source dimensions. 
This is certainly true for some systems, but not all. In the following sections, the 
detectability of various sources will be examined.
1.4 A stro p h y sica l S ources
The nature  of the gravitational wave production mechanism is such th a t any po­
ten tial source must possess some degree of dynamical asymmetry. Several classes 
of sources have emerged having this property in common, but each having differ­
ent strain  am plitude and frequency characteristics. These include pulsars (ro tating 
neutron stars), coalescing binary star system s , stellar gravitational collapse events, 
supernovae explosions and other exotic sources such as black hole collisions. Tra­
ditionally, the categorisation of sources has largely been defined by the anticipated
to be subtending to  four poles (the lines of force for each polarisation can be ob-
(1.24)
(1.25)
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monopole dipole quadrupole
Figure 1.2: Comparsion o f the force fields due to an electrostatic monopole, a mag­
netic dipole and a gravitational wave.
frequency sensitivity windows of detector designs. Ground based detectors are sub­
ject to a seismic noise barrier th a t prevents useful sensitivity at low frequency (below 
a few Hz). However, now th a t there is the possibility of a future space based detec­
to r having a sensitivity window covering much lower frequencies (down to  10-4  Hz) 
the range of interesting sources to be considered has increased. Sections 1.4.1, 1.4.2 
and 1.4.3 will introduce sources with frequency characteristics of prim ary interest to  
ground based detectors. Following this, section 1.4.4 will describe some of the  low 
frequency sources th a t are of interest to  a space-borne detector.
1 .4 .1  P u ls a r s
Pulsars have always been interesting candidates for gravitational wave production. 
In determining whether a given pulsar is observable to  a ground based detector, we 
have to  consider its proxim ity to  earth , level of spherical asymm etry, spin ra te  and 
spindown rate. Pulsars with high spin rates are preferred sources since they radiate 
at frequencies where the sensitivity of laser interferom eters is likely to  be optim al. 
The spindown rate  of the pulsar gives a m easure of how quickly the s ta r is losing 
energy, be it via gravitational radiation emission or otherwise. In general, pulsars 
with high spindown rates will make for more interesting sources.
To investigate the gravitational wave signal strength  of a pulsar consider again 
Eqn.(1.24). This equation can be expressed in a more revealing m anner by using the
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fact th a t the second tim e derivative of D ap is directly related to  the kinetic energy 
of the nonspherical component of the motion E ns. To see this, consider th a t a highly 
nonspherical object of size L will have quadrupole moment D  ~  M L 2. The second 
time derivative of D  is then approxim ately 2M v 2 where v is the internal velocity of 
the object. This can be w ritten 4E ns giving for the strain  am plitude
G 4E ns
(L26)
where r is the distance to  the source. The E ns term  will contain components due 
to  the ellipticity of the sta r and perhaps a misalignment of the principal and spin 
axis too. By normalising to  typical pulsar param eters, the strain  am plitude may be 
w ritten [5]
nN) <■•”>
where f rot is the frequency of ro ta tion  of the pulsar3, r  is the distance to  the source 
and e is the ellipticity of the star. C urrent models of neutron stars suggest maximum 
ellipticities in the order of 10-4 to  10- 6 .
As shown above, in assessing the strength  of a specific source, several aspects 
must be considered. For example the recently discovered PSR J0437-4715 is a pulsar 
ro tating  at a frequency of 173 Hz whose close proximity to earth  (about 100 pc) 
makes it a viable source, even although its low spindown ra te  would normally render 
it undetectable. A nother interesting candidate is the  optical pulsar in the  supernovae 
rem nant SN1987A which is much further away (about 50kpc) but is reported  to  have 
a higher spindown ra te4. The ro tation  rate  of this pulsar is reported to  be 467 Hz. In 
the absence of a reliable neutron star model it is difficult to  give concrete estim ates 
for the strength  of these sources, but it is expected th a t values of h in the order of 
10-26 are not unlikely. In practice, a long integration period would be involved in 
order to search for a pulsar signal whereby the sensitivity is increased by the square 
root of the num ber of cycles averaged over5. For example a detector observing a 
pulsar producing signals a t 500 Hz can be increased in sensitivity by a factor of
3note that the gravitational wave frequency will be twice the dynamical rotation frequency
4 at the time of writing, the data regarding this pulsar are as yet unpublished.
5this is true for any continuous source being observed by a broadband detector
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around 4 x 104 by integrating the signal over a period of one m onth. It will become 
evident in chapter 2 th a t this brings some pulsars within the sensitivity capabilities
of the  proposed long baseline interferom eters.
Until recently the m ean spatial velocity of pulsars was thought to  be around
by m easuring too m any older pulsars with low b irth  velocities (which accum ulate in
disc and perhaps even the entire galaxy [6]. The implications of this are numerous. 
For example, there may exist a halo of old pulsars around the galaxy, isotropic 
in the  sky. This pulsar population may be the sites of some of the  gam m a-ray 
bursters th a t BATSE6 m ounted on the CGRO7 has been studying since 1991 [7]. 
Gam m a-ray bursters have the property th a t their source distribution is isotropic in 
the sky suggesting th a t they originate outside the galaxy. Most isotropic models for 
sources will therefore imply cosmological distances out to  the burst sources. This 
immediately raises questions about the extremely high energies th a t would have 
to  be involved to account for the signal strengths th a t BATSE detects. A local 
isotropic pulsar population is therefore certainly of interest to team s working on the 
BATSE results, and if gam m a-ray bursts are accompanied by gravitational wave 
bursts, there may be broader implications for coincidence experiments.
Unfortunately very little is known about the num ber of pulsars which may be de­
tectable. It could be said with reference to Eqn.(1.27) th a t all pulsars with ellipticity
a t present. This may be one field of da ta  th a t gravitational wave observatories will 
feed back to  existing astronomy.
6 Burst And Transient Source Experiment
150 kms 1. However this result is now thought to  be artificially low since it originates
the galactic plane). The new result is thought to  be nearer 450 kms J , perhaps even 
as high as 1000 km s- 1 , which is greater than  the escape velocity from the galactic
satisfying
500 Hz
(1.28)
will be detectable with a long baseline interferom eter fitted with signal recycling. 
Exactly how m any pulsars in the galaxy satisfy condition (1.28) is simply unknown
rCompton Gamma-Ray Observatory launched by NASA in 1991
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1 .4 .2  C o a le s c in g  B in a r y  S ta r  S y s te m s
In 1993, Russell Hulse and Joseph Taylor received the Nobel Prize for physics for 
their observational work concerning the pulsar PSR1913+16. For the past two 
decades, they have been m easuring the orbital period of this system , and have found 
th a t the spin-down fits exactly with th a t predicted due to  gravitational radiation 
loss [8, 9]. This indirect evidence for gravitational waves m ay boost the m oral of 
experimentalists in the field, but such radiation is too weak to  be detected directly 
by ground based instrum ents. Only in the last few seconds of the life of a binary sys­
tem  do the stars become close enough to  produce detectable am ounts of radiation. 
During these last moments the stars produce a distinctive chirp signal of grav ita­
tional radiation where the signal frequency sweeps through the detector sensitivity 
window, up to a few kHz, with increasing signal am plitude. The stars must be small 
and dense, and so only binary systems containing neutron stars or black holes are of 
interest, often called compact binaries. The strain  am plitude produced at a distance 
r from a binary star system can be expressed in term s of the orbital frequency and 
masses of the system by
where /  is the frequency of the radiation and M c is called the chirp mass of the 
system defined by
M c =  (1.30)
(m i +  m 2)5
This is the instantaneous value for h at a given frequency, however by using special 
filtering techniques the effective signal to noise ratio  can be enhanced [10]. There 
is also inform ation to  be obtained from the tim e evolution of the signal, which is 
described by
din  /  f  M c \ s  /  f  \ s  ,
— - -  =  0.126 — M  — ffyr- s-1 (1.31dt \ M q J V100 H z /
It is apparent from Eqn.(1.29) and Eqn.(1.31) th a t if the strain am plitude can be 
measured as a function of frequency, and the ra te  of change of frequency deduced 
during the chirp event, then M c can be eliminated to  provide a value for r , the
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distance to  the binary system. Binary systems th a t change their frequency dur­
ing an observation are thus standard  candles in gravitational wave astronom y, since 
their distance can be determined from their intensity. If m easurem ents of distance 
to binary systems can be associated with red-shift m easurem ents using optical as­
tronomy, then the Hubble constant could be determined to  a  high level of accuracy
in ] .
At present there are three known binary system precursors? whose orbital decay 
times are less than  the age of the universe. The predicted event ra te  is one every 
105 years in our own galaxy. To obtain a detected event ra te  of one every year, 
gravitational wave observatories would have to  be able to  see events out to  a  radius of 
100 Mpc - likely to  be possible only with interferom eters fitted with signal recycling. 
Two independent exciting recent theoretical surveys [12, 13] suggest th a t there may 
exist a high-birthrate class of neutron-star binaries th a t form with closer separation 
of the  companion stars than  the Hulse-Taylor type systems. These binaries will 
decay on a much shorter timescale and the event ra te  could be as high as one 
hundred per year. The physics th a t will be revealed by coalescing binary systems 
depends on the types of the companion stars. In the case of two neutron stars, 
the coalescence will involve vast numbers of nucleons accelerating toward the speed 
of light. The driving mechanism is the self-gravity of the binary system and the 
gravitational waves produced will be characteristic of the nuclear processes taking 
place during the coalescence. If two black holes coalesce, the radiation em itted 
may well carry inform ation about relativistic gravitational processes which could 
not ever be discovered in any other way. Similarly for a black hole and neutron star 
coalescence, where very little is known about the dynamics of such an event.
1 .4 .3  G r a v ita t io n a l  C o lla p s e  a n d  S u p e r n o v a e
The prospect of detecting supernovae formed the basic m otivation for starting  de­
velopment on resonant-bar detectors 30 years ago. Today they still represent one 
of the potentially most powerful sources, but like so many of the other mechanisms
8 binary system s containing two neutron stars with orbital decay tim e less than the Hubble time
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so far described, little is known about the dynamics of the explosions, particularly  
how asymm etric they may be. Supernova explosions are separated into two m ain 
classes; type I and type II. A type I supernova is thought to  be associated with 
a binary system containing a white dwarf s ta r th a t has accreted too much mass 
from its companion to  remain stable. The resulting explosion blows the white dw arf 
star to  pieces, and it is possible, but be no means certain, th a t the  stellar core will 
collapse to  form a neutron star. A type II supernova occurs when a massive sta r 
no longer has enough internal pressure to  balance its own self-gravity resulting in a 
gravitational collapse th a t forms a neutron s ta r or black hole. The rem nant stars 
are left ro ta ting  by the explosion and in the case of neutron stars, these are of course 
pulsars.
The new result for the mean spatial pulsar velocity is promising because it p ro­
vokes the question: how can the pulsars be born with such high initial velocities 
(several hundred k p cs-1 )? The answer might lie in strong asymm etries intrinsic to  
the stellar collapse mechanisms th a t produce them , which would make supernovae 
very favourable gravitational wave source candidates. In general, for a burst event 
where the source loses energy E q w  through gravitational radiation emission, the 
strain amplitude can be expressed [4] as
where /  is the characteristic frequency of the burst of radiation and the form ula has 
again been normalised, this time to a distance scale of 10 Mpc which is approxim ately 
the distance to  the centre of the Virgo Cluster. Estim ates of E q w  for supernovae 
range dram atically in value but in order for events to be detectable by the first 
generation of long baseline interferom eters (h 10 22/\/H z  at 100 Hz) the  condition
>  -7 1 r»32 t  w / i O k p c '  2E q w  ~  7 x 10 J  x ( « t e )  ,1 .33)
should be satisfied. Occurrence rates for supernovae are thought to  be about one of 
each type every fifty years in our galaxy9. In the  region out to  the Virgo cluster there
9this represents a catchment sphere of radius «  15 kpc and takes into consideration the fact that 
only a fraction of supernovae are actually observable due to the opacity of the galactic plane
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will be several of each type each year. Beyond the Virgo cluster, the occurrence rate  
will increase roughly as the volume of space ( r3). T hat is not to  say th a t optical 
astronom y would detect this ra te  of events, since supernovae th a t are electromag- 
netically quiet, or hidden deep in dense clouds, are included in the above figures. In 
view of condition (1.33) and existing models for stellar collapse, event rates ranging 
from one per year to  many per year have been suggested. If a gravitational wave 
burst from a supernova explosion was accompanied by an optical observation, then 
the relative time of arrival of the signals would test the velocity of gravitational ra ­
diation to  high precision. Such a coincidence observation would form an im portan t 
and unique test of gravitation theory.
An interesting variety of gravitational collapse is when a massive sta r collapses to 
form a black hole. In this scenario it is thought possible to  have an energy conversion 
efficiency to  gravitational radiation of up to  10% [4]. In other words, the  ratio  e of 
energy em itted from the collapse through gravitational waves E q w  and the to ta l 
available energy of the star M e 2 is c =  0.1. The strain  am plitude in term s of e can 
be w ritten
where the expression has been normalised to  the more m odest value of e =  0.01. 
Even this lies in the upper range of values and if the collapse is axisym m etric, then 
it is more likely for e to  take values in the range 10~3 or less. Nevertheless such 
sources are of interest for the first generation of laser interferom etic detectors, and 
particularly for the advanced designs like th a t of GEO 600 where signal recycling 
will allow for sensitivity optim isation at selective characteristic frequencies.
Even if a stellar collapse happened to be totally spherically sym m etric it is 
thought to  produce an unstable neutron star th a t undergoes convective boiling for 
the first fraction of a second of its life. In this process, super-energetic nucleons 
from the centre of the star are forced to the surface where they cool by neutrino 
emmision before being swept back again toward the centre. It has been estim ated 
[14] th a t about ten cycles of gravitational radiation may be produced by this process 
a t a frequency of about 100 Hz. The strain  am plitude will be such as to  be just
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detectable, but only for sources in the local group of galaxies.
1 .4 .4  L ow  F r e q u e n c y  S o u r c e s
Most of the astrophysical events so far described are either burst sources (like co­
alescing binary systems and supernovae) or are high-frequency em itters (such as 
fast ro ta ting  pulsars). The emphasis on these has been deliberate since they form 
the most likely detectable candidates for the first generation of laser interferom eter 
detectors and for existing bar detectors. However there are various sources charac­
terised by lower gravitational radiation frequencies, say less th a t 1 Hz, th a t would 
not be detectable from ground based observatories (where the low frequency seismic 
noise becomes too high). Such sources would be observable from a space-based in­
terferom eter and there is a proposal subm itted to the European Space Agency called 
LISA10 which will take the form of an interferom eter formed between satellites with 
arm  length 5 X 106 km. The satellites (six of them  in to ta l) will form an equilat­
eral triangle w ith two satellites at each vertex and the entire system  will follow the 
earth  in its orbit around the sun (but lagging the earth  by about 20°) forming a 
plane inclined a t 60° to the ecliptic. The strain  am plitude sensitivity of LISA will 
be prim arily lim ited at low frequencies by spurious accelerations of components and 
at high frequencies by photon counting statistics or shot noise in the laser light. 
The noise budget should allow strain sensitivities for continuous sources of around 
10-21 to 10-23 over the frequency range 10-4 Hz to  10_1 Hz with optim al sensitivity 
roughly lying in the middle of this range.
The technology involved in the project is highly advanced with many research 
groups tackling various experim ental challanges. For example, one problem is the 
tiny light power captured by the far spacecraft. If 1 W of laser power is used with 
a divergence of 4 X 10-6 rad  then the radius of the  beam  after travelling 5 X 106 km 
is around 20 km! The capture area of the far spacecraft has radius about 0.2 m and 
so the fraction of 1W  in this cross-section is only 0.42/(2  x 104). This am ounts to 
at most a few hundred pico-W atts detected at the far spacecraft. Clearly, the far
10Laser Interferometer Space Antenna
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spacecraft cannot contain ju st a  simple m irror (for the reflected light power arriving 
back at the first spacecraft would be effectively zero) bu t ra ther it m ust sense the 
phase of the incoming light and return  a laser beam  of its own. This action can be 
thought of in term s of an active mirror which amplifies the  incoming light and sends 
back a beam th a t is phase-locked to  it. Further details regarding the LISA project 
can be found in [15]. Some of the sources it hopes to detect are now briefly outlined.
B in ary  Star S y stem s
The gravitational radiation em itted by a binary system is only detectable from 
ground during the last few moments before the coalesence, when the signals sweep 
through the sensitivity band of ground based instrum ents. However LISA could 
observe such systems over a long integration tim e (in ra ther the same fashion as a 
ground based detector could in tegrate signals from a pulsar). Binary star systems 
of interest may contain neutron stars, black holes or white dwarfs orbiting about 
each other a t frequencies of 10-4 Hz to  10-1 Hz. The recent theoretical studies of bi­
nary evolution [12, 13] suggests th a t there should exist a dense population of binary 
systems (prototyped by the Hulse-Taylor system PSR1913+16) th a t have initial pe­
riods as short as an hour. The rate  of change of the orbital frequency /  of such a 
system can be calculated using Eqn.(1.31). If this equation is used with param eters 
typical of the new population of binaries, it tu rns out th a t spin-down times in the 
order of a few thousand years could be expected for some systems. This amounts 
to an orbital period decay of some 10-2 s per year, which is easily discernable by 
LISA11.
Black hole binaries in their steady sta te  are also of interest to  LISA. Since black 
holes lose less mass when they are created it is expected th a t there is less chance 
of their creation disrupting a binary system and so there m ay be as many black 
hole/neutron star binaries as there are neutron s ta r/n eu tro n  star binaries [16].
The evolution of close binaries is thought to  end most commonly with the cre­
ation of two low mass white dwarf stars. LISA will be able to  clarify the  evolutionary
n compare this value with the Hulse-Taylor system  which decays at a rate of 7.2 x  10-5  s per year
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model by observing such systems. An interesting class of white dwarf binary system 
is the Interacting W hite Dwarf Binary (IW DB). These are binaries where a low mass 
degenerate helium sta r is transferring mass to  a more massive compact star. There 
are four prototype systems having periods in the order of 1000 s which makes them  
good source candidates for LISA.
E xtraga lactic  Sources
The prim ary sources of im portance outside our galaxy almost all involve black holes. 
Binary systems and events such as merger, form ation or interactions with o ther ob­
jects involving supermassive black holes are all of interest. Some galactic models 
suggest the existence of supermassive black holes at the centre of the galaxies. There 
is evidence both  from ground based telescopes and the Hubble space telescope [17] 
th a t there exists a massive black hole near the centre of the dwarf elliptical galaxy 
M32. If this is true, it could be the prototype for many galaxies. Mergers between 
a black hole or other compact object, and a supermassive black hole, is believed 
to produce large quantities of gravitational waves. W hen a body of mass m  spirals 
into a massive black hole of mass M  it can be shown [5] th a t the tim e to  final co­
alescence is inversely proportional to  m /M .  This means th a t less massive bodies 
merging with a black hole will stay in orbit around it for longer (and the frequency 
on average will be lower) and will send out a longer tem poral sample of radiation. 
The problem for ground-based observations is th a t for the inspiral rates to  be above 
the low-frequency sensitivity barrier, a peak value of ra /M  «  1/300 is implied. LISA 
with its low frequency sensitivity, should be able to  detect signals from systems with 
m /M  < 107 thus covering a far greater sample of black hole events from which to 
study relativistic gravity.
P rim ord ia l G rav ita tion a l R ad ia tion
In addition to  compact body sources there may exist a  stochastic background of 
gravitational radiation generated by processes going on in the early universe. The 
frequencies of radiation associated with such a background could scale over 22 orders
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of m agnitude. There are several options for sources.
Most interestingly, there is the background due to  the big bang. The strain  
amplitudes present today are difficult to  predict because the radiation has to  be 
tracked through the early epochs of the universe. There might also be contributions 
from phase transitions in the early universe and from cosmic strings if they existed 
in the early universe. Details concerning prim ordial sources can be found in [5, 18, 
19, 20, 21, 22].
1 .4 .5  C o n c lu s io n
The previous sections have described some of the  most traditional sources for the 
gravitational wave community to  explore. These have been related to  more recent 
theoretical and experim ental developments from astronom ers, not necessarily in­
volved in the field. The emergence of LISA as a space-borne observatory has been 
discussed and in passing it should be emphasized th a t LISA is not in com petition 
with terrestrial detectors but ra ther will provide da ta  in a frequency band comple­
m entary to  the ground-based instrum ents.
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C h apter 2
G ravitational W ave D etectors
2.1 In tro d u ctio n
For m any years after the publication of general relativity there were conflicting views 
upon whether gravitational radiation really existed. Doubts existed over whether 
it could really carry energy away from a body, or im part energy to  m atte r in its 
path . The theoretical surveys of [23, 24, 25] and more im portantly, the  observations 
from the Hulse-Taylor binary, have to tally  cast these doubts aside. However it is 
true th a t the interaction of gravitational waves with m atte r is very weak. The 
problem is th a t spacetime is a medium of extremely high stiffness , characterised by 
a huge impedance term  c3/G . It follows th a t gravitational waves propagating in this 
medium encounter neglible extra impedance in propagating through m atte r. This is 
unfortunate, since any possible invention to  detect directly the waves m ust surely rely 
on some degree of interaction between the waves and the apparatus. Consequently, 
successful detectors have to maximise this interaction for the duration of the  waves, 
and must be designed accordingly.
This chapter contains an overview of the types of detector already in use, and 
those being planned for the future. In section 2.2 resonant-bar detectors are briefly 
discussed and in section 2.3 laser interferom eters are described. Some of the sources 
of noise th a t affect a laser interferom eter are introduced via subsections of section 2.3. 
To obtain numerical examples of these noise limits in term s of interferom eter sensi­
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tivity, some of the properties of the G erm an-British GEO 600 detector will be used. 
The chapter ends with a more detailed description of the GEO 600 detector in sec­
tion 2.4 including a brief review of some advanced interferom etric techniques such 
as power and signal recycling.
2.2  R eso n a n t-B a r  D e te c to r s
The performance and complexity of resonant-bar detectors has advanced consid­
erably since W eber’s first designs. Using the simplest description, a  resonant-bar 
detector is a large mass usually made of some sort of m etal, suspended from a seis­
mic isolation system to protect it from ground motion. W hen a gravitational wave 
passes through the bar it induces a strain  in it. The strain  m om entarily alters the 
proper length of the bar however this in itself cannot be measured (since any tran s­
ducer placed, say, a t the end of the bar to  measure the m otion will itself move due 
the wave) but the ringing th a t persists in the bar after the initial strain  can in princi­
ple be detected (since any similarly placed transducer now remains sta tic  compared 
with the bar). This subtlety associated with the detection process is sometimes 
referred to  as the bar having memory. Since the process involves exciting the self­
resonance of the bar, the system is primarily sensitive to  gravitational radiation with 
Fourier components a t the b a r’s self-resonant frequency (and perhaps harm onics). 
Consequently, resonant-bar systems are often referred to  as narrow-band detectors.
2 .2 .1  D e s ig n  A s p e c t s  o f  B a r  D e t e c t o r s
In view of the source strengths presented in the last chapter it is necessary for a 
bar detector to  be able to  measure length changes of order 10-20 m over millisecond 
timescales to  be astrophysically useful. This is roughly 1/1000 000 th  the diam eter of 
an atom ic nucleus, and about 1/1 00 000 000 000 th  the diam eter of an atom! Clearly, 
the slightest random  m otion of the atom s of the bar due to  their k T  therm al noise 
modes will far exceed this required displacement sensitivity. To reduce the therm al 
noise the bar is cooled to  a few degrees above absolute zero. Even then, the therm al 
vibration causes displacements around 1000 times larger than  those caused by grav­
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itational waves. The solution to  this seemingly insurm ountable problem relies on 
another detection subtlety associated w ith the resonance of the  bar. The therm al 
noise can give rise to  displacements which can only change over the  timescale of 
the ring-down tim e r  of the b a r1. If r  is large then in a given small tim e interval 
(comparable with one period of a typical gravitational wave) the v ibrational ampli­
tude change caused by the therm al noise can be less than  th a t caused by the wave. 
The condition is th a t the m easurem ent has to be performed in a small tim e interval 
compared with r .  The larger is r  the greater signal to  noise for a given m easurem ent 
interval there will be. This can be summarised
Enoise = k T  —  (2.1)
T
where E noise is the therm al noise energy, k T  is the energy in an atom ic therm al 
mode and rm is the m easurem ent integration time. The demand for a high ring- 
down time is often expressed as the system  requiring a high Q-factor. To obtain 
a system with a high Q the bar is suspended in an evacuated chamber so th a t the 
effect of air pressure is absent. The suspension system itself has to  be of high quality, 
so th a t energy from the bar is not dissipated to it, thus reducing the Q. To obtain 
quantum -lim ited sensitivity in a bar at 4.2 K2 for gravitational wave periods of 1 ms, 
Eqn.(2.1) can be used with E noise set to  2w h f  to  show th a t r  «  105 s. The first bar 
detectors used aluminium with r  «  100 s. O ther m aterials such as niobium, silicon 
and some aluminium alloys have much higher Q values. Sapphire has an extremely 
high Q ( «  109) but m easured in bars so small th a t the resonant frequencies are 
typically tens of kHz. M aterials like sapphire and silicon which have very pure 
crystal structures cannot easily be made into the large bars th a t are required for bar 
detectors.
As well as the design considerations of the bar itself, there are also those for the 
transducer. The transducer is the component th a t ultim ately provides the output 
electrical signal corresponding to  the m inute displacements described above. It is 
evident from Eqn.(2.1) th a t another way to  minimise the level of therm al noise
1 the time it takes the amplitude of bar vibrations to decay to 1 /e  their initial value
2this is the temperature of a bar cooled using liquid helium
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present in the  measurem ent process is to  have a very small m easurem ent integration 
time rm . However this implies a large m easurem ent bandw idth, and thus the white 
noise associated with the transducer becomes problem atic. In practice there is a 
balance to  be reached between m easurem ent integration tim e and the achievable 
sensor noise.
W hen bar detectors were first developed, no transducers were available to  m ea­
sure displacement amplitudes anything like as small as 10-2Om. Over the  years, 
transducer technology has evolved, with piezo-electric devices being replaced with 
more advanced sensors. One type of modern sensor uses an electrical capacitor or 
inductor whose value is m odulated by the m otion of the bar. An electrical signal of 
very small m agnitude is generated and sent to  an ultra-low noise amplifier called a 
SQUID3.
As m entioned above, a problem associated with all forms of transducer is their 
intrinsic white noise, characterised by a constant value of noise power per unit 
bandw idth. Available transducers are not able to  detect the small vibrations of the 
bar induced by gravitational waves. The motion of the bar m ust be amplified by some 
mechanical means, and the solution is to develop the bar as a coupled oscillator by 
the a ttachm ent of a very small additional resonator. W hen the bar is excited, some 
energy is transferred to the smaller oscillator which may take the physical form of a 
diaphragm , flap or whip. The transducer then senses this higher frequency m otion 
which has greater am plitude. Such techniques have provided optim al m easurem ent 
integration times of around 0.1s for resonant-bar antennae.
A nother source of noise associated with the m easurem ent process is back-action 
noise. This is produced due to  the input current noise of the amplifier th a t comes 
after the transducer in the measurement system. Basically, this noise can be thought 
of as a signal th a t appears across the transducer, causing a subsequent force noise 
th a t acts on the antenna. The resulting excitation of the bar is another noise source 
th a t the transducer will detect. Back-action evasion techniques have been studied 
and implem ented on bar detectors. Details of these, along with further inform ation
3 Superconducting QUantum-Interface Device
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Figure 2.1: Schematic  diagram o f  the resonant-bar detector using a inductively cou­
pled transducer and a SQ U ID  amplifier.
and references regarding other aspects of resonant-bar detec tor design, can be found 
in [26]. A schematic diagram  of a possible configuration of resonant-bar an tenna  is 
shown in Fig.2.1.
2.2 .2  S e n s it iv i ty  o f  R e so n a n t-B a r  D e te c to r s
When a  grav ita tional wave in teracts  with a bar detec tor it usually excites the first 
longitudinal mode of the detector,  the  frequency of which is given by f 0 = v f i lL  
where v is the velocity of sound in the  bar and L is the bar 's  length. The transducer 
can be considered to transform  a given displacement on the  bar 's  end wall 6x into an 
electrical signal V . In practice there  is the coupled oscillator action to  take account 
of, but the transducer can still be regarded as obeying a transfer function of the 
form V  = k6x  for some constan t k.  It can be shown [4] th a t  the  s train  am plitude 
sensitivity h b for a burst of grav ita tional waves of op tim al direction and polarisation 
can be written
hh =
k T r b
•2-foM Q D
2 .2 )
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where k is the Boltzm ann constant (k  =  1.38 X 10-23J /K ) , r& is the duration of the 
burst, L is the length of the bar, M  is the mass of the bar and Q is the quality 
factor of the bar. For a bar with M  =  1000kg, L  =  3 m, Q = 105, fo = 1kHz 
cooled to  4K  and m easurem ent sample tim e of 0.1s, Eqn.(2.2) am ounts to  a strain  
sensitivity of around 10-18/\/H z . This num ber emphasises the  challenges th a t bar 
detector designers face in reaching useful sensitivities. Groups a t the University of 
Rome and at Stanford have developed cryostats th a t will enable bars to  be cooled to 
~  50 mK allowing a strain  sensitivity of 10-19/\/H z  to  be reached. It is hoped th a t 
sensitivities approaching 1 0 -2O/ a / H z  will be possible with improved SQUID devices.
An exciting development in bar detector technology has been the design and 
study of a spherical bar system which would contain a num ber of resonant spheres, 
all having different resonant frequencies, forming a sort of ‘xylophone’ detector of 
gravitational waves. Such an array would help reconstruct detected waveforms b e tte r 
than  a single bar could. Each sphere would have a much greater mass than  the bars 
currently in existence. A 15 tonne sphere can have approxim ately the same resonant 
frequency as a 1 tonne bar, and will thus have 15 times the energy cross-section for 
gravitational radiation. The surface area of such a sphere is only a factor 2 to  3 more 
than  the bar, and so there is only a relatively modest increase in the dimensions of 
the cryostat required. Perhaps the m ajor advantage of the resonant sphere detector 
is th a t it has five modes of resonance, each aligned with one polarisation of the 
m etric tensor [27] making it the most efficient resonant mass detector of gravitational 
radiation. It is estim ated [28] th a t such a system may reach strain  sensitivities in 
the order of 10-22/\/H z  or better. There is a growing in ternational collaboration 
to  construct and develop such spherical mass detectors. A popular design for the 
precise shape of the masses is the truncated  icosahedron4 [29]. The Universities of 
Rome and Leyden are interested in developing a massive 3 m diam eter copper alloy 
sphere. They plan to  cool the mass to  only 10 mK, using the experience of the  low 
tem perature physics groups at Leyden.
Resonant-bar detectors still have a role to play in the worldwide gravitational
4this provides the TIGA acronym representing Truncated Icosahedron Gravitational wave 
Antenna.
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wave detector network, part of the reason being their geographical locations. In a 
coincidence experiment where da ta  from, say, two detectors is correlated, it tu rns 
out th a t the correlated stochastic source sensitivity falls off as a function of the  ratio  
of gravitional radiation wavelength and detector separation [30]. It m ay therefore be 
advantageous to  have correlated observation sessions between an interferom eter and 
a nearby bar detector, since almost all of the planned long-baseline interferom eters 
are separated by large distances compared with the wavelengths of gravitational 
radiation on millisecond timescales. The exception is the American LIGO5 project 
which has the scope for m ultiple laser interferom eter detectors at one site.
2.3 L aser In terfero m eters
The idea of using laser interferom etry to  detect gravitational waves was first de­
scribed by Weber and Forward [31]. The basic scheme is illustrated in Fig 2.2 and 
can be regarded as a Michelson interferom eter with two perpendicular arm s. A rel­
ative or differential fluctuation SL in the arm  lengths will result in a phase shift 8<f> 
between the recombining beams at P  given by
S(f> = -t ~6L (2.3)
A
where A is the wavelength of the light. A photodiode placed at P  will register 
the phase change as a fluctuation of intensity. For a given 6L it can be seen from 
Eqn.(2.3) th a t smaller A will give rise to  larger 8(f> and hence greater sensitivity. Of 
the two most common lasers used, Nd:YAG types (A =  1064 nm) are more stable and 
capable of delivering higher powers than  argon ion lasers (A =  514.5nm ), however 
all prototype detectors with good sensitivity are driven by argon ion lasers, largely 
because they were developed around this type of laser over m any years. In view of 
the wavelength consideration (and indeed for ease of aligning optics) it would be ideal 
to have a green laser but with the stability and power of an infra-red system. Much 
research has been done with non-linear crystals w ith a view to  frequency doubling 
Nd:YAG lasers to produce a stable A =  532nm source [32, 33].
5 Laser Interferometer Gravitational wave Observatory.
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Figure 2.2: Simple diagram o f  a Michelson interferometer.
In view of typical astrophysical source s trengths  (see chapter 1) in terferom eters 
really need to have stra in  sensitivities in the order of 10_22/ v /Hz from a few tens of 
Hz to  several hundred Hz. This figure will be kept in mind th roughout the next few 
sections when considering the various noise sources th a t  have to  be overcome.
Now, for a p ro to type  laser interferom eter to  progress to a working detec tor,  it 
must be more sensitive to  arm length changes caused by grav ita t ional waves th an  any 
o ther influence, at least in a given m easurem ent integration time. To achieve this, all 
the com ponents  in the  interferom eter are shielded from ground motion using seismic 
isolation systems. Most com ponents are suspended as pendulums, even as double 
pendulum s, to provide a very sharp  mechanical filter for low frequency vibration. 
T he mirrors are of the highest quality with respect to  absorp tance and sca tte r  loss 
(see chapter 4) and are directly coated onto test masses. T he test mass m ater ia l  must 
be of very high Q so th a t  therm ally  excited vibrational modes are channelled into 
as narrow -band a frequency range as possible. T he  arms m ust be of suitable length 
to ensure optimal interaction  t im e with the grav ita tional wave (see section 2.3.1). 
T he  laser used m ust be highly stabilised in order th a t  its in tensity  noise, beam 
geom etry  noise (chapter 5) and frequency fluctuations do not degrade the  sensitivity. 
Finally the  entire ap p a ra tu s  m ust be enclosed in a huge vacuum system to  suppress 
acoustic noise and allow a clean p a th  for the  laser light. These dem ands define a 
set of experim ental challenges which has kept research team s busy for m any  years. 
T h e  laser interferom eter as it looks for grav ita tional wave experim ents is shown in 
Fig 2.3.
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2 .3 .1  I n te r fe r o m e te r  B a s ic s
By referring back to  Fig 1.1 and visualising the  ‘L’ shape of an interferom eter su­
perposed onto the test ring, it can be seen how appropriate  it is to sense the length 
of one arm  with th a t of a perpendicular arm . To investigate the interaction more 
closely consider a periodic gravitational wave signal of frequency f g and am plitude 
ho. In view of Eqn.(1.23) the effect on a length L  can be expressed
SL ho . . .
—  =  —  sm (ujgt) (2.4)
where u g = 2irfg. Using Eqn.(2.3) an expression for the phase A 4>{r) acquired by 
light traversing the distance L in a transit tim e r  can be w ritten as
A</>(r) =  —  — f  L-^- sin (u qt) dt (2.5)
A r  Jo 2
where the displacement has been integrated and normalised over r .  After performing 
the integration and some simpUfication, Eqn.(2.5) becomes
M i r )  = 1 -  cos (2tr ^ - )
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(2 .6)
where the gravitational wave frequency u g has been replaced by the period Tg = 
2ir/ u g. A gravitational wave of suitable direction and polarisation causes exactly 
the opposite phase change in the other arm  and there is actually a 2A (j> phase shift 
between the recombining beam s. Eqn.(2.6) carries most of the inform ation required 
to design a suitable interferom eter. It is instructive to  consider a t w hat times A 4>(r) 
passes through maxima, and at what times it is zero. Eqn.(2.6) can be used to  show 
that
T  3 T
=  (2.7)
A<t>(r) = 0 ^ T  = 0 ,T g,2Ts ,.. .  (2.8)
These conditions are due to  the effect of the phase change on the light reversing 
sign after half a period of the gravitational wave (consider Fig 1.1). The optim um  
situation is when light spends a time Taj 2 in the interferom eter. It follows th a t 
if a detector is to  be optimised for signals a t 1kHz then the light m ust travel for 
5 x 10_ 4 s corresponding to  a optical pa th  length of 150 km. If the light were to
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the interaction time with a gravitational wave.
undergo ju st one return  trip  in the arm , this would imply an arm  length of 75 km 
- clearly impractical. Two m ethods of delaying the light within a much shorter 
distance have been employed. These are the optical delay-line and the Fabry-Perot 
cavity shown in Fig 2.4.
The optical delay-line is the scheme chosen for use in the GEO 600 detector 
and will be discussed in more detail in section 2.4. The Fabry-Perot cavity was 
first considered in the context of gravitational wave research by R. Drever. The 
effective arm  length L in the presence of a delay-line is N l  where N  is the num ber 
of beams and / is the physical length of the system. However in the  case of a Fabry- 
Perot, the concept of effective arm  length is be tte r replaced by the storage time  of 
the light in the cavity. By choosing Fabry-Perot cavity m irrors with suitable power 
reflectance and transm ittance coefficients it is possible to arrange a storage tim e th a t 
is comparable with half the period of the gravitational wave signals as shown above 
to  be the optim al case. The properties of Fabry-Perot cavities will be described in 
detail in chapter 3. However, even although the GEO 600 detector uses delay-lines 
in the arm s, the role of the Fabry-Perot cavity is still im portan t when considering
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power and signal recycling schemes, as will become evident in section 2.4.
Regardless of the specific design of the interferom eter, the recombining beams can 
be expressed via the am plitude term s E \  and where 0  is the  phase difference
between the interfering beams and where E \  =  E 2 for a perfectly sym m etric system. 
The fight power a t the photodiode P(4>) is given by
p (<f>) = y ( l  +  cos<£). (2-9)
By taking differentials Eqn.(2.9) becomes
_p
A P  - - 0 sin (j> A 4> (2.10)
where 0  can be regarded as a static  phase difference set by the optim al operating 
point of the interferom eter and A (f> is a fluctuation in phase caused for example 
by a gravitational wave. It can be seen from Eqn.(2.10) th a t for a given A (j> the 
maximum A P corresponds to <f> = 7 t / 2  (an interferom eter locked half-way up an 
output fringe). In this case the ou tput power is
P =  ^ ( l  +  c o s ( |  + A*)) (2.11)
and the deviation in power due to  a fluctuating phase is
A P  =  - y A 0 .  (2.12)
From Eqn.(2.12) and Eqn.(2.6) the maximum  gravitational wave signal can be seen 
to be
Q,7rPnchn . .
A P3 =  (2.13)
where the gravitational wave angular frequency has been used here. As will be 
indicated in the next section, although operating an interferom eter half way up a 
fringe gives the best ou tpu t signal size, it does not provide the optim um  signal to 
noise ratio.
2 .3 .2  F u n d a m e n ta l N o is e  S o u r c e s
A fundam ental noise source is one which sets a sensitivity limit for a given configu­
ration o f apparatus th a t cannot be lowered by technical improvements to  the system.
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This definition is worded carefully, since in principle it is always possible to  lower 
fundam ental noise barriers but in practice, it may not be possible to  do so. The 
following descriptions might help clarify this distinction.
Shot N o ise
W henever photons are incident a t a photodiode, the detection process is subject to  
a Poisson statistical counting error called shot noise. If n  photons arrive in a tim e r ,  
then the error is proportional to  y / n .  This stems from the relation 6 Q  =  y / k Q / A t  
which expresses the noise 6 Q  in a m easured quantity  Q  due to  the  error in counting 
individual quanta (k ) of the measure Q  over an integration tim e A t.  In the case of 
an electric current, k  = e (the charge on an electron) and in the  case of light power 
k = 2 irh f (the energy of a photon of frequency / ) .  In term s of m easuring the steady 
sta te  light power (A 0  =  0) at the ou tput of an interferom eter, Eqn.(2.11) gives
f p =  / 2 ^ c P 0( l  +  c o s ^ )A /  ( 2 l4 )
where h is the reduced Planck’s constant (1.055 x 10~34 Js) and the m easurem ent 
integration time has been replaced by the equivalent bandw idth ( r  =  1 /2 A /) . By 
dividing Eqn.(2.10) by Eqn.(2.14) the signal to  noise ratio  for the  interferom eter 
ou tput can be derived. This contains a (-y/T^~cos~^>) factor showing th a t the  greatest 
signal to noise ratio  is obtained with <j> = 7r; th a t is, when the interferom eter is 
locked to  a null fringe. In practice this is how such systems are usually operated and 
m odulation techniques are used to keep the interferom eter locked in this state . For 
now though, the value (f> =  7r/2 shall be retained. The limiting sensitivity occurs 
when the shot noise 6P  becomes comparable with the m aximum  interferom eter 
ou tput signal A Pg given by Eqn.(2.13). By setting these equal Eqn.(2.14) and 
Eqn.(2.13) lead to  a minimum strain  sensitivity hmin given by
hX u2aA f  
Hmin = 2x ( P 0c
where Po has been replaced by £Po where £ is the  quantum  efficiency of the pho­
todetector and gives the fraction of Pq actually detected. The value of £ ranges from
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50% to  near 100% depending on the photodiode, and is strongly dependent on wave­
length. It usually peaks in the visible spectrum  where the light quan ta  and typical 
photodetector band-gaps are well m atched. Eqn.(2.15) shows th a t the  minimum 
detectable strain am plitude varies inversely as the square root of the laser power. 
So although shot noise is regarded as a  fundam ental lim it, its effect can be reduced 
by using higher light powers. However laser capabilities have lim itations too, and so 
experimentally it will not be possible to lower the shot noise limit indefinitely. As 
an example of the shot noise lim it, consider a simple Michelson interferom eter being 
powered by a 5W  Nd:YAG laser (A =  1064nm). The shot noise limit am ounts to  a 
strain  sensitivity of ~  8  X 10-23/\/H z  a t 100 Hz, which is just sufficient for the target 
sensitivities of the first generation of interferom etric detectors. As will be discussed 
in section 2.4 this shot noise limit will be achieved in the GEO 600 detector by the 
use of power recycling, which allows the laser light to  accum ulate in the interferom ­
eter system. For increasing light power, the  signal rises as the power P  but the  shot 
noise given by Eqn.(2.14) rises as y fP  and therefore there is an overall advantage in 
having greater light powers.
H eisen b erg  U n certa in ty  L im it
There is a fundam ental limit on how accurately the distance between two indepen­
dent test masses can be m easured set by the Heisenberg uncertainty relation
A x A p  > h (2.16)
where A x  and A p  is the change in position and m om entum  of the test masses respec­
tively. Each mass M  undergoes a nominal displacement A x  in a given m easurem ent
time r .  By considering the effective force th a t acts on each mass it is possible to  
deduce a displacement noise for the relative positions of the masses [34]. This limit 
can be expressed in term s of the minimum gravitational wave strain  am plitude hmin
by
h 'min =  M L 2ir2 p A f  i 2-17)
where L  is the physical arm  length of the interferom eter (defined by two independent
suspended components), h is the  reduced Planck constant and r  has been expressed
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in term s of the measurement bandw idth r  = 1 /(2 A /) .  The very different frequency 
characteristics of shot noise and Heisenberg uncertainty noise can be seen from 
comparing Eqn.(2.17) with Eqn.(2.15). The Heisenberg limit is more of a problem 
for low frequency signals. A lthough a fundam ental lim it, it can be suppressed by 
using very heavy masses, but this is again limited by experim ental considerations. 
As an example, the test masses in the GEO 600 detector weigh 16 kg and the arm 
length is 600 m, thus the limit imposed by the Heisenberg uncertainty relation is 
~  2.6 x 10-23/\/H z  at 100 Hz. To get this figure, Eqn.(2.17) is modified by a further 
factor of 2 because of the num ber of independent components defining the length of 
each GEO 600 arm  (see Fig 2.6). At lower frequencies, the Heisenberg limit increases, 
but the m agnitude of other effects, especially seismic noise, will dom inate.
2 .3 .3  T e c h n ic a l N o is e  S o u r c e s
Of the various sources of technical noise in a laser interferom eter those associated 
with therm al excitations of the test masses seem the most likely to  lim it the sensi­
tivity. Laser noise sources have largely been defeated using advanced servo systems 
providing ultra-high stability intensity and frequency performance, even for noisy 
argon ion lasers. Nevertheless it is instructive to consider, if only briefly, the effects 
th a t technical noise sources can have on interferom eter sensitivity.
Seism ic N o ise
An unavoidable source of noise for all terrestrial detectors is the motion of the ground 
itself. For a relatively quiet site this motion can be expressed through the empirical 
relation
IQ —7
Sx =  ■ - m /\/H z . (2.18)
J
In term s of strain sensitivity, the right hand side of Eqn.(2.18) would be divided by 
the effective length of the detector arm  to give the resulting limit as a function of 
frequency. For the GEO 600 detector, the seismic noise represents a strain  sensitivity 
limit of ~  10_14/V /Hz at 100 Hz. To obtain a strain  sensitivity of 10-22/\/H z  there 
m ust be a seismic isolation system affording a suppression of over 108 at 100 Hz. Al­
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though this sounds like a huge suppression factor, it can be achieved with carefully 
designed suspended test masses hanging from a top plate supported on a multi-layer 
m eta l/rubber isolation stack. W ith  such a design, a factor of ~  l / / 2 suppression is 
gained for each suspension stage after its resonant frequency and a factor of rx> i  / /  
for each stage in the m eta l/rubber stack after the stack resonances, which can be 
kept down to a few Hz. If such resonances are kept low, then a considerable factor 
of suppression is achievable even at a  few tens of Hz [35].
Laser F requency  N o ise
If the laser light undergoes a frequency deviation A /  from its nominal value /  then 
this couples directly into an apparent length change in each arm  of the interferom e­
ter. In itself this would not affect interferom eter sensitivity because only differential 
changes in arm  length are noticed. It follows th a t frequency noise only couples into 
sensitivity if there is a m ism atch in the  lengths of the arms. If one arm  has length 
x and the other length y then A / / /  =  A x / x  and A / / /  =  A y /y .  If the m ism atch 
between the arms is A L = y — x  then the strain am plitude limit is obtained by 
considering (A z — A y ) /L  where L is the nominal arm  length. The limit is
h m i n  =  ( 2 . 1 9 )
To obtain a strain  sensitivity of 10-22/\/H z  with the arms m atched to  around 0.1%, 
the resulting frequency stability has to  be A f / f  «  10_19/\/H z- For an interferom ­
eter powered by a Nd:YAG laser ( /  =  2.8 X 1014Hz) this amounts to  a frequency 
stability of 2.8 X 10“ 5 H z /\/H z  which can be achieved using high gain servo systems.
Laser P ow er F lu ctu a tio n s
Power fluctuations couple into detector sensitivity due to  a m ism atch between the 
arm  lengths. If the interferom eter is not locked securely to  the bottom  of a fringe, 
due to  a relative arm  length offset of AX, then power fluctuations A P  couple through 
to interferom eter sensitivity to  give a limit
where P  is the laser power and L  is the arm  length. Servo systems are available to 
keep A L / L  down to the order of 10_14/\/H z . For strain  sensitivities in the  order 
of 10-22/\/H z  to be realised, demands on the level of laser power noise are placed 
at A P /P  =  10-8 /\/H z . This level of performance can be achieved w ith relatively 
straightforw ard intensity stabilisation systems [36].
Laser B eam  G eo m etry  F lu ctu a tio n s
It can be shown th a t both  positional fluctuations and beam diam eter variations cou­
ple into the output signal of an interferom eter and thus limit its strain  sensitivity. A 
prim ary coupling mechanism originates through a misalignment of the beam split­
ter. If the misalignment from a perfectly symmetric position is a  then lateral beam 
jitte r  Sx couples to displacement noise in the arms. This limits the strain  sensitivity 
to
2 a
hmin = (2 .2 1 )
where L is the nominal length of the arms. From experience gained by operating 
prototypes, it is known th a t the beam splitter can be controlled to  keep the mis­
alignment down to  10- 7 . To obtain a strain  sensitivity of 10-22/\/H z  the level of 
positional fluctuations m ust not exceed ~  3 X 10 13m /v /Hz for L = 600 m. There 
may be passive suppression factors afforded by power recycling cavities in the  in ter­
ferom eter, however suppression of many orders of m agnitude is required to  reduce 
this noise adequately. The problem of beam  splitter misalignment, and other cou­
pling mechanisms for beam  geometry noise, will be considered in chapter 7. Schemes 
for reducing beam  geometry noise include single mode optical fibres and resonant 
modecleaners. A prototype resonant modecleaner will be described in chapter 9.
T h erm al N o ise  in th e  T est M asses
At any tem perature above absolute zero there will exist random  therm al m otion of 
the molecules in a m aterial due to  their k T  vibrational modes. In the  case of the 
m irror masses suspended in an interferom eter, this therm al excitation produces a 
set of orthogonal vibrational modes of the mass. If the beam  is small compared
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with the diam eter of the m irror then the absolute displacement of the m irror surface 
where the beam  lands couples to  the optical path  length change in a simple manner. 
If however the beam  is large compared with the m irror diam eter, then it is possible 
th a t the ripples across the surface of the m irror created by a given drum  mode will 
cancel out when integrated over the whole beam. Thus the coupling mechanisms 
are not straightforw ard. A detailed analysis can be found in [37]. Here it suffices to  
show the dependence on the various variables using the simplified formula
/ k T
Hm,n ~  ] j a  K3L 2M ej j Q nf%f (2'22)
where L  is the arm  length of the interferom eter, M ef f  is the effective mass of the 
component for a given macro mode of vibration (M e/ /  ~  M /3  for the first longitu­
dinal vibrational mode), Q n is the  quality factor of mode n  and f n is the frequency 
of th a t mode. The dependency on 1 /y /J  in Eqn.(2.22) is an approxim ation th a t 
applies when /  < <  / n , which is reasonable given th a t m easured mode frequencies 
for masses typical of long baseline interferom eters begin a t around 10 kHz. The con­
stan t a  contains a factor to  reflect the num ber of im portan t independent components 
in the interferom eter arm  (two test mirrors and a beam  splitter in GEO 600) and 
also includes a  factor th a t takes account of the integrated noise contributions from 
various mode orders, m entioned above. The masses in the GEO 600 interferom eter 
are made of fused-silica and are 25 cm diam eter by 15 cm thick. The beam  splitter 
is 25 cm diam eter by 7 cm thick. W ith these values the resulting limit for strain 
sensitivity can be w ritten as [38]
-22  (  ^ 00 m ^ /1 0 0 H z ^  2 f  5 x 10eN\ 2){— ) (2.23)
where the therm al noise in the beam splitter as well as the interferom eter masses 
has been considered in the evaluation of Eqn.(2.23), and is normalised to  the value 
5 X 106 for all modes. For the GEO 600 detector this am ounts to  a strain  sensi­
tivity limit of 10-22/-\/Hz at 100 Hz. This equates to  the targe t sensitivity of the 
interferom eter given all the possible noise sources, and clearly constitutes a m ajor 
factor in obtaining good sensitivity. However there is a further therm al noise con­
sideration; th a t of the suspension assembly itself, and how this affects the sensitivity.
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T h erm al N o ise  o f  th e  S u sp en sion  S y stem
Therm ally excited m otion of the suspension wires can produce a severe limit on the 
achievable displacement sensitivity of an interferom eter. Traditionally, mechanical 
losses in m aterials used for test mass suspensions were thought to  be proportional 
to frequency. However recent research [39] has suggested th a t such losses are largely 
frequency independent over the regime of interest for laser interferom eters. This has 
led to  lower levels of therm al noise th an  previously expected from the suspension 
system. The strain  sensitivity can be evaluated [38] as
( 2 ^ )  ( i g )  ( « « £ ) ' '  ( ! * £ ) ’> ( | ) 11 ( U 4 )
where Q is the quality factor of the suspension system, f pend is the pendulum  fre­
quency of the suspended mass, L  is the interferom eter arm  length and /  is the detec­
tion frequency. Contributions from the beam splitter and test mass suspensions have 
been included in the limit given by Eqn.(2.24). Thus the value 1.9 X 10-23/-\/Hz rep­
resents the strain  sensitivity limit for GEO 600 at 100 Hz due to  the therm al noise of 
the test mass suspensions and beam  splitter suspension. By considering Eqn.(2.24) 
it is clear th a t to  reduce the therm al noise, it is necessary to  make the Q value as 
high as possible. Consequently much research is being devoted to  devising ways of 
maximising the quality factors of suspension systems, for example by developing a 
complete fused-silica suspension with no mechanical joints.
2.4  T h e  G E O  600 G ra v ita tio n a l W ave D e te c to r
There are currently four large scale laser interferom eter projects underway around 
the world. The American LIGO team  are constructing two 4 km arm  length de­
tectors, one situated  in W ashington S tate and the other based in Louisiana. The 
French-Italian collaboration VIRGO are building a 3 km detector in Italy. In Japan 
there is a project underway called TAMA 300 to  build a 300 m baseline detector. Fi­
nally, the GEO 600 project is a collaboration between the groups a t the University 
of Glasgow, University of Wales, Hannover University and the Max Planck Institu te
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Figure 2.5: A n  optical delay line.
for Q uantum  Optics in Garching and Hannover. The GEO 600 detector is a delay- 
line interferom eter with an effective arm  length of 1200 m (physical arm  length of 
600m ). The instrum ent will employ advanced interferom etric techniques, such as 
power and signal recycling.
2 .4 .1  O p tic a l D e la y -L in e
Delay-lines were first discussed in the early 1960 s by Herriot, Kogelnik and Kompfner 
[40] and later proposed for use in gravitational wave detectors by Rainer Weiss at 
MIT [41]. The 30 m prototype detector at M PQ in Garching uses delay-lines and 
research related to th a t system has provided much useful experience of their use 
in interferom eters generally. In its simplest form a delay line essentially traps light 
by causing it to  undergo multiple bounces between two mirrors. In the  case of the 
delay-line shown in Fig 2.5 the effective arm  length is simply L = N l  where I is the 
actual arm  length and N  is the num ber of beams in the arm. For the x- and y -axes 
as defined in Fig 2.5, the coordinates of the subsequent n th spot (x n ,y n) are given
with the optic axis. For example, the input conditions xq = y0, a  = 7r/2, =  0 give
by [42]
( % m  V n )  =  (Zo sin [n0  +  a], y0 sin [ra0 +  f 3] ) (2.25)
where (xo,yo ) are the coordinates of the initial spot and 0  is related to  the m irror 
radius of curvatures R \  and R 2 by
arccos (2.26)
The angles a  and f3 are defined by the position and angle the input beam  makes
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rise to  forms for x n and yn th a t define the equation of a circle for the spots.
The light is usually introduced and extracted  from the system via a hole in one 
of the mirrors. For the initial (0th) and final (N th) beams to  overlap a t this hole, 
the condition xq = x n , yo = t/at m ust be satisfied, giving rise to  N Q  =  wfl'K where 
m = l ,  2 .... The delay line behaves as a m irror to  input light satisfying the above 
condition. Light rays reflect from the system just as if they were reflecting from the 
back surface of the near m irror, albeit w ith a tim e delay.
A problem associated with m ulti-beam  delay-lines is the am ount of scattered  light 
produced by the m irrors. This is particularly  im portan t in delay-lines having a large 
num ber of beams, for then the separation of the m irrors m ust be m ade comparable 
to  their radius of curvature, forming a cavity geometry th a t is very near confocal. 
The confocal cavity is known for its extrem e mode degeneracy and scattered light 
can produce high order laser modes which find resonances in the cavity. The amount 
of scattered fight am plitude th a t finds its way into the main beam  can be m odulated 
by m irror motions, and the result is a noise source th a t can severely limit sensitivity.
Bearing in mind this scattered fight problem, the delay-fine design for GEO 600 
consists of only four passes of the laser fight in each arm  (N  =  4). This configuration 
is sufficiently simple to  perm it the use of individual m irrors for each laser reflection 
and the resulting arm  design is the folded delay-line configuration shown in Fig 2.6. 
The problem of the parasitic cavity is thus avoided by not having two delay-fine 
mirrors th a t face one another. A more comprehensive account of the  properties 
of delay-lines in interferom etric gravitational wave detectors can be found in the 
contribution by W alter W inkler in [26].
2 .4 .2  A d v a n c e d  I n te r fe r o m e te r  T e c h n iq u e s
To achieve the best shot noise lim ited performance an interferom eter is operated so 
th a t there is a null fringe at its ou tpu t. This implies th a t a great deal of laser fight 
is directed back out of the interferom eter input towards the laser. The scheme th a t 
prevents this fight from being wasted is called power recycling.
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Figure 2.6: Simplified diagram o f the GEO 600 interferometer showing the folded 
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P ow er R ecyclin g
The technique of power recycling increases the circulating power in the interferom ­
eter system thus improving the shot noise lim ited performance of the instrum ent. 
The im portan t components of power recycling are shown in F ig 2.7. It works by 
having a m irror at the input to  the interferom eter which directs the light travelling 
to  the laser back into the system. The presence of this m irror forms two Fabry-Perot 
cavities with the m irror at the end of each arm  of the interferom eter as shown in 
Fig 2.7. The power recycling factor is defined by the properties of this cavity. Details 
regarding the power handling properties of Fabry-Perot cavities will be explored in 
chapter 3; however for now, the result
Pb s  = -------  Pin (2.27)
1 -  ,/R d lR pR
will be used, where Pb s  is the power accum ulated inside the system  (at the  input 
to the beam  splitter), P;n is the power available to  the system (just before the 
power recycling m irror), R^i is the overall reflectance of the delay-line (Rdi = R 3 
where R  is the nominal reflectance of the GEO 600 delay-line m irrors) and R p r  
is the power reflectance of the power recycling m irror itself. Eqn.(2.27) applies to
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the ideal situation of an interferom eter with 100% constrastS. Using estim ates of 
the losses of the delay line mirrors and a typical value of a few hundred parts  per 
million transm ittance for the power recycling m irror, the power recycling factor for 
GEO 600 in the first instance is obtained to  be around 2000. Thus to  achieve, say 
10 kW , at the beam  splitter, the laser power would have to  be 5 W  ju st before the 
power recycling mirror. A convenient normalised shot noise limited in tegrated  strain 
sensitivity for GEO 600 can be w ritten  [38]
h = 7 x l 0 - « ( J s L ) ~ i " ( M E S . ) i ( - J - ^ i  (2 .2 8 )V io k w y  VlOOHz;  V 1 0 6 4 n m /  v ;
It can be seen from Eqn.(2.28) th a t in term s of the strain  am plitude spectral density 
the shot noise is proportional to  the bandw idth with power recycling A fp R . Thus 
the peak response of the detector (as far as the photon shot noise limit is concerned) 
is at very low frequency. This is unfortunate, since there are other far greater noise 
barriers (such as seismic noise) th a t make the instrum ent astrophysically useless at 
such low frequency. It would be convenient to  move the peak shot noise lim ited
6the dark fringe condition is perfect resulting in all of the light being directed back to the laser.
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performance to  higher frequency, preferably in the middle of the detection window. 
This can be achieved with the use of signal recycling.
Signal R ecyclin g
A gravitational wave passing through an interferom eter can be thought of as in tro­
ducing phase m odulation sidebands to  the laser beam  inside the system . To the 
interferom eter reference frame this m odulation appears as frequency sidebands on 
either side of the laser carrier frequency. If the interferom eter is operated so th a t a 
dark fringe appears a t the ou tput (as is the case for a real system  employing a m od­
ulation scheme) then the carrier and sidebands get separated at the beam  splitter; 
the carrier beam travels towards the power recycling m irror while the much weaker 
signal beam  travels towards the output. Signal recycling was invented by Brian 
Meers [43] as a m ethod of recycling this signal beam  using a m irror placed a t the 
output of the interferom eter. In the GEO 600 detector, the signal recycling scheme 
works in ra ther the same way as the power recycling system. The signal recycling 
m irror forms a cavity with the end m irror of each arm . The signal is amplified by 
the resonant action of these cavities. The effect of signal recycling is to  increase the 
effective time duration th a t a gravitational wave signal spends in the interferom eter. 
The signal recycling factor G s  is defined as the ratio  of the required storage time 
for optim al performance and the storage time of the carrier light in the system. 
The modified shot noise limited integrated strain  sensitivity of the instrum ent with 
signal recycling can be w ritten [44]
hmin — 7 X 10-24 (  P b s  \  * (  A / p r  A  / ___ *___ \ 5 J _VlOkW y \  100H z / \1 0 6 4 n m / G s ' [ ' J
The integrated strain  sensitivity of the interferom eter is improved by a factor G s  
with signal recycling although the bandw idth is reduced and is given by A fs R  =  
A fp R /G s -  An improvement in the strain  am plitude sensitivity spectral density by 
a factor y /G s  is observed at the centre frequency of the signal recycling scheme. 
It should be realised th a t for a given bandw idth, the integrated strain  am plitude 
sensitivity is actually degraded by the effect of the signal recycling, being worse than  
the equivalent optim al broadband instrum ent by a factor y /G s • Thus the decision
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Figure 2.8: Layout o f the GEO 600 interferometer.
to implement narrow-band signal recycling at a specific frequency (for example to  
search for a pulsar) compromises the ability of the interferom eter to  operate effec­
tively as a broadband instrum ent. An illustration of the complete system  layout 
with power and signal recycling is shown in Fig 2.8. An interferom eter th a t is fitted 
with both  power and signal recycling is sometimes called a dual recycled system. 
The configuration of GEO 600 in its complete sta te  will be th a t of a dual recycled 
interferom eter. A bench-top dem onstration of dual recycling can be found in [45].
Signal D e te c tio n  S chem e
The detection scheme is rather more complicated than  just letting the recombining 
beams land on a photodetector. In Fig 2.8 the main output beam  is mixed with 
a reference beam  taken from a convenient stray reflection from BS. The reference 
beam is m odulated and then the mixed signal coherently dem odulated to  yield the 
ou tput. The m ethod of doing this is basically a M ach-Zehnder interferom eter. This 
scheme is often referred to  as external modulation. One alternative to  the above 
scheme is to  phase m odulate the light within the arm  of the interferom eter ( internal
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modulation) but this introduces a loss associated with the phase m odulator and is 
best avoided. The signal recycling m irror (MSR) position and reflectance decides 
the sensitivity characteristics of the interferom eter. If the reflectance of MSR is 0 
then the system has broadband sensitivity with peak shot noise limited response at 
DC. By giving MSR a non-zero value of reflectance, signal recycling enhancement 
occurs over a bandw idth th a t gets narrower as the reflectance increases. The centre 
frequency of the enhancement is determined by the position of MSR.
2 .4 .3  P e r fo r m a n c e  o f  G E O  6 0 0
The expected sensitivity of GEO 600 can be obtained by using the various noise for­
mulae given earlier in this chapter and combining them  with the specifications and 
design param eters of the GEO 600 system. The plots in Fig 2.9 show the sensitivity 
curves for the G E O 600 interferom eter powered by a 5W  NdrYAG laser (1064nm) 
and implemented with a power recycling factor of 2000 and wideband signal re­
cycling. The mirrors are each assumed to  have loss 20 ppm and are coated onto 
fused-silica test masses weighing 16 kg. The quality factors associated with the mass 
internal modes and the pendulum  suspensions are taken to  be 5 X 106 and 107 re­
spectively. Work has commenced at the GEO 600 site in Hannover with a projected 
initial on-line tests beginning late in 1998.
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C hapter 3
Properties o f Fabry-Perot 
C avities
3.1 In tro d u ctio n
The Fabry-Perot optical cavity in its simple two m irror form was introduced in 
chap te r2. Such cavities are im portan t in many aspects of interferom eter design, 
and this chapter will describe some of their properties and present results th a t will 
prove valuable for the work described in later chapters. Some examples of their use 
have already been discussed, such as power and signal recycling schemes or the use 
of cavities to  increase the effective arm  length of an interferom eter. However there 
are other uses for optical cavities in a laser interferom eter. A cavity can be used 
in transmission mode as an optical filter (this will be discussed in chapters 8 and 
9) or in reflection mode as a stable frequency reference, as will be outlined later in 
this chapter. Indeed, the laser beam  itself originates in a cavity and has modes of 
propagation th a t are described in term s of the cavity geom etry (this is dem onstrated 
in chapter 5). In section 3.2 some useful properties and results pertaining to  a general 
Fabry-Perot cavity will be presented. The use of a Fabry-Perot cavity as a frequency 
reference is discussed in section 3.3.
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Figure 3.1: A simple two mirror Fabry-Perot optical cavity.
3.2  P ow er H a n d lin g  P ro p er tie s
The next few sections will introduce some im portan t results regarding the power 
handling capabilities of an optical cavity. The formulae presented will be used 
frequently in later chapters.
3 .2 .1  F in e s s e  a n d  S to r a g e  T im e
Consider the two m irror Fabry-Perot cavity of Fig 3.1. The light in the cavity is 
subject to  a round-trip distance d. The cavity is said to  be on resonance with the 
light inside it when an integral num ber of wavelengths of the light fit into d. The 
distance between one resonance and the next, in term s of altering the cavity length, 
is one wavelength of the light. In frequency space, the resonance spacing is c /d  and 
this is called the free spectral range (F S R ) of the cavity. Referring again to  Fig 3.1, 
let the light field am plitude transm ittance and reflectance for the m irrors M \ and 
be t i , r i  and Light power reflectance and transm ittance will be denoted
by R  and T , related to  the am plitude coefficients by Ri  = r 2, T{ = t f .  It is evident 
th a t in any round trip  of the cavity the number of circulating photons np will drop 
to (1 — R \R 2)nv. This change occurs in a tim e d /c  giving
drip
dt
1 -  t \ t \ ■nr (3.1)
d /c  p
This has solution np(t) = np{to)e~2tl Ts which shows an exponential decay of the 
photon num ber with time. The value t s is called the storage tim e of the cavity and 
is given by
9 d 1
(3.2)
2   
c l  — r 2r^
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By considering the above solution to  Eqn.(3.1) it is apparent th a t rs gives the  time 
for the circulating photons (or equivalently, the circulating light power) to  decay by 
a factor 1 /e2. The storage tim e can be regarded as the average lifetime of a  photon 
in the system and this leads naturally  to  the use of t s as the quantity  in a  Fabry- 
Perot interferom eter system th a t should be comparable with half the gravitational 
wave period, as discussed in section 2.3.1.
It is a straightforw ard extension of the  theory to  describe a cavity th a t is not a 
simple two m irror system but in general contains n m irrors of reflectance 7*1, . . . , r n . 
The storage time can be written
_ _ 2 d  I
' " e l -  n?=i r? • (3'3)
By expressing this decay of light power as the rate  of change of energy of the system, 
an expression Ef t )  = E (0 )e~U o t can be w ritten  where loq is the angular frequency 
of the light on resonance in the cavity. The quantity  Q can be defined in words as 
^  energy stored in cavity at resonance .
Q = 2?r------- :r^ ---- ---- ;— 3-4energy lost during one cycle 01 light 
or in term s of the storage tim e (com pare with above) as
u j q t s 2irdf0 1
2 -  c i - n ? = i ^
U/Q I  -L /o r\
Q ~  o — 1 rrn  J l  '
A high Q cavity is one which has very low loss for a round-trip of the light. This 
corresponds to  reflectances near unity and in such cases the binomial expansion can 
be applied to the right hand side of Eqn.(3.5) to  give
Q = ^  (3.6)A° 1 -  (n?=i rfy
It is usual to  express this relation as Q = n F  where n = d / A is the num ber of
wavelengths of light in a cavity round-trip and F  is called the cavity finesse  defined
by
p  T ( I I "=1 /o 7\
1 -  (nr=i ’ ( , )
For the simple two m irror system  of Fig 3.1 the finesse is given by
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Figure 3.2: Fabry-Perot system  with mirrors M i , . . . ,M n .
The expression for finesse given in Eqn.(3.8) can be w ritten in term s of power re­
flectance and transm ittance as
It is more common to refer to a cavity as being of high finesse  ra ther than  high Q. 
In view of Eqn.(3.5) and Eqn.(3.7), the storage tim e rs can be w ritten
of the cavity.
3 .2 .2  P o w e r  T h r o u g h p u t
In the case of Fabry-Perot cavities th a t are used in the arms of an interferom eter, it 
is ultim ately the reflected light th a t will be of use. However Fabry-Perot cavities are 
often used in transmission mode as well, for example to  form a resonant modecleaner 
(described in chapters 8 and 9). An expression for the transm ission of a Fabry-Perot 
cavity can be derived as follows. Consider the cavity of Fig 3.2. The light field 
a t the point P  is given by taking the incident light field Ein and adding up the 
contributions from successive round-trips of the light to  give
(3.9)
(3.10)
7TC
which expresses the result th a t the storage tim e is directly proportional to  the finesse
where 4> is the phase acquired by the light during a round trip . Summing the series 
to infinity gives
£ “  =  <1l - ( n ? = i  (3 '12)
The power a t P  can be found by squaring the modulus of Eqn.(3.12) to  give
El . — f 2______________ \______________  (3 1 3 )
Pin 1 1 +  (n"=i r>')2 _  2 (n ? = ir*) cos <i>
which can be w ritten as
—  f 2_______________ i_______________  (3  14)
The value of power exiting any m irror when the cavity is on resonance (<f> = 0) can 
be calculated using Eqn.(3.14). If the power exiting the j th m irror is required, then 
it is given by
p i  =  1 ’ < 2 (3-15)
( i  -  n ?= i
where the circulating power at P  has been multiplied by all the power transm ittances 
it encounters before escaping the cavity at the j th m irror. By returning to  the two 
m irror example of Fig 2.5 the throughput power Pt is given by
Pi = T T T T ^ " -  (3-16)(1 -  r ir 2y
A  m irror is usually expressed in term s of its power reflectance, transm ittance and 
loss which are the squares of their amplitude counterparts. Using capital letters to 
denote power coefficients Eqn.(3.16) can be w ritten
Pt =  ( i  -  V R j h y Pin t 3 ’17)
where for conservation of power the coefficients R , T  and A  (the loss coefficient) 
must add to unity R  + T  + A = 1. By considering Eqn.(3.14) it can be shown
th a t the power accum ulated inside the cavity is related to  the incident power by the
useful relation
Pp *  - P in  (3.18)7T
which holds fairly accurately for cavities with finesse of a few hundred or more.
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3 .2 .3  V is ib i l i ty
Another useful quantity  is the ratio  of minimum to m aximum  reflected intensity 
from the cavity, given by taking the ratio  of back-reflected light when the cavity is 
respectively on and off resonance. This is called the visibility of the cavity and is 
expressed in term s of reflected light powers by1
V
PI -  PI (3.19)
The ratio  of the incident light field Eq and the am plitude leaking backwards from 
within the cavity on-resonance E c is related to  the visibility, as defined above, by
| 7 =  1  ±VT=v. (3.20)
The argum ent for deriving an expression for V  in term s of m irror param eters con­
tinues along similar lines to  th a t for throughput power, except now there is an ex tra  
term  which represents the directly back-reflected component from the input m irror 
of the cavity. In term s of field amplitudes the back-reflected light, denoted by E r is
E r
~P~ = ri +
This series can be summed to infinity to  give
ei(20-7r) ^
3 _  = r t j  i n u n ) e 3\
Ei„ 1 r-1 1 -  (n"=i n )e i*
(3.21)
(3.22)
and then mutiplied by its conjugate to  yield the intensity. The im portan t cases are 
when (j> = 0 and <f> = 7r giving Pmin and Pmax respectively. By using Eqn.(3.19) it 
can be shown th a t
Tl
V  =  1 —
r  | *? (  n r =i r. 
Tl + *
(3.23)
which gives an exact value for V . A good approxim ation for m ost cavities is obtained 
by replacing the denom inator of the bracketed term  in Eqn.(3.23) by unity to  give
V  =  1 Ti^  i -  (nr=i R,)k (3.24)
1note that this differs from the comm only used definition of visibility which is normalised to
na.x _j_ p T n iv i
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where power coefficients have again been used. By multiplying this out and using 
the approxim ation for high finesse cavities th a t
F  ~ ----------    (3.25)
1 -  (n?= i
the visibility can be w ritten in the  convenient form
T \F
2 - (3.26)
There are many experim ental situations where the cavity finesse is known or can be 
measured, and so a knowledge of the transm ittance of the input m irror is all th a t is 
required to  determine the visibility. Eqn.(3.24) can also be used to  impedance match 
the fight into the cavity. Maximum power m atching into the cavity occurs when 
V  =  1. Solving Eqn.(3.24) and neglecting cross-terms and high order term s gives
71 71
T1 = J 2 A i  + J 2 Ti (3 -27)
i—1 i= 2
which expresses th a t maximum power coupling into the cavity can be achieved by 
choosing the transm ittance of the input m irror to  be the sum of the transm ittances 
of the other mirrors, plus the sum of the losses of all the m irrors.
3 .2 .4  C a v ity  L in e w id th  a n d  F i lt e r  A c t io n
A resonant Fabry-Perot cavity acts as a low pass optical filter for practically any 
kind of fluctuation associated with the laser fight. The linewidth of the cavity A u  
is determined by its free spectral range F S R  and finesse F. By analogies with 
electronics, the linewidth of the cavity is given by determining the phase offset th a t 
causes the circulating power to  drop to  half its value at resonance. The cavity 
linewidth is then the FW H M 2 of the characteristic power against frequency curve 
for the cavity. Consider again the  expression for the circulating fight power given 
by Eqn.(3.14). This is used to  determ ine the phase th a t satisfies Pp(<f>) =  P p ax f2 . 
By expressing phase fluctuations from resonance <j> as frequency fluctuations /  =  
c(p/(2ird) and using the approxim ation F  ~  i~Y \ n— can s^own
A (3.28)
'Full Width at Half Maximum.
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The filtering action of the cavity can be described in term s of the corner frequency 
of the cavity f c =  A v /2  by
Pt = Pmax   T2 (3.29)
1 + (£)
where Pmax is the maximum power throughput given by the cavity when the light 
is on resonance and Pt is the throughput light power when the cavity is off-resonant 
by a small frequency offset / .  These results show th a t higher finesse cavities provide 
filtering action th a t s ta rts  at lower frequencies. The above result could have been 
obtained by first considering the circulating light field amplitude (which will fall off 
as 1 / / )  and then squaring to  get the light power.
The action of the cavity filtering with regard to  a given type of laser noise can 
be investigated by expressing the noise as a Fourier expansion and then considering 
the individual frequency components. In the light am plitude field, each Fourier 
component of the noise can be regarded as imposing an upper and lower sideband 
about the carrier frequency of the light, and these sidebands will be a ttenuated  by 
1 / /  for frequencies greater than  the corner frequency of the cavity f c. Thus, the 
light field emerging from the cavity will still include the sidebands imposed by the 
laser noise, but these sidebands will be a ttenuated  by , 1 -■ ■ Tor /  > f c. Thus,
v i+(A)2
frequency noise and phase noise, which is present with a m agnitude proportional to 
these sideband am plitudes, will fall off as 1 / / ,  however the laser power (which is 
obtained by squaring the light field) will have its associated noise fall off as l / / 2. 
In summary, the cavity behaves as a low pass filter with a 6 dB per octave slope 
for noise th a t is proportional to  the imposed sideband amplitudes, and 12 dB per 
octave for power noise.
3.3 F ab ry-P erot F req u en cy  R eferen ce
By using electronic feedback systems it is possible to stabilise a laser by endowing 
it with the properties of a stable Fabry-Perot cavity. A cavity used in this m an­
ner is called a frequency discriminator. The best m ethod of im plem enting such a
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stabilisation scheme is to  use m odulation techniques3. An arrangem ent used in com­
mon practice is the R F  reflection locking scheme. Consider the set-up illustrated  
in Fig 3.3. A portion of the m ain laser beam , which will be linearly polarised, is 
split off by a partially transm itting  m irror and directed through a Faraday isolator 
(FI). The FI acts like an optical diode, suppressing any backward travelling light 
from getting to  the laser. Such components can afford over 40 dB of suppression 
when carefully set up. The light is phase m odulated using an electro-optic phase 
m odulator EOM and then passes through the polarising beam  splitter PBS towards 
the reference cavity. The quarter-wave plate circularly polarises the light. The light 
field incident to the cavity can be described by a carrier plus two sidebands induced 
by the m odulation
E in = E 0 [ j0ejwt +  / i e ? M + ^ )  -  . (3.30)
The back-reflected light is made linearly polarised after passing back through the 
wave plate but in an orthogonal plane to the incident polarisation, so th a t PBS 
reflects the light off to  the photodetector PD. The key to reflection locking is th a t 
while the directly back-reflected field component carries m odulation sidebands, the 
light leaking backwards out of the  cavity does not (unless the m odulation frequency 
happens to  m atch exactly the F S R  of the cavity). The two superposed light fields 
mix at the PD and the signal can be dem odulated with a local oscillator a t the 
m odulation frequency to give a suitable error signal. The feedback signal has a 
signature th a t is used to  keep the cavity firmly locked to  resonance. This is achieved 
by altering the length of the  laser cavity using an electronic feedback system . In 
Fig 3.3 two paths th a t do this have been shown. The slow pa th  actively changes the 
length of the laser cavity (thus altering the frequency of the laser) using a piezo­
electric crystal (PZT) onto which one of the mirrors is m ounted. The fast pa th  uses 
another EOM, this tim e to  alter the phase of the light in the laser cavity, which in 
tu rn  alters the frequency of the laser light. By causing the laser frequency to  follow
3the advantages of modulation schemes are well documented - here it allows the laser to lock to 
the cavity at the bottom  of a fringe and allows signal sensing at frequencies where the laser intensity  
fluctuations are shot noise limited.
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Figure 3.3: R eflection locking schem e to stabilise a laser to a Fabry-Perot frequency  
discrim inator.
the characteristics of the reference cavity, the properties of the cavity (with regard 
to rigidity, long-term drift etc) can be im parted  to  the laser.
T he reflected light field E r from the cavity is of the form
Er = Jo + JoEo + J ,  -  ./, (3.31)
where E c denotes the am plitude of light leaking back from inside the  cavity. The
phase offset from resonance A</> can be expressed in term s of frequency using A /  =
cA<f>/(2ird). The reflected power is ob tained by multiplying E r with its conjugate.
The term  in the resulting expression pertinent to  the  dem odulated  signal is th a t  at
frequency ujm . This has coefficient — AJq.J\E qE c sin A<p giving
dPm 4 J ( j . / 1  E()EC 
~ W  ~  Ai/
3.32
where Pm is the light power due to signals a t  the m odulation frequency and A n  is 
the linewidth of the cavity. This is directly p roportional to the current detected  at 
the  photodiode, the constant of proportionality  being the  q uan tum  efficiency of the 
detector £. F luc tuations in pho tocurren t A I m are thus related to  fluctuations in 
frequency of the  light A /  by
E qE c
A v
-A / . (3.33;
Given the ideal case of a noiseless electronic feedback loop with unlimited gain, 
the best possible limit on A /  is ob tained when A Im becomes com parable to the
quantum  shot noise of the steady sta te  photocurrent I . I  is given by
/  =  €(1 -  Va)E l  (3.34)
where Va is the apparent, or m easured, cavity visibility, which will differ from the 
theoretical value simply because a fraction of the  power (th a t is in the sidebands) 
does not resonate in the cavity. In fact Va = M V J q where V  is the theoretical 
maximum visibility and M  is the  fraction of input light th a t is actually m atched 
into the cavity. Using the Schottky form ula for noise 61 =  y /e lB  the frequency 
stability limit can be w ritten as
v  = U  ? ; Jo M V » »  (3.35)V 16(J§J?P0(1 ±  \ / r ^ V ) 2
where Pq is the incident laser power and B  is the m easurem ent bandw idth. The
1 ±  a/1 — V  term  comes from considering the ratio  of back-reflected light am plitude 
when the cavity is on and off resonance (the minus sign applies when the  cavity 
is over-coupled). A fact om itted from the derivation of Eqn.(3.35) is the  cavity 
response function. This describes the low-pass filtering action of the cavity and can 
be expressed via the factor
1 (3.36)
f + W )
where f c is the corner frequency of the cavity (half the cavity linewidth) and f j  is 
the Fourier frequency of the j th component in the expansion of A /  as a Fourier 
series. This filtering action degrades the perform ance of the cavity as frequency 
discrim inator since it a ttenuates signals in the feedback loop. The stability expressed 
in Eqn.(3.35) is inversely proportional to  the filtering term . A fter taking this into 
consideration the final expression for the shot noise limited frequency stability is 
(see the contribution by J. Hough et al, in [26])
A f  = 2 f J A u { 1 ~ J° M V ) - — --------------T ____- t A +  (3.37)•/CV 16fP0 M J 0J i ( l ± V r ^ V ) \ j  \ f j  1 K ’
The steps leading to  the above formula do not take into account the effect the 
m odulation has on the noise associated with the detected light a t the photodiode. 
The above derivation assumes th a t the shot noise formula for a constant light power
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Pm leading to  a constant photocurrent Im can be used, which is not strictly correct. 
The m odulation will also appear on the noise, producing the phenomenon of non- 
stationary shot noise. A correct analysis depends on integrating the noise over a 
given m easurem ent interval. In the case of sine wave m odulation/dem odulation this 
introduces a  dependence on the second order Bessel function J 2 to  the noise term  
[46], and results in a  photocurrent noise given by
S I  = yJeB[ 1 -  J lM V  +  2 M J 0J 2(1 ±  V T ^ ) } .  (3.38)
The corrected expression for the frequency stability can be w ritten  as
* ,  _  O f  / M l  -  4 M V  + 2 M J aJ 2{\ ±  v T ^ V ) ]  W 
1 ~  j l  16fPo
1 1 L , ( U1 + ( ^ ) 2 / V h I  (3.39)
M J o h  (1 ±  y / l ^ V )
where the symbols have their usual meanings. In practice the  J 2 correction makes 
only a few percent difference to  the frequency stability.
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C h ap ter  4
Testing o f Low Loss Optical 
C om ponents
4.1 In tro d u ctio n
In a laser based gravitational wave detector where precision interferom etry is being 
performed, it is required th a t the random  scattering of light by optical surfaces is 
kept to  a minimum. Furtherm ore, if the interferom eter is being driven by a high 
power laser then any component th a t has a high absorptance will heat and may 
exhibit thermal lensing [44]. In addition, absorptances associated with the beam 
splitter and interferom eter m irrors will reduce the am ount of laser power th a t can 
be accum ulated in the system, and this will have a direct effect on interferom eter 
sensitivity. To achieve optim al performance, there is a demand th a t all optical 
components in a laser interferom eter are of the highest possible quality w ith regard 
to  both scatter loss and absorptance loss. Consequently it is not surprising to 
learn th a t improvements in the quality of commercially available optical components 
over recent years (especially superm irrors1) have been a t least partly  m otivated by 
experim ental gravitational wave research.
The origin of the most commonly encountered types of loss is described briefly 
in section 4.2. M easurements of state-of-the-art superm irrors using a variety of tech-
Ja mirror manufactured to have a high reflectance and very low loss at a specific wavelength.
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niques are described in section 4.3. The integration of the m irror m anufacturing 
stage and the m irror testing process (primarily for the needs of industry) has mo­
tivated the design for an autom atic m irror loss m eter and this is described in sec­
tion 4.4.
4.2  O rigin  o f  L osses in  O p tica l C o m p o n en ts
Ideally, any component designed to  perform some function on a laser beam  should 
do so w ithout wasting any laser power. However in practice, all components are 
intrinsically lossy in some sense, either because they scatter some of the incident 
light, or because they absorb it. These are two distinct processes and shall be 
looked at in tu rn .
4 .2 .1  S c a t te r  L o ss
W hen light is incident on a surface it will be scattered by an am ount dependent on 
the surface roughness. If the root mean square surface roughness of a given m aterial 
is denoted by a  then the reflectance R  of the  surface for light of wavelength A, 
incident normally, can be w ritten [47]
— (47rcr)2
R  =  .ftoexp
A2
+  (4.1)
where Ro is the reflectance of a perfectly sm ooth sample of the surface (a = 0), 
g is the root mean square slope of the surface profile and the angle A 9  defines 
the m easurem ent cone (with axis norm al to  the surface) into which light is reflected. 
Eqn.(4.1) can be expressed in term s of the total diffuse reflectance (to ta l scatter loss) 
Ascatter by considering the diffuse reflectance into a sphere ra ther than  a cone. For a 
surface which exhibits very low scatter loss, the relation between surface roughness 
and to ta l scatter loss becomes
A scat,er = R o ^ P -  (4.2)
where A scatieT = R  — Ro. For superm irrors Ro is very close to  unity and Eqn.(4.2) 
gives a simple relationship between the scatter loss and the m irror roughness. It
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can be seen from Eqn.(4.2) th a t for a given roughness of surface the scatter loss 
decreases as A increases. For example, in going from 514.5nm (argon ion lasers) to  
1064 nm (Nd:YAG lasers) about a  factor of four reduction in scatter loss is obtained.
Much effort has gone into reducing surface roughness with American companies 
General Optics and PMS Electro-Optics both reporting substrate  roughness levels 
of less than  0.2 angstrom s rms. W ith  such smooth substrates, the  dom inating factor 
leading to  light scattering tends to be random  surface defects. In the case of su­
perm irrors, the m irror surface profile has two components; one from the substra te  
and another from the m ulti-layer optical coating th a t forms the actual m irror. The 
ion-beam sputtering coating techniques now developed alhrw superm irrors w ith very 
low losses to  be produced. For example, PMS Electro-Optics have produced mirrors 
coated for 514.5 nm having to ta l loss (absorptance plus scattering) less than  5 ppm 2 
and mirrors coated for 1064 nm having to ta l loss of around 1 ppm [48]. Although 
these figures are for to ta l loss, it will be shown in section 4.3.2 th a t the predom inant 
contribution comes from scattering.
4 .2 .2  A b s o r p ta n c e  L o ss
In dealing with absorptance loss it is often necessary to  distinguish between various 
causes. For example, a superm irror will have an absorptance associated with the 
thin films th a t form the m irror coating, and also a bulk absorptance due to the 
m irror substrate  m aterial. The th in  film absorptance is usually of most concern in 
superm irror quality with m ultiple deposited layers of dielectrics such as titan ium  
oxide and tan talum  pentoxide giving rise to  an overall absorptance th a t can vary 
greatly from one coating plant to another3. Depending on how the laser beam 
interacts with the m irror, one or both of these effects may have to  be considered. 
For a  given m aterial the bulk absorptance for an incident light source is usually some 
function of the wavelength of the fight. M aterials with low absorptance at the key 
wavelengths 514.5 nm, 532 nm and 1064 nm are therefore of great interest to  builders 
of laser gravitational wave detectors.
2ppm means parts per million
3 a fuller discussion of multi-layer coatings and thin films in general can be found in [49]
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M aterials commonly used for m irror substrates and other optical components are 
virtually all forms of some sort of glass or ceramic. There are over three hundred 
different optical glasses commercially available with different properties. In choosing 
a suitable m aterial for a  given function, not only the absorptance, bu t the index of  
refraction, dispersion (ra te  of change of index refraction w ith wavelength) and ther­
mal properties including expansion coefficient, conductivity and the ra te  of change 
of refractive index w ith tem perature  (the cause of therm al lensing) need to  be con­
sidered. Popular choices include various grades of synthetic fused silica which can 
have absorptances in the  order a  few ppm /cm  in the wavelength regime of interest 
for gravitational wave interferom eters.
4.3  M ea su rem en t o f  L osses in  O p tica l C o m p o n en ts
There are various loss m easurem ent techniques depending on the type of optical 
component under investigation and type of loss th a t is sought. The cavity ring-down 
m ethod of m easuring losses in superm irrors is discussed in section 4.3.1 along with 
results for m irror coatings from various m anufacturers. A photothermal deflection 
m ethod for m easuring absorptance is described in section 4.3.2.
4 .3 .1  S u p e r m ir r o r  T o ta l L o ss
In term s of coefficients of light power we can express the properties of a  superm irror 
using the expression
A + T + R =  1 (4.3)
where A ,  T  and R  are the coefficients of to ta l power loss, transm ittance and re­
flectance respectively. A further breakdown A  =  A scatter +  Aabsorptance could be 
made but is not necessary here since the m easuring technique about to  be described 
can measure only to ta l loss.
U sin g  S torage T im e to  M easu re  C av ity  Loss
In its simplest form, the  experim ental configuration for measuring superm irror loss
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Figure 4.1: Simple layout o f  the cavity loss measuring apparatus. The photodiode 
examines the throughput light which exhibits a characteristic decay after the cavity 
changes from  being on resonance to o f f  resonance.
is shown in Fig 4.1. A laser of the  correct wavelength for the m irro r under tes t is 
aligned and well m ode-m atched into a Fabry Perot optical cavity. Ideally the cavity 
is m ade up of two mirrors one of which is the test m irror and the o ther is a reference 
mirror  of known characteristics at the laser wavelength. Suppose initially th a t  the 
light is resonating in the cavity. If this resonance condition suddenly ceases for some 
reason then the circulating light power in the cavity does not in s tan tly  fall to  zero 
but ra th e r  decays exponentially a t  a ra te  determ ined by the loss encountered during 
a to ta l  cavity round- tr ip4 A rt where
A-rt — A-fest + T t e s t  4“ -dr e f  4“ I  r e f  • (4.4)
By m easuring the decay ra te  of the light power we ob ta in  direct inform ation  abou t  
the losses of the  cavity mirrors and in view of Eqn.(4.4), specifically ab o u t  the  test 
mirror (since A ref  and T rej  are known quantities). T he form of the th ro u g h p u t  light 
is a  decaying exponential f ( t )  = I ( to )e ~ 2i't~'to^ T where I ( t )  is the in tensity  of the 
th roughpu t light a t t ime t after being switched off resonance a t t im e to- T he term  
r  is called the cavity storage time  and is the time taken for the  th ro u g h p u t  light 
intensity to  fall by a factor 1 /e 2. From the results of chap ter  3 the  s torage t im e can
‘to ta l loss m ust represent all m eans by which light accum ulated  in the  cavity is reduced during 
successive round trips, which m ust include m irror transmittances  as well as ac tua l losses.
be expressed in term s of the finesse F  of the cavity via
where in the case of a  simple two m irror cavity, L  is the cavity length and F  is the 
cavity finesse given in term s of the m irror reflectances Rtest and R ref  by
By using Eqn.(4.3) in Eqn.(4.6) to  eliminate the m irror reflectances and then  apply­
ing the binomial expansion (taking m irror transm ittances and losses to  be so small 
th a t cross term s or quadratic term s can be neglected) it can be shown th a t
By using Eqn.(4.5) to  express Eqn.(4.7) in term s of the storage tim e, the  following 
experimentally useful formula is arrived at
which gives a m ethod for calculating the sum of the losses of the mirrors given th a t 
their transm ittances and the cavity storage time can be measured.
P rin c ip le  o f  th e  R in g -D ow n  M eth o d
In the case where the cavity m irrors are of low loss and particularly where the output 
m irror of the cavity has a small transm ittance, the throughput light intensity can be 
very small indeed. An alternative approach often preferred to  the th roughput light 
m ethod described above, and the one used here, is to  m easure the reflected light 
from the cavity. The reflected light is a  m ixture of two overlapping beam s. Firstly 
there is a component th a t is the light directly reflected from the input m irror having 
not even entered into the cavity, and secondly there is the light resonating in the 
cavity th a t leaks backwards through the input m irror. If the cavity, initially on reso­
nance with the laser light, is forced off resonance by a sharp frequency fluctuation in 
the laser light, then it m ust be true th a t these two backward travelling components
(4.6)
(4.7)
A-test T A ref  — (Tfesf T Tj-ef'j (4.8)
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of light have slightly different frequencies and so when directed at a photodiode 
they produce a distinctive beat signal. Furtherm ore because the component leaking 
backwards out of the cavity will be decaying as a  function of the  storage tim e, the 
beat signal will also decay a t a related ra te  and will be characterised by a ring-down 
whose upper and lower envelopes can be scrutinised as follows.
Let E refi and Eieak denote the amplitudes of the directly back-reflected beam  and 
the beam  leaking backwards from the cavity. The to ta l am plitude of light reflected 
from the cavity Eback during a decay period beginning at t = 0 can be w ritten
Eback =  E refi ±  Eleake~^T (4.9)
where r  is the cavity storage tim e5. The intensity Iback m onitored by a photodiode 
placed to  measure this reflected light can be expressed as the square of the am plitude
hack  =  Erefi =*= 2 E rej iE ieake~il T +  Efeake~2th . (4-10)
The +  and -  options for Eqn.(4.10) represent the upper and lower envelopes of 
the ring-down pattern . Eqn.(4.10) suggests the existence of three experim entally 
significant possibilities, namely the three regimes where E reji <C Eieak, E reji  ~  Eieak 
and E refi Eieak. If the cavity m irror param eters are such th a t the first is true 
then the envelopes of the ring-down p a tte rn  are predom inantly proportional to  e~2t!T 
whereas if the th ird  regime is applicable then the envelopes are mainly characterised 
by an e“ */T dependence. However if E refi ~  Eieak then neither envelope decay is 
purely exponential. In practice therefore, it is safer to  measure the decay of either 
the sum or difference of the ring-down envelopes which is guaranteed always to  be 
exponential. A comparison of the transm itted  decay curve and the ring-down beat 
signal for a given cavity is illustrated in Fig 4.2 where the 1/e tim e for the  envelope 
difference has been labelled, and from Eqn.(4.10), can be seen to  be r .  This is twice 
the 1/e tim e for the throughput intensity.
In summary, the m easurem ent procedure involves obtaining a ring- down pa tte rn  
for a given cavity and measuring the 1/e time ( r )  of the difference between the up­
per and lower envelopes. Once r  is known Eqn.(4.8) is used to  calculate the  m irror
5 note that the decay time constant for light amplitudes is twice that for light intensities since 
in t ens i t y  oc ( ampl i tude)2
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of  photodiode signals from the transmitted light and the 
back-reflected ring-down signal.
losses. It is apparent from Eqn.(4.8) th a t the accuracy of the cavity losses will be 
critically dependent on good knowledge of the m irror transm ittances. It follows th a t 
the transm ittance of each m irror m ust be carefully m easured in advance and this is 
sufficiently im portan t to  be discussed separately.
M easu rin g  M irror T ran sm ittan ce
By looking at Eqn.(4.8) it can be seen th a t errors in the m irror transm ittances are 
directly coupled to  errors in the  losses. This is not such a concern if neither m ir­
ror transm ittance is large compared to the losses, but becomes im portan t when the 
situation deviates from this ideal. A good practice is to  choose m irror transm it­
tances th a t are of the same order as the cavity losses. Even then, it is best th a t 
factory sta ted  param eters are not taken literally, and the transm ittance of each m ir­
ror should be experimentally measured. This was done for each m irror under test 
here. The light hitting a photodiode was m easured with, and then w ithout, a m irror
blocking its pa th  and the relative intensities noted. Care m ust be taken to  block 
stray room light and scattered laser light from entering the photodiode and corrupt­
ing the readings (especially for the case of the transm itted  light passing through the 
superm irrors which may be very small indeed). In practice this was done using a 
series of screens and narrow band interference filters. The results obtained agreed 
with the quoted values from the m irror m anufacturers to within a few percent in 
each case. In the following sections the m easured values of transm ittance are used 
in the analysis of the m irror losses.
P ro ced u re  and E x p er im en ta l C onfiguration
If neither m irror loss is known then a single cavity is sufficient to reveal only the 
sum of the losses of the two m irrors, not individual m irror losses, and we m ay write
Ai  + A 2 =  (Ti  +  T2) (4-11)
CT
where neither A \  or A 2 are known and T \  and T 2 are measured. To reveal the 
individual losses A \  and A 2 we require a th ird  m irror so th a t Eqn.(4.11) can be 
applied to  all three possible two-mirror cavity perm utations. This yields a system 
of equations of the form
A 1 + A 2 = k (T 1, T 2)
A 1 +  A 3 =  k ( T u T 3) 
A 2 +  A 3 =  k ( T 2, T 3)
where A \ ,  A 2 , A 3 are the m irror losses and 7 i ,  T2, T 3 are the m irror transm ittances 
and k ( , ) is a function th a t represents the right hand side of Eqn.(4.11). Since there 
are as many equations as there are unknowns it is possible to  calculate individual 
mirror losses in the absence of a well-defined reference mirror.
The apparatus used for m easuring superm irror to ta l loss is shown in detail in 
Fig 4.3. The laser used was a Spectra-Physics 165 argon ion type giving a few 
hundred milliwatts single longitudinal and transverse mode power. The laser was 
unstabilised and its random  frequency fluctuations provided an ample mechanism
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Figure 4.3: Experimental set up fo r  measuring supermirror losses using the ring- 
down method.
for flickering the  test cavity in and out of resonances. This allowed a  convenient 
m easurem ent practice whereby a s torage oscilloscope was set to  trigger a u to m a t ­
ically when the photodiode measures the s ta r t  of a large ring down. For a well 
aligned and mode m atched system , the largest ring downs are associated with the 
fundam ental mode of the cavity and so by se tt ing  the trigger level sufficiently high, 
these traces could be (a lm ost) exclusively singled out. There is a te m p ta t io n  to  tap  
the optical table  in order to  provoke a ring down, but this is dangerous because it 
can move the cavity mirrors which would lead to  a ring down p a t te rn  th a t  a lthough 
may look exponential,  would provide the wrong time constan t.  An advantage of the 
ring down technique is th a t  the  num ber of beats gives a clue as to  how the resonance 
condition was departed  from. Ring down p a t te rn s  with only a few bea ts  imply th a t  
the cavity mirrors happened to  move as th e  laser frequency altered, and in such a 
way as to reduce the sharpness of the change. A no ther  potential problem is th a t  of 
higher order modes flickering into resonance. Although the trigger threshold  usually 
prevented these from producing ring downs, occasionally some got th rough . Many 
traces were examined and w ith  experience it became possible to  distinguish ‘good’ 
results from ‘b ad ’ ones.
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m irror company transmission radius of curv.
PMS1 PMS Ltd 570 ppm Im
PMS2 PMS Ltd 13 ppm lm
OMI1 OM ITEC Ltd 240 ppm flat
OMI2 OM ITEC Ltd 6 ppm 15m
Table 4.1: Supermirrors used in the ring-down tests.
R esu lts
M easurements were made on m irrors from two m anufacturers; PMS Electro-Optics 
based in Boulder in N orth America, and OM ITEC Thin Films based in Devon in the 
UK. Both these companies have close links with gravitational wave interferom etry 
groups and at Glasgow we have used m irrors from both  companies.
PMS have established themselves as one of the most successful m anufacturers of 
superm irrors in the world. The low loss coatings th a t they produce have to ta l losses 
at infra-red wavelengths of only 1 ppm  or less. Tests were made on a batch  of PMS 
m irrors coated for 514.5 nm where the factory m easured losses were reported  to  be 
around 5ppm.
OM ITEC bought a m irror coating plant from British Aerospace (BA) after BA 
reduced its production of superm irror coatings in 1992. BA have produced very 
good quality m irrors [50] and m anufactured the mirrors used in the 10 m prototype 
gravitational wave interferom eter at Glasgow. OM ITEC have since produced test 
coatings for 514.5 nm, but production tem porarily stopped in the la tte r  p a rt of 1995 
while they relocated their factory. The following results dem onstrate their best 
efforts a t coatings for 514.5 nm produced before their relocation.
The results th a t will be given involved the use of four mirrors the properties 
of which are summarised in Table 4.1. Individual cavity geometries need not be 
discussed, except to  point out th a t the cavity lengths were always arranged to  be 
a few centimetres only. This was to  minimise the effects of scattering in air. In 
order to  provide a suitable perm utation of stable cavity geometries with convenient
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(mirror to ta l loss
PMS1 (24 ±  7) ppm
PMS2 (24 ±  7) ppm
0M I1 (18 ±  5) ppm
OMI2 (40 ±  20) ppm
Table 4.2: Results for  supermirror total loss as measured using the ring-down method.
input transm ittances etc, four mirrors and four cavities were decided upon. Each 
test cavity was re-aligned more than  once during each m easurem ent run to prevent 
random  flaws on the m irror surfaces leading to  inaccurate results. The m irror to ta l 
losses are shown in Table 4.2. The degree of cleanliness of the  air a t the test lab 
probably accounts for the inability to  measure losses as low as 5 ppm  for the PMS 
mirrors. As soon as any superm irror is exposed in air it appears to  collect tens 
of little dust particles th a t are practically impossible to  remove. In the absence of 
an ultra-clean environm ent6 the results of Table 4.2 are unlikely to  be consistently 
bettered. An encouraging aspect of the results was the very good quality of the 
OM ITEC mirrors, since it would be convenient to  be able to  deal with a local 
(within UK) m anufacturer of high quality optics.
As mentioned previously the ring down m ethod can reveal only the to ta l loss of 
the superm irrors under test. It is instructive to try  and separate out the relative 
components due to  scattering and absorptance. This requires another experim ental 
technique, this time to  measure only absorptance, and this will be described in the 
next section.
4 .3 .2  S u p e r m ir r o r  A b s o r p ta n c e  L oss
The m ethod employed here to measure m irror absorptance uses the photo-thermal  
deflection method [51] which relies on the fact th a t a m irror which absorbs some 
laser power will heat up and exhibit thermal lensing. The therm al lens produced 
can be characterised by a localised region of refractive index variation around the
6there are clear im plications for the quality of the environment that real detector mirrors will 
be installed in.
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beam. If a second laser beam  is directed through this region it will be deflected by 
the lens and the am ount of bending will be directly related to  the level of absorption.
P rin c ip le  o f  th e  P h o to -T h erm a l D eflec tio n  M eth od
In the simplest set-up there is a high-power laser (sometimes called the pump laser) 
of appropriate wavelength focused down so th a t a very small beam  lands on the 
sample under test (be it a m irror or other component). The sample will heat by an 
amount depending on its absorptance and a therm al lens will be formed. A nother 
laser (called the probe laser) is aimed in such a way as to  pass through the test sam ­
ple at exactly the same spot as the  pum p beam and then to  hit a  split photodetector 
th a t measures its deviation. W hen the pump laser beam is steered very delicately, 
thus moving the position of the therm al lens on the test sample, the probe laser 
beam deflects and this deflection is m easured by the photodetector. Suppose the 
pump beam is initially pointed so th a t the therm al lens region is slightly to  one side 
of the probe beam. If it is now scanned so th a t the lens moves to  the opposite side 
of the probe beam , then  a very distinctive signature of signal is obtained where the 
probe beam moves first in one direction, and then in the opposite direction. This 
rather recognisable signal is one advantage in using this m ethod. A nother advantage 
is the ra ther simple model by which the technique can be calibrated. By treating  
the localised region of heating as a symmetric linear function of varying refractive 
index, the absorbed power Pabs is related to  the peak-peak probe beam  deviation 
a p- p by the expression
47TKU)H (A 1 0 n
Pabs — p  ®p—p (4*12)
where k is the therm al conductivity of the m aterial, (3 is the ra te  of change of refrac­
tive index with respect to  tem perature  and u h  is the radius of the  heating beam  [52].
P ro ced u re  and E x p er im en ta l C on figuration
The apparatus used to measure m irror absorptance is shown in Fig 4.4. The entire 
experimental set-up was enclosed in a purpose-built tent which had two fans blowing 
filtered air into the ten t from outside. This provided a positive pressure environ-
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f ig u re  4.4: Apparatus to measure mirror absorptance. loss using the photo-thermal  
deflection method.
ment which it was hoped would influence dust away from the m easurem ent area  
when sections of the tent were removed to allow access to par ts  of the ap p a ra tu s .  
T he  m easurem ents were again perform ed at A =  514.5 nm and the laser used was 
a Spectra-Physics 165 argon ion laser, as for the to ta l  loss m easurem ents.  However 
this t ime the laser need not run in a single longitudinal mode, and the etalon was 
removed from the laser cavity, giving som ewhat more power (abou t 1 W ). T he  probe 
beam was from a Uniphase Inc. helium neon laser giving ab o u t  2 m W  of light and 
having good pointing stability. To increase the  signal to noise ra tio  of the  m easure­
ment, the  beam was m odulated  a t  a dep th  close to  90% by a polariser/electro-optic  
m odulator arrangem ent and then  a lock-in amplifier was used to  provide the  o u tp u t  
signal. T he lock-in amplifier gave a very good way of discrim inating t rue  signals 
because, as the pum p beam  is scanned across the position of the  probe beam  on the 
test sample, the signature of the  therm al lens provides a faithful double peak sep­
ara ted  in phase by 180°. Experim entally  it was found th a t  m odulation  frequencies 
of around 25 Hz to 40 Hz gave the  best signal to noise ratio. Care m ust be taken 
to prevent sca tte red  light entering the  split pho todetec to r  as even a tiny am oun t of 
this could destroy the validity of the m easurem ents.
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In irro r absorptance
|PMS1 ~  1 ppm
|p MS2 ~  1 ppm
0M I1 (8 ±  2) ppm
0M I2 (15 ±  4) ppm
BA (55 ±  14) ppm
Table 4.3: Results of  supermirror absorptance using the photo-thermal deflection 
method.
R esu lts
The results for the four m irrors labelled previously as PM S1, PM S2, 0M I1 and 
OMI2, as well as a result for a British Aerospace superm irror, are shown in Ta­
ble 4.3. It can be seen th a t there are substantial differences between the various 
mirrors and it is especially interesting to  compare the first four results with the last, 
which is for a British Aerospace m irror th a t dates from 1992. Table 4.3 would suggest 
th a t the differences in quality between the OM ITEC mirrors and the PMS m irrors 
lie primarily with the absorptance associated with the m irror coatings ra ther than  
scatter loss. Given th a t random  defects in the superm irror coatings may account for 
some of this scatter loss, it seems more likely th a t exposure in an environm ent th a t 
is not clean (even for a short duration) causes an irreversible change in the scatter 
loss.
The absorptance m easurem ent process described is for surface absorptance (coat­
ing absorptance in the case of a  superm irror) however with a small adjustm ent to 
the apparatus, the system can also be used to  measure the bulk absorptance of m a­
terials. In this case the probe and pum p beam  m ust be m ade to  overlap over at 
least a few millimetres in the  m aterial. Details of bulk absorptance m easurem ents 
for various grades of fused-silica a t A =  514.5nm can be found in [53].
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4 .4  A u to m a tic  S u p erm irror Loss M eter
The success of the m ethods to  measure superm irror to ta l loss described in section 4.3 
rely quite heavily on the hum an interface between the operator and the apparatus 
at each stage of the m easurem ent process. In an industrial environm ent this may be 
inconvenient and too time consuming and the procedure would benefit from at least 
some degree of autom ation. The next two sections describe a prototype autom atic 
loss m eter being built in the  lab at Glasgow.
4 .4 .1  M o t iv a t io n  for  an  A u to m a t ic  L o ss  M e te r
In the past, any m irror testing contract between a company and the Glasgow lab 
has involved the sending back and forth  of carefully packaged test samples and the 
inevitable tim e delays associated with this. It would be better, especially with regard 
to a company like OM ITEC Ltd with whom we are in contact frequently, to  prepare 
a loss m easuring device th a t they could install in their factory. The pa th  to achieving 
this was financed by a PPARC Industrial Support G rant and involves a collaboration 
between OM ITEC and ourselves. OM ITEC primarily m anufacture m irrors coated 
for 632.8 nm , for example for use in helium-neon laser gyroscopes. However, to  be 
sure of the  m irror qualities they are achieving they require an in-house testing unit 
which is relatively straightforw ard to  use. Thus the aim of the project is to  build 
a prototype loss m eter system th a t OM ITEC can basically duplicate. There now 
follows a brief outline of the design of the loss m eter.
4 .4 .2  C o n c e p tu a l  D e s ig n  for  t h e  L o ss  M e te r
The loss m eter will be designed primarily for use with laser-gyro m irrors coated 
for 632.8 nm. A simplified diagram  of the loss m eter is shown in Fig 4.5. The 
test cavity is a folded design with the middle m irror nominally fixed (maximum  
reflector) and the first and th ird  m irrors interchangeable. The first m irror will be 
chosen from a selection of reference m irrors (having known loss) exhibiting a range of 
transm ittances. W hen a th ird  m irror (a test m irror) is supplied, a suitable reference 
m irror is inserted to complete the  cavity. The system  will use the decay curve of
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Figure 4.5: Block diagram o f the automatic loss m eter  being developed fo r  use by 
O M I T E C  Thin Films Ltd.
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the throughput light to  relay inform ation about m irror loss. Helium-neon lasers are 
more frequency stable than  argon ion lasers, and so cavity resonances happening by 
accident may be considerably less frequent. Therefore, to  be sure th a t a resonance is 
detected and used by the system , the light to  the test cavity is switched off as soon 
as the photodiode measures a th roughput intensity greater than  a preset threshold 
value. This ensures th a t the light in the cavity decays cleanly. At the same tim e as 
the light is switched off, a  storage oscilloscope is triggered to  record the subsequent 
decay of the light, and then a com puter is used to  down-load the trace and analyse 
the curve. The light is not really switched at all, but ra ther undergoes a rapid 
deflection by an acousto-optic m odulator (AOM). Such a device can change sta te  at 
great speed and provides a  very fast cut-off of light to  the test cavity. The AOM 
requires about 1 W of power at 80 MHz to deflect the incident beam. The R F signal 
is generated from a 20 MHz crystal oscillator clocked to  a program m able skew buffer 
(CY7B991) th a t steps the frequency up to 80 MHz. The 80 MHz signal is input to  
an RF mixer (Mini Circuits SRA-1). The com parator part of the circuit delivers a 
TTL logic signal which is impedance m atched to  the  other input of the  mixer. The 
mixer ou tput is fed into an RF amplifier (CA2835) which provides the required 1 W 
of power into the AOM. The mixer acts as a fast switch, controlling the 80 MHz 
signal applied to  the AOM in response to  sta te  changes of the TTL level produced 
by the photodiode com parator circuit.
The data-analysis part of the system has software (w ritten in Turbo C + + )  to  
read in the decay curve da ta  to  the com puter over an RS 232 interface, and then 
subsequently to analyse its validity by fitting an exponential line to  the data . The 
com puter can then imm ediately calculate the to ta l loss of the  test cavity using 
Eqn.(4.8).
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C h apter 5
Laser Beam  G eom etry  
Fluctuations
5.1 In tr o d u ctio n
Laser beam geometry fluctuations are variations in the position, size or shape of a 
laser beam. The various types of geometry noise are shown in Fig 5.1. They can 
either originate in the laser itself or be introduced by subsequent components in a 
system. For example, fluctuation in beam  position could be due (at least in part) 
to  seismically induced vibration of a beam  steering m irror, while distortions of the 
beam  phase front may be caused by irregularities in the surface curvature of some 
component. A useful approach in dealing with laser beam geometry noise is to  model 
it as the fundam ental transverse mode of the laser light being contam inated with 
higher order transverse modes. The justification for this is presented in section 5.2. 
The m easurem ent processes involved in determining beam  geometry noise levels 
can be quite complex, and they require very carefully designed instrum ents, some of 
which have been purpose built and are described in section 5.3. Results of both  beam 
position and width fluctuations, m easured using these instrum ents, are presented in 
section 5.4 and then a concluding section follows in which the results are summ arised 
and compared for two different types of laser; argon ion and Nd:YAG.
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Figure 5.1: Categorisation of  varieties of  beam geometry fluctuation.
5.2 B ea m  G e o m e tr y  N o ise  and  T ransverse M o d es
A laser beam  originates in an optical cavity which is filled with some lasing medium. 
Such a system is sometimes called an active cavity. A laser beam  may also be fed 
into a passive cavity elsewhere in a system, for frequency stabilisation purposes for 
example. A condition th a t m ust be m et by light circulating in such cavities is th a t 
the light field replicates itself after each round trip . Consider an optical cavity 
where the optic axis is made to  be the z-axis in cartesian coordinates, as shown 
in Fig 5.2. By writing down the wave equation (V 2 — )E  = 0 for the system , 
and postulating a solution of the  form E  = f ( x , y , z ) e ^ ujt~kz  ^ which is separable 
into tim e and spatial parts, it can be shown th a t for waves travelling parallel to  the 
cavity axis (or very nearly parallel so th a t can be neglected), /  m ust satisfy
& f _ 2 j k 6 f = o
d x 2 d y 2 3 dz
(5.1)
This is called the paraxial wave equation for the reason given above. Various solutions 
to  Eqn.(5.1) can be sought, and the simplest will be presented first.
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Figure 5.2: Optical cavity with circulating light field.
5 .2 .1  T h e  F u n d a m e n ta l T r a n sv e r se  C a v ity  M o d e
Taking /  to  be of the form
f ( x , y , z )  = A(z)e->kr2^ (5.2)
where r 2 =  x 2 -f- y2 and q shall be defined shortly, and substitu ting it into Eqn.(5.1) 
gives
r k 2A ( z ) d q  k 2A(z )]  \ 2 j k A ( z )  . o t dA] _  Q ^
r 2 -
2 j k A ( z ) dA
^  +  2 j k —  
q dzq2 dz q2
where like powers of r have been collected. The bracketed term s are set to  zero 
to  satisfy Eqn.(5.3) and this yields (by integration of dq/dz  and d A / d z ) the  results 
q(z ) — q(zo) = z — zo and A { z ) /A { zq) =  q(zQ)/q{z). Two variables R  and w are now 
defined in term s of q by
~R 3
A
7TW 2 '
(5.4)
In this form, q is called the complex beam parameter. The physical meaning of R  
and w can be deduced by substitu ting Eqn.(5.4) into Eqn.(5.2) to  give
f ( x , y , z )  = A (zo)“ j“ ^ e (5.5)
where both  R  and w are functions of z. R  can be regarded as the radius of curvature 
of the beam  phase front, while w can be seen to be the value of r which causes the 
light field am plitude to diminish to  1 /e its value at the optic axis1 and is defined 
as the radius of the beam. A beam waist is a point where the laser beam  width 
passes through a local minimum. At a beam waist R  = oo and the complex beam
1 recall that this is equivalent to a factor 1 / e 2 for light intensity.
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param eter takes the simple form <7(^0 ) =  j ^ w ^ / X .  It is sensible to  make the beam 
waist the point at which the reference values <7(20) and A ( zq) apply, and from now 
on, the notation <70? Aoetc will be used to  denote param eters m easured at a beam 
waist (z0 = 0). By considering the result q(z) = q0 + z  and the definition of the 
complex beam  param eter in Eqn.(5.4) it can readily be shown th a t
w(z )2 = wl
1 (  Xz '  2
1 +  ( ~ ~~2V 7TW,
and
R(z )  = z 1 +
7TWfi
A z
The ratio  of Eqn.(5.6) and Eqn.(5.7) can be simplified to
A z
7TWr
7TW
~XR
(5.6)
(5.7)
(5.8)
which is a useful result in Gaussian optics. In view of Eqn.(5.5), Eqn.(5.6) and 
Eqn.(5.7) the intensity profile and propagation of the laser beam  can be illustrated 
as in Fig 5.3. The distance from the waist out to  the point where the beam  width has 
increased by a factor of y/2 is called the Rayleigh length and is given by z r  = ttwq/X.  
At distances beyond the Rayleigh range the beam  approaches asym ptotes inclined 
at angle X/(irwo) to  the propagation axis. The Rayleigh length is also the distance 
from the waist where the phase front curvature of the beam  has a local minimum 
value given by R  = (R  is infinite at a waist and also at z = 0 0 , and therefore 
must have a minimum between these values of z). In passing, it is interesting to  note 
th a t the Rayleigh length is also the smallest value th a t the beam waist radius can 
adopt, thus wmin = A/ 7r. This can be deduced by using Eqn.(5.6) and Eqn.(5.7) to  
calculate the inclination of the beam  asym ptotes to  the optic axis 6 = sin-1 ( w / R )  
and then considering the diffraction limiting case of the asym ptotes tending to  ± 7 t / 2 .  
The function A(z)  can be w ritten  in term s of the beam  waist param eters as
A(z)  = A 0
Wr
+ i
. ITW r
w ( z )2 ' J AR
which, using Eqn.(5.6), can be w ritten  in polar form as
A(z)  = A q W o  J'tan  
w(z)
(5.9)
(5.10)
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Figure 5.3: Profile of  a Gaussian laser beam. Local minima in beam radius are 
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The expression for /  given in Eqn.(5.5) can now be w ritten
Wn j  t a n - 1 ( ^ H - )  r 2 / l , j k  \
f ( x , y , z )  = A o ^ - ^ j  e ™o e w(*)2 2R . (5-11)
Applying the norm alisation integral f*™ f * f d x d y  = 1 to  Eqn.(5.11) it can be shown 
th a t a normalised solution for /  can be expressed as
[ 2  1 j  ta n -1 _ r2 / _ i__
f ( x , y , z ) = J — -— e T + (5.12)
V 7r w(z)
where Eqn.(5.6) has been used to  simplify this result. The function described by 
Eqn.(5.12) is called the fundamental  transverse mode of the optical cavity. If the 
cavity concerned is the laser cavity, then Eqn.(5.12) would describe the fundam ental 
transverse mode of the laser light.
5 .2 .2  H ig h e r  O rd er  T r a n sv e r se  C a v ity  M o d e s
The form for /  given in Eqn.(5.2) is the simplest transverse mode of the  cavity, with 
intensity profile as shown in Fig 5.3. However there are higher order modes of the 
light and these can be described by postulating /  to  be of the form
/ ( « ,„ ,* )  =  A{z)g  ( ^ )  h ( J L . )  e - M *  (5.13)
which now gives scope for pa tterns of light field am plitude in the x- and y-axes 
which are functions of the beam  propagation. A full analysis can be found in [54].
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The results are im portan t for the  work of later chapters and the details will be 
sketched here. By substitu ting Eqn.(5.13) into the paraxial wave equation Eqn.(5.1) 
the function g is required to  satisfy
g" -  2j k P(z) _  (fya dz xg
j k p ( z ) :
1 +
2 q dA
A(z )  d q .
<7 =  0 (5.14)
with an identical equation having to  be satisfied for h. Eqn.(5.14) is very similar to  
the standard  differential equation
g n -  V - T - g '  + 2ng = Q 
7*0)
th a t has the Hermite polynomials H n( ^ y) defined by
(5.15)
H n(a) = ( - l ) V *
2 dne~a
d a 1
(5.16)
as its solutions. In fact, the two equations Eqn.(5.14) and Eqn.(5.15) will become 
identical if
_ dp
a dz
2 jk
- j k p ( z ) 2
(5.17)
1 +
2q dA
= 2 n. (5.18)
A(z )  d q .
These can be solved simultaneously to  yield solutions for g and h which will be 
of Hermite polynomial form. It can be shown th a t p(z) = w { z ) / y /2 is a solution 
of Eqn.(5.17). By observing also th a t dq* = dq , where q* denotes the complex 
conjugate of q, Eqn.(5.18) can be expressed in the form
A(q) = A 0
allowing Eqn.(5.13) to be w ritten as
/ ( W ) =  Ao ( ^ )  (
go (  gogp 
g{z)J \qoq{z)
(5.19)
H r
w(z)
X H r
V2_
w(z) y e
- j k r 2/2q
(5.20)
As with the fundam ental mode, the functions described by Eqn.(5.20) should be 
normalised. In the case of the Hermite polynomials this can be done using their 
generating function.  This result shall be quoted here however the calculation is
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done explicitly in [55]. The final normalised form for /  is given by
1 „  .  1 „  . 1  .  . —  v .  (  m + n
f  ( x y  z) = ( - Y (  1 Y f  -_
nm ’ ’ \ w j  \ 2 nn [.w0)  \ 2 mm \w0)  q(z) V qlq(z)
2
x H n ( e- j hr2/2<!. (5.21)
\ w ( z )  I \ w ( z )  /
By using the result ei tan 1 i ^ / ™ 2) Eqn.(5.21) can be w ritten
( 2 \ *  (  I  \ *  (  1 \ 5  1 j ( n + m + l )  t a n - 1 { ^ )
/™ .(* , l f ,* )= (-)  (;j ( - 2^ J  W ) e
x H n ( - 7 ^ )  H m ( - 7 ^ * /)  e - ^ 2/ 2" (5.22)\ w ( z )  J \ w ( z )  J
where the notation f nm emphasises th a t there exist multiple solutions for /  separable 
in the x- and y-axes. The phase term  ei(ri+rn+1) tan 1 ('W 7ru'o), which can now be seen 
to  depend on the transverse mode order through the (n +  m  +  1) factor, is often 
referred to  as the Guoy phase for the mode. These solutions expressed in Eqn.(5.21) 
are called the higher order transverse modes or sometimes the higher order radial 
modes of the cavity with respect to the fundam ental mode. They all have the 
same phase front curvature as the fundam ental mode, but in general cover a greater 
transverse area (although the waist radius Wq th a t appears in the expressions above 
is still th a t defined for the fundam ental mode). The functions for the x- and y-axes 
can be w ritten  down explicitly. W riting f nm(%,yiz ) =  fn ( x , z )  x f m ( y , z )  gives
= (5-24)
Using Eqn.(5.16) and setting n = m  = 0, Eqn.(5.22) can be seen to  reduce to  the 
normalised fundam ental mode solution Eqn.(5.12). The first few Hermite polyno­
mials are
H 0( a ) =  1 
H i ( a ) =  2a
H 2(a) = 4 a 2 — 2 
H 3(a) = 8 a 3 — 1 2a.
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Figure 5.4: Light field amplitude patterns for  selected regions across the first three
T E M nm modes.
These functions have roots along the x- and y-axes which cause nulls in the transverse 
light field. A transverse mode light field is represented by the symbol TEM nm where 
TEM  stands for Transverse Electric and M agnetic and the values n and m  give the 
num ber of nulls in the field p a tte rn  along the x- and y-axes. W ith this notation 
the fundam ental mode is represented as TEMoo- The field am plitude functions for 
three TEM  modes are shown in Fig 5.4. Photographs of the first few TEM  modes 
are shown in F ig 5.5 after [56]. The set of functions described by Eqn.(5.23) and 
Eqn.(5.24) define a basis for describing any light field. Given a laser beam  with 
light am plitude field E ( x , y , z , t )  = E ( x , y , z ) E ( t )  the spatial part E ( x , y , z )  can be 
w ritten as
oo oo
z ) — ^   ^ ^  , A nf n ( x ? %) E mfm(jji %) (5.25)
7 1 = 0  771 = 0
Since the form for E ( x , y , z )  is separable, the components of the laser field in the x- 
and y-axes can be w ritten
E ( x , z )  — ^   ^A nf n(x , z )
7 1 = 0
O O
E {y>z ) =  B ^ f m ( y , z )
(5.26)
(5.27)
771 =  0
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Figure 5.5: Photographs o f  the first few  T E M  laser cavity modes.
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for some A n and B n given by
/ +oo E ( x , z ) f p*(x, z )dx  (5.28)
-OO
/ +oo E { y , z ) f p*(y,z)dy.  (5.29)
-OO
These equation have been arrived a t using the orthogonality of the eigenmodes 
described by Eqn.(5.23) and Eqn.(5.24) which can be sta ted  via the expression
/+oo f p ( x , z ) f * ( x , z ) d x  = 6pq (5.30)
- O O
where 6pq denotes the Kronecker delta symbol. It is worth noting th a t the  Hermite 
polynomial functions described above do not form a unique set of eigenmodes for 
expressing a general light field. R ather, they prove a convenient choice in a rectan­
gular coordinate system. If the radial coordinates r  and 0 had been used instead of
x  and y then the differential equations would have had solutions given by Laguerre-
Gaussian functions.  A normalised set of Laguerre-Gaussian functions can be found 
in [54]. The functions have the form
/ 2 pi j(2p+m+l)tan 1 ( ^ 2) (  yf^T
f ( r , 9 )  =
(1 +  80m)(m  + p)lir \  w J
L™ ( 2 - 4  ) e-3kr2l 2qeim6 (5.31)
where r is the radial coordinate ( r 2 =  x 2 +  y 2), 0 is the azim uthal coordiate 0 =  
ta n ~1(y fx ) ,  p  and m  are the radial and azim uthal mode num bers2. The Som is 
inserted for norm alisation purposes and takes the value zero except for when m  = 0 
whereupon <$oo =  1. As with the Hermite-Gaussian functions, the solutions are 
separable into r and 0 dependent parts. The term  L™ represents the Laguerre 
polynomials defined as the solutions of the differential equation
j2 rm HTm
x ^ L  +  (/ +  1 - x ) ^ f  +  ? ,i "  =  0- (5 '32)
2these have similar interpretation as n and m  in the Hermite-Gaussian functions but now, p is 
the number of nulls in the intensity pattern as one travels radially out from the centre of the beam, 
and m  is the number of nulls in a 360° circular scan of the beam.
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The first three Laguerre polynomials are
L%(x) =  1,
L™(x) =  m  +  1 — x,
L ™(x ) = 7;(m  +  l ) ( m +  2) -  (m  +  2)x  +  ~ x 2.
The Laguerre-Gaussian functions are useful when dealing with fluctuations in the 
laser beam  geometry th a t possess a cylindrical symmetry, such as fluctuations in 
beam width and curvature. In this case the azim uthal mode num ber can be set 
to zero and the functions take a particularly simple form. The rectangular modes 
described by the Herm ite-Gaussian functions are often seen in gas lasers which have 
rectangular sym m etry imposed by the Brewster windows m ounted on the plasm a 
tube. They are also convenient when dealing with beam  perturbations th a t can be 
dealt w ith in two orthogonal components, such as lateral beam  displacements and 
beam  tilts. M athem atically, the rectangular modes can be converted to  cylindrical 
modes using a set of transform ation equations [57]. Experimentally, the conversion 
can be achieved with a system of cylindrical lenses placed in the beam  path .
As already mentioned, it can be shown th a t small fluctuations in beam  position, 
width and phase front curvature can be expressed by adjusting the weightings of 
the coefficients given by Eqn.(5.28) and Eqn.(5.29). This is an extremely im portan t 
result and will now be considered in more detail.
5 .2 .3  M o d e ll in g  B e a m  G e o m e tr y  N o is e  as T r a n sv e r se  M o d e s
In the last section it was dem onstrated th a t any light field could be expressed as a 
linear combination of the cavity eigenmodes given by Eqn.(5.23) and Eqn.(5.24). It 
follows th a t if a beam  containing initially only the fundam ental mode were to , say, 
move sideways by an am ount or change w idth by an am ount Sw then the new 
light field in each case should still be expressable in term s of the cavity eigenmodes. 
Thus beam  geometry fluctuations in general can be thought of as changes in the 
relative am ounts of higher order TEM  modes present in the beam.
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L ateral B eam  M ovem en t
Consider again the fundam ental laser mode given by Eqn.(5.12). If the laser beam 
moves off-axis by an am ount br then  the new laser field can be w ritten
E i i spl ( x , z )  =  Q ' e ' ' "  1 e - j k ( x + S x f / 2 R  e - ( x + S x f / m 2 (5 .3 3 )
Edispl(y>z ) =  ( f )  * * ta”  1 i ’ ^ ) e~jk (y+Sy)2/2R e - ( y+Sv)2/w2 (5.34)
where Edispi ( x , z ) and Edispi ( y , z ) denote the new light fields along the x- and y- 
axes due to  the lateral displacement components Sx and by. The two equations are 
identical and it will suffice to  consider only Eqn.(5.33). If bx is small compared 
with the beam  radius w and tiny compared w ith the phase front curvature R , then 
Eqn.(5.33) can be approxim ated as
(5.35)
where term s of order bx2 have been neglected. The term  in square brackets can be 
expressed in polar form using Eqn.(5.6) and allows Eqn.(5.35) to  be w ritten
E dispi ( x , z )  =  (-V e §lan e - i ^ / 2 R e - x V ^  (1 _ 2 ^ e tm '  (^ ?)) .
\ i r j  \  w w q  J
(5.36)
From Eqn.(5.23) it is apparent th a t Eqn.(5.36) can be likened to the fundam ental 
mode plus a contribution of first order mode
bx
EdisPi (x ,z )  = f o ( x , z ) +  ^ - / l ( z , z ) .  (5.37)
The above argum ent applies to  any point along the beam  propagation. The Guoy 
phase term s make no appearance in the final coupling coefficient. This is to  be 
expected, since a lateral displacement m ust affect the entire beam by the same 
am ount. The above expression m ust therefore agree with th a t obtained a t a waist 
(z = 0), where the Guoy phase is zero for all modes.
The lateral perturbation  to  the beam  has caused the T E M oo mode to  be con­
tam inated by a contribution of TEM io mode. There will be a similar result for 
Edispi ( y , z ) except th a t it will be an am ount of T E M o i mode th a t is involved. The
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above simple analysis is a convenient way to  express the coupling mechanism using 
the Herm ite-Gaussian functions. A more exact treatm ent requires the use of the 
Fourier integrals given in Eqn.(5.28) and Eqn.(5.29). The m ethod can be illustrated  
for the case of a lateral displacement as follows.
The argum ent shall deal with the component of a lateral beam  jitte r  in the  z-axis. 
An identical argum ent for the y-component can of course be made. The light ampli­
tude field after an initially fundam ental mode undergoes a lateral displacement 6x 
was given in Eqn.(5.33). Assuming an am plitude coefficient A q for the  fundam ental 
mode, this can be re-stated  here as
E disPi { x , z )  =  A 0 ( ^ - ) ' e" ta“ 1 ( ’™o) e - i ^ + 6 x f l 2 R e - ( x + S x f l v ?  ( 5 .3 8 )
Using Eqn.(5.28) it is possible to write down an expression for the relative contri­
butions of higher order modes weighted to  the fundam ental mode as
d -n  (  1 \ 2 1  ^ j n  tan ( )  ^ S x 2 / w2 e ~ j k 6 x 2 / 2 R
*+oo
X / -oo
-'do V71/  (2nn!)2
f +0° e - ( 1+J^ X6Xe~x 2 Hn( X) dX  (5.39)
J —OO
where A n is the am plitude coefficient of the T E M no mode and X  = y /2 x /w .  By
considering the definition of the nth Hermite polynomial, given in Eqn.(5.16), the
above expression can be w ritten
An_  _  ( ~ l ) n ^ - j n t a n - 1 ( ^ - )  ^ _ 8 x 2 / w 2 j k 8 x 2 / 2 R
-do (2nn!7r)2
x / +“  e - ^ k^ / 2R x^ s x — e - x 2 d X .  (5.40)
7-00  d x n v '
This can be integrated by n applications of integration by parts whereupon Eqn.(5.40) 
becomes
/I 1  —j n t a n - 1  ( ) /*+oo A V c v  v 2 \
- r  = -----------r e ° A n(S X )n /  e{-AXSX-X )d x  / 5>41n
-do (2nn!7r)2 7—oo
where A  = 1 The integral in Eqn.(5.41) can be evaluated to be e(ASX)2/ 4.
Higher order contributions in SX will be present for each mode due to  the exponential 
term s, and these will be neglected here. Doing this gives
By expressing A  in complex polar form, and with the help of Eqn.(5.6), a final 
expression for A n /Ao  can be w ritten
A n 1 (Sx)n
~ r  =  (5-43)^-o v n !  w0
Eqn.(5.43) shows th a t a lateral beam  jitte r  can be modelled as contributions of all 
TEM nm modes but with coupling coefficients th a t decrease in size with higher mode 
order. The strongest coupling is to  the first order mode and for small positional 
fluctuations, it is usually sufficient to  consider only this mode.
A n gular B eam  T ilt
The effect of a beam tilt on the higher order mode coupling can be dem onstrated 
through a simple argum ent provided th a t the beam  is assumed to ro ta te  about a 
waist. The Guoy phase is zero at a waist and the analysis becomes straightforw ard. 
If a beam  described by a fundam ental cavity mode undergoes an angular tilt a  then 
the resulting change in the mode picture couples through a phase term . If the angu­
lar tilt is about a waist, then the pa th  change increment A s  caused by the tilt in the 
z-direction is simply A s  = x sin a  where x is measured from the beam  axis. This 
leads to a phase increment A <f>(x) =  ^ 2  sin a.  For small tilts this can be w ritten 
A<p(x) =  y x a .  The modified light field E tu t(x ,z )  can be w ritten
E tii t(x ,z )  = f 0(x ,z ) e j2™a/x . (5.44)
If a  is small the exponential can be expanded and Eqn.(5.44) can be w ritten
E tllt( x , z )  = fo (x ,z )  +  / i ( 2 ,z )  (5.45)
where f i ( x , z )  is the function describing the TEM 10 mode. Notice th a t the coupling 
constant has an ex tra  90° phase term  in it. Eqn.(5.45) gives the appropriate field 
distribution at any value of z  for a beam , initially containing only the TEMoo mode, 
which is then tilted about its waist. The fact th a t the TE M 10 has a greater Guoy 
phase than  the fundam ental mode does not m atte r here, since these phase term s 
are zero at a waist. This argum ent breaks down for the more general case where 
the beam  tilts by an am ount a  about an arb itrary  distance z  from the waist. In
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this case the effect can be traced, back to  the waist position where the beam  can be 
considered to  have undergone a superposition of lateral displacement z a  and tilt a. 
The resulting light field will still be expressable as the fundam ental mode contam i­
nated mainly with the TEM io mode, however there will be two coupling term s, one 
in phase (see lateral displacement case) and one phase shifted 90° as above.
B eam  W id th  F lu ctu a tion
It is convenient to  consider a beam  width fluctuation at the waist position where 
the Guoy phase term s can be disregarded. If the T E M oo laser mode undergoes a 
fluctuation in beam  width 6 w  at its waist, then the new light fields along the x -  and 
y-axes can be expressed as
E U x ,  *) = ( - ) 4 ( -  , A  . ) 2 e->kx*'2R e-*2/(»+ M 2 (5.46)
\ 7 T /  \ W { Z )  +  O W  J
=  ( ! ) T e - ^ e - s w r .  (5.47)
It is sufficient to  consider only Eqn.(5.46) since Eqn.(5.47) is identical. By apply­
ing binomial expansions to  Eqn.(5.46) (since 6 w  is small) it is possible to  express 
Esw( x , z ) in the form
£ t» ( x , * ) = ( | ) I ^ e - ^ / “ e - a/ ^
—j k x 2 / 2 R  —x 2 / w 2
W  \ 7 T y  w
1 r - 2
1/ 2
2x l 1 
w 2 2
e - j k  H e - x  ,  _ ^ 4 3 )
By comparing the second term  with the TEM 20 mode given by Eqn.(5.23) it can 
be seen th a t Eqn.(5.48) is really just the  fundam ental mode added to  some second 
order mode. Since the calculation is being performed at a waist, w  term s should 
really be denoted wq. Eqn.(5.48) can be simplified to
1 $ 'UU
f s w ( x , w )  =  f o ( x , z )  +  — 7= — f 2 ( x , z ) .  (5.49)
V2 w 0
where the coupling coefficient represents a contribution of TEM 20 mode th a t is in 
phase with the fundam ental mode. For a beam  width fluctuation th a t takes place 
a t some point along the beam  axis other than  the waist, the situation becomes more
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complicated. In the cavity mode picture, such a process cannot happen w ithout 
considering the beam  waist location to  have changed. Thus such an effect has to  be 
traced back to  the waist which can in general be considered to  have undergone a 
displacement along the beam  axis combined with a fluctuation in width.
P h a se  Front C u rvature F lu ctu a tio n
All the beam  geometry fluctuations so far discussed have had a natu ral in terp re ta­
tion as perturbations to  the beam  waist of one sort or another. A difficulty regarding 
variation of the radius of curvature of the beam phase front R  is th a t R  becomes 
infinite at a beam waist. Having said this, suppose th a t the calculation is refer­
enced to  what happens a t the beam  waist. If the curvature changes from oo to , say, 
72, at the waist position, then clearly the equivalent situation is th a t of the beam 
waist having undergone a displacement along the optic axis. Using Eqn.(5.6) and 
Eqn.(5.7) it is apparent th a t the resulting expressions for R  and w a t the reference 
point can be expressed as
« « . > » £ ( = * ) ’
and
w(8z ) «  wo (5.51)
where 6z is the displacement of the waist, assumed here to  be small enough th a t the 
approxim ations of Eqn.(5.50) and Eqn.(5.51) can be made. To examine the effect on 
the mode structure it is convenient this time to  work in cylindrical coordinates. The 
geometry fluctuation is symm etric about the optic axis and the azim uthal p a rt of the 
Laguerre-Gaussian functions can be neglected (m  =  0). Since the pertu rbation  is 
being considered near a waist, the Guoy phases can be neglected and the expression 
for the initial beam containing only the fundam ental mode can be w ritten
£ ( r )  =  ( i V  e - ^ K .  (5.52)
After the perturbation  takes place, the beam radius has a finite value of R  and
Eqn.(5.52) becomes
E R(r)  =  ( i ) 2 e~r2K  e~lkr2 lm  (5.53)
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where the value of R  from Eqn.(5.50) can be substitu ted  and the exponential ex­
panded to  give
1 *" r2 f  ASz
(5.54)
where Eqn.(5.54) has been w ritten  in this way to  emphasise the similarity with the 
Laguerre-Gaussian function of order p  =  1. The new light beam  can be expressed 
as an am ount of the original fundam ental mode added to  some first order mode
E r (t) =  f 0(r) -  j  ( ^ 2 )  / i 0 )  (5.55)
where 6z is related to  the beam  curvature using Eqn.(5.50). This form ula is es­
sentially th a t obtained for an axial displacement of the waist of the fundam ental 
cavity mode, for example due to  poor mode m atching into an optical cavity [58]. 
However its purpose here is to  serve as the coupling description for a beam  curva­
ture fluctuation at a waist. If the argum ent is generalised to  points on the optic 
axis away from the waist, then the treatm ent relies on the use of Fourier integrals. 
As the waist position is deviated from, first the approxim ations in Eqn.(5.51) and 
Eqn.(5.50) fail, and then the Guoy phases become non-negligible. An argum ent ne­
glecting the Guoy phases can be made, where now the phase front curvature changes 
from R  to  R  +  6R. The exponential term  involving R  in Eqn.(5.53) now becomes 
e - i j n i 1-611/ 11) and when the resulting exponential is expanded, the coupling coeffi­
cient in Eqn.(5.55) now has 6z replaced with z, the (small) distance from the waist 
where the curvature is changing, and is modified by a factor 6 R / R  to  give
E s r { t ) =  A(r) -  j  ( ^ 2^ 2)  h ( r ) -  (5 .56)
The effect of conservation of the beam width a t the reference point on the optic axis 
requires the beam  waist size to  change in the general case as well as its position. This 
effect is not considered above. It is straightforw ard to  write down the relationship 
between the curvature, beam  waist position and beam  waist radius fluctuation using 
the laws of Gaussian optics given in Eqn.(5.6) and Eqn.(5.7). The argum ent for 
beam width fluctuation can be used to  take account of the waist size variation. In 
the general case the coupling coefficient would consist of a term  in phase with the 
original fundam ental mode plus a  term  out of phase by 90° as above. In this respect,
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the general case for a fluctuation in the radius of curvature of the beam  phase front 
is similar to  the general case for describing a beam  tilt.
5.3  In stru m en ts  for M easu rin g  B ea m  G e o m e tr y  F lu c ­
tu a tio n s
A sound knowledge of the typical levels of noise associated with various lasers is an 
essential basis for determining the sensitivity limits th a t such noise will impose. To 
measure the level of beam  geometry fluctuations of a given type, the m easurem ent 
process consists of a  careful series of m easurem ents, each conceived to  exclude the 
possibility th a t other noise sources are dom inating the one of interest. Instrum ents 
to measure fluctuations in beam  position and pulsations in beam  width will now be 
described.
5 .3 .1  B e a m  J i t t e r  M e te r
The simplest way to  m easure beam  positional fluctuations is to use a split photode­
tector. The beam  is positioned on the detector so th a t equal light powers fall on 
each sector3. The signals from each sector are then subtracted  to  provide the  output 
signal. This m ethod affords a first order insensitivity to  laser power fluctuations, 
provided th a t the beam  does not deviate from its initial position throughout the 
course of a m easurem ent. Normally the ou tput from the photodetector would be 
spectrum  analysed and this involves the taking of averages using an analyser. In 
the frequency domain of interest (tens to  thousands Hz) this could involve a to ta l 
m easurem ent time of m any tens of seconds. During this tim e, the very low frequency 
component of the beam  positional noise (which will be referred to  as beam drift) can, 
and usually does, cause the beam  to  deviate sufficiently from its optim al position 
on the detector, so as to  couple power fluctuation noise into the m easurem ent. The 
result is th a t the noise spectrum  obtained m ay not be due only to  beam  positional 
noise in the frequency range of interest (which will be called beam jit ter ) but may
3the tem ptation to say ’centered’ has been avoided since this would only be true if the beam  
had a perfectly circular power distribution.
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Figure 5.6: Simple schematic o f a split photodetector.
be due in part to the laser power noise. There are various ways to  overcome this 
problem. Consider Fig 5.6 which shows a simple version of a beam  jit te r  m easuring 
system. The aim is to  keep equal light powers on each half of the photodetector 
so th a t Va — Vb  = 0. One option is to  m aintain this condition by physically navi­
gating the beam. This can be done using a feedback system driving beam  steering 
m irrors for example. A nother option, and the approach taken here, is to  correct 
for deviations electronically. The electronic scheme has the advantage th a t it will 
be insensitive to  acoustic noise which would certainly not be the case for systems 
using active m irrors to  steer the beam. The electronic feedback m ethod is shown in 
Fig 5.7. The resistors R a and R b , now variable, are controlled to  keep the voltages 
Va and Vb  equal to  zero, and thus m aintain the condition Va  — Vb  = 0. This can 
be w ritten in term s of the currents I  a and I s  in each side of the  circuit as
Ia R a — Ib R b - 0 (5.57)
A fluctuation of light power P  —► j3P ((3 close to  1) a t the photodetector causes 
a fluctuation in the currents I  a and I b  producing the new values (31a and (31b • 
Considering Eqn.(5.57) this can be seen to  make no difference to the subtraction 
signal, which is still zero. However a beam jitte r  signal which causes a differential 
change in the currents I  a  and I s  will couple through to  the ou tpu t provided th a t the 
servo circuits are not fast enough to  correct for this. This insensitivity to  intensity 
noise is a result of the passive properties of the system - m ade possible using active
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Figure 5.7: Electronic feedback system used to correct for beam drift.
feedback over timescales comparable with the beam  drift. Therefore in practice the 
servo circuits controlling the resistors Va and Vb  must have bandw idths such th a t 
their action rolls off before the frequency domain of the jit te r  begins. A requirem ent 
of the feedback system is th a t the servo inputs a t A  and B  draw a very small cur­
rent compared with the average current fluctuation produced by a typical intensity 
variation. If this is not the case, then deviations from a to tally  sym m etric system 
will couple in power noise since Eqn.(5.57) will no longer hold.
A further condition th a t the resistors must m eet is th a t they are very linear with 
respect to  their controlling voltage and  with respect to  changes in current through 
them . The first type of linearity is met be choosing an appropriate servo design, 
while the second basically imposes a requirem ent on the intrinsic dynamic resis­
tance of the components used. Experim ental work carried out with standard  split 
photodetectors using fixed load resistors has shown th a t an intensity suppression of 
about 50 dB is possible a t any instan t by carefully adjusting the beam  position. If 
this is taken as a specification for the autom atic system, then a limit is set on the 
linearity of the load resistors. If the values of Va and Vb  (initially zero) become 
SVa and 6Vb  as the result of a power fluctuation, then 50 dB suppression requires 
roughly th a t 1 — SVa /SV b  < 0.3%. In term s of the DC and dynamic resistance of
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each side, this can be w ritten
(n d y n \  /  p d y n \*  ( | | c  j  < 0-3% (5.58)
Circuits using FETs were found not to satisfy the above criteria adequately, due
to their lack of linearity bo th  with regard to  input voltage range, and to  in trin ­
sic dynamic resistance. Even linearised FE T s proved unsuitable, mainly through 
the difficulties in producing a system th a t worked over a convenient range of laser 
power. The most linear type of voltage controlled resistance is a m otor contolled 
potentiom eter, and in view of the low bandw idth required of the system , two of 
these proved to  be a very satisfactory solution. The m otors fitted into the M CR
devices4 are precision quality high speed (~  6000 rpm ) components. A gear system
converts the speed down to about 60 rpm  to  tu rn  the potentiom eter shafts. The 
potentiom eters (which are used in variable resistor mode here) are of sealed plastic 
design, having far greater resolution than  carbon or wire-wound varieties, and hav­
ing no end-stops. The complete circuit is shown in Fig 5.8. Calibration is achieved 
by moving the photodetector by a known am ount, usually in the order of j ^ th m m , 
and monitoring the DC response of the  system.
5 .3 .2  B e a m  W id th  F lu c tu a t io n  M e te r
Pulsations in laser beam  width can be detected by m onitoring the relative intensities 
at the centre and edge of the beam . This can be done using an annular photodiode 
system, shown in its simplest form in Fig 5.9. The coupling of intensity noise is 
minimised by requiring th a t equal light powers fall on the central and outer part of 
the photodetector. This is difficult to  achieve because it requires fine tuning of the 
width of the beam , which is possible with an adjustable lens, bu t is b e tte r  avoided. 
A be tte r approach is to  achieve the intensity noise reduction using electronics to  
vary the load resistors. Consequently, the M CR system described above was used 
again here, but with a different photodiode head suitable for beam  width fluctuation 
sensing. In this situation, the M CR system corrects for any long timescale effects 
th a t would lead to  a deviation from the ideal Va — Vb  = 0 condition, including slow
lfrom now on, MCR will denote the term Motor Controlled Resistor.
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Figure 5.8: Circuit diagram for  the M C R beam jit ter  measuring system.
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beam drift and beam  width variation. The result is a m easurem ent process where 
the prim ary sensitivity to  beam  width fluctuation is improved; however care has to 
be taken in the interpretation of any m easurem ents, for the following reason.
In the jit te r  m eter, the coupling of beam  width fluctuations is a very small effect, 
due to the sym m etry of the coupling between each half (or quadrant) of the photode­
tector. However in the case of m easuring beam width fluctuations, it is not clear 
th a t beam  jitte r  will not couple significantly into the m easurem ent. Calculations 
aimed at integrating the gaussian beam  profile over the photodiode surface can be 
performed, but variations in intensity across the beam, or in the  sensitivity of the 
photodetector across its surface, can make such theoretical predictions unreliable. 
Consequently, coupling of beam  jitte r  noise, as well as intensity noise, is something 
th a t is best checked experimentally. It is certainly true th a t deviations from a per­
fectly radially symmetric beam  position on the annular photodetector will cause 
coupling factors for beam  position noise. Thus as well as relying on the electronics 
to  create the optim um  operating conditions, it is also necessary to centre the beam 
on the annular photodetector w ith good accuracy.
A schematic of the apparatus is shown in Fig 5.10. The annular photodetector is 
actually a module containing two photodetectors and a beam  splitter. The splitter
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Figure 5.10: Diagram o f  the beam width f luctuation measuring system .
is mainly tran sp a ren t  except for a small m irror coated on its centre. W hen  a beam 
is incident a t  45° to  the  splitter, a circular po rtion  of the beam is reflected off to one 
photodiode while the ou ter edge of the beam is th ro u g h p u t to  the  o ther photodiode. 
In this way, the action of an annu lar  photodiode is duplicated while there is the  added 
advantage of easy initial alignment using the sym m etry  of the s tray  reflections from 
the photodiode surfaces. Calibration of the system  relied on changing the  beam 
width by a known am ount using a lens, and measuring the change in DC o u tp u t  of 
the system. This has to be done carefully, because the insertion of a  lens inevitably 
refracts the beam and will p roduce a DC signal from the system  th a t  is not due to  the 
beam width  change. T he refraction problem, and  th a t  of m aintain ing a central beam 
spot in general, was solved using an active beam  steering module. This took the  
form of two galvanom eter movements with small mirrors m ounted  on their shafts. 
Both x- and {/-direction of the beam  can be controlled using these, by locking a 
sample of the  beam to the  centre of a q u ad ran t  photodiode a t  the sam e distance 
from the  beam splitter. It could then be assured th a t  even if the inpu t  beam was 
tilted, the mirrors would steer the  beam so th a t  after the galvanom eter module the 
beam direction was unaltered.
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5.4  B e a m  G e o m e tr y  F lu c tu a tio n s  o f  N d:Y A G  and A r­
gon  Ion  L asers
The instrum ents described above were used to  measure beam geometry fluctuations 
for two types of laser commonly used in gravitational wave interferom eter research. 
These were a small Nd:YAG monolithic ring laser from the Laser Zentrum  in Han­
nover (providing about 300 m W  single longitudinal and transverse mode power at 
1064 nm ) and two argon ion lasers; a Spectra-Physics 165 and a Spectra-Physics 
171 (supplying about 1 - 4 W  single mode power a t 514.5nm ). The former type is of 
im portance for injection locked high power Nd:YAG systems [59, 60, 61] which are 
being considered for use in the Germ an-British GEO 600 and French-Italian VIRGO 
projects, while the la tte r type is similar to  the laser used in the 10 m prototype de­
tector at Glasgow and those previously planned for the American LIGO pro jec t5.
5 .4 .1  N d rY A G  L a ser  B e a m  G e o m e tr y  N o is e
Generally speaking, Nd:YAG lasers are more stable than  their gas laser counter­
parts. They have no violent gaseous lasing medium and demand less cooling water 
due to  their be tter efficiency. The laser under test here was supplied by the Laser 
Zentrum  in Hannover and is a 300 mW  monolithic slab ring laser. The lasing action 
in the slab is excited by a separate laser diode operating at a wavelength of about 
812 nm where the absorptance of the slab is high. The slab forms a laser cavity via 
internal reflections from its walls, as shown in Fig 5.11. M easurements of beam  jitte r  
for this laser were m ade over various frequency spans and these will now be discussed.
N d :Y A G  Laser B eam  J itte r  N o ise
The beam  jit te r  associated with the Nd:YAG laser was m easured using the split 
photodetector connected to  the M CR system. The photodetector was positioned at 
a point on the optical bench 1.5 m from the laser. The beam width w a t this point 
was 1.5 mm and this is usually taken into account by expressing the jit te r  level via
5the LIGO team  took the decision in late 1995 to use Nd:YAG rather than argon ion lasers.
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Figure 5.11: Diagram of the monolithic slab Nd:YAG  ring laser crystal. The laser 
cavity is formed within the interior walls of the crystal via total internal reflection 
at A, B, C and D. The actual width o f the crystal is only about 1 cm.
the normalised value 6 x / w  where Sx is the rms beam  jitte r  in the ^-direction at a 
given Fourier frequency in the noise spectrum . M easurements for the ^/-direction 
were also taken but were found to  be of a similar m agnitude and so only those for 
the z-direction will be presented. The trace in Fig 5.12 shows the beam  jitte r  noise 
in the frequency domain from DC to  100 Hz. The peak at 75 Hz is an artificially 
applied intensity peak imposed by a m odulating the power of the  diode pum p laser. 
In order to verify th a t the background level in Fig 5.12 is actually due to  beam  jitte r  
noise, it is necessary to check th a t intensity noise is being suppressed to  an even 
lower background level by the M CR system. This check is performed by basically 
grounding one half of the split photodiode, thus significantly raising the sensitivity 
of the system to intensity noise. The relative levels of the intensity peak and back­
ground are noted and then the system is switched back to  the subtraction mode, 
and the relative levels noted again. If the background level is seen to  change by 
less than  the intensity peak, then the background cannot be due purely to  intensity 
noise. This is the justification for judging the background level in Fig 5.12 to  be 
produced by beam jitte r. The traces in Fig 5.13 show where the background noise 
level would be expected to  fall in the event of it being pure intensity noise. The 
background level of the subtracted  signal is clearly seen to  be limited by a noise
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Figure 5.12: Beam jitter  spectrum for  the Nd:YAG  laser over a 100Hz frequency 
span.
source other than  intensity noise. M easurements of shot noise were also m ade to 
ensure th a t these do not limit the  reduction of the intensity noise level.
N d :Y A G  Laser B eam  W id th  P u lsa tio n
The beam  width pulsation levels were m easured using the dual photodetector m od­
ule placed in front of the galvanom eter unit and connected to the M CR system. The 
m easurem ents were again m ade at a point 1.5 m from the laser ou tpu t where the 
beam width was 1.5 mm. The dependence of the rms beam  width fluctuation level 
Sw on the beam width w , a t a given measuring point, is removed by normalising 
it to  the width, providing the measure 6w/w.  The traces in Fig 5.14 shows a beam  
width fluctuation spectrum  for the  Nd:YAG laser over the frequency range from DC 
to 100 Hz. The peaks at 34 Hz and 73 Hz are artificially applied beam  jit te r  and in­
tensity signals respectively. By conducting a similar procedure to  th a t for the beam  
jitte r  background, the validity of the background level in Fig 5.14 as something other 
than  intensity noise and beam  jit te r  can be established. Here it was found th a t the
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Figure 5.14: Beam width fluctuation noise for  the Nd:YAG laser over a 100Hz 
frequency span.
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Figure 5.15: Illustration o f  an external laser resonator used to isolate the laser 
mirrors from  the vibrations o f  the plasma tube induced by the flow  o f  cooling water.
sensitivity was limited by beam  pulsation noise.
5.4 .2  A rgon  Ion Laser B e a m  G e o m e tr y  N o ise
Argon ion lasers are subject to  relatively large levels of most varieties of laser noise, 
mainly because of their poor energy efficiency. It would not be unusual to  apply 
200-500 v across an argon ion plasm a tube  giving rise to a curren t of up to  50 A, only 
to produce a few W atts  of light. Most of the  energy is wasted as heat in the  plasma 
tube, and this has to be dissipated using a  constan t supply of cooling water,  often 
flowing under pressures up to  70psi. The effect of the cooling w ater is physically to 
ra tt le  the entire laser tube  and  much of the laser noise (including beam  geom etry  
noise) arises due to this simple, bu t unavoidable, coupling mechanism. Some degree 
of suppression is obtained by m ounting  the laser m irrors on a  separa te  acoustically 
protected frame called an external resonator  as shown in Fig 5.15. However even 
with this m easure taken, the  levels of beam  geom etry noise are seen to  be ra the r  
high. M easurem ents are presented here primarily for the  Spectra-Physics 165 laser 
tube, except for a comparison of beam j i t te r  level between this laser and the  larger 
Spectra-Physics 171 laser.
0 Hz frequency 100 Hz
Figure 5.16: Beam jit ter  spectrum for the Spectra-Physics 165 argon ion laser over 
a 100 Hz frequency span.
A rgon  Ion Laser B eam  J itte r  N o ise
The beam  jitte r  associated with the Spectra-Physics 165 argon ion laser was m ea­
sured by the split photodetector connected to  the M CR system  as before. The 
photodetector was positioned at a point on the optical bench 1.5 m from the laser. 
The beam  radius w a t this point was 1.1m m  and this is taken into account again by 
expressing the jitte r  level in normalised fashion bx /w.  The trace in Fig 5.16 shows 
the beam  jitte r  noise in the frequency domain from DC to  100 Hz.
Finally, the traces in Fig 5.17 show the beam  jitte r  spectrum  for the  Spectra- 
Physics 171 argon ion laser (providing up to  4 W single mode power and also having 
an external cavity). This is the type of laser used in the Glasgow 10m  prototype 
detector. The laser tube is relatively long (~  1.5 m) and it requires cooling water 
flowing under a pressure of about 60psi. The background level is similar to  the 
smaller argon ion laser suggesting th a t the coupling mechanisms responsible for the 
beam jitte r  noise are due prim arily to  the vibrations induced by the cooling water. 
It would not be surprising to  find these sorts of levels present in all high power argon
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0 Hz frequency 200 Hz
Figure 5.17: Beam jitter  spectra for the Spectra-Physics 175 argon ion laser over a 
200 Hz frequency span. The background level is similar to that in Fig 4-16.
ion lasers resonating in external cavities.
A rgon  Ion Laser B eam  W id th  P u lsa tio n
The m easurem ents were m ade a t a point 1.5 m from the Spectra-Physics 165 laser 
ou tput where the beam  width was 1.1m m  as before. The trace in Fig 5.18 shows a 
beam width fluctuation spectrum  for the Spectra-Physics 165 argon ion laser. The 
sensitivity to  beam  jitte r  noise was checked by applying a beam  jitte r  peak a t 56 Hz 
and using this to  probe the expected level of the background if it were due purely 
to  beam  jitte r . To check the sensitivity of the beam  width fluctuation m eter to  
laser power fluctuations, a different approach was taken to th a t of applying an in­
tensity m odulation. The trace of Fig 5.18 was taken after the laser beam  had passed 
through a commercial ‘noise ea te r’. W ith the noise eater off, the laser power fluctu­
ations were seen to increase by around 20 dB. However the beam  width fluctuation 
spectrum  was unaltered by the turning off of the noise eater as shown in Fig 5.19. 
This shows in a simple but direct m anner th a t the m easurem ent process cannot be
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Figure 5.18: Beam width fluctuation spectrum for the Spectra-Physics 165 argon ion 
laser over a 100 Hz frequency span.
intensity noise beam pulsation noise
10 dB / 
division
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eroi
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Figure 5.19: Traces showing the effect of the noise-eater on intensity noise and on 
a beam pulsation spectrum.
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Nd:YAG argon ion
beam jitter ( /\ /H z ) ~  2 x 10“ 6 ~  10"5
beam pulsation ( / a/H z) ~  10"6 -  4 x 10~5
Table 5.1: Summary of the beam geometry noise at 100Hz for  the Nd:YAG and 
argon ion lasers.
limited by intensity noise. No beam  width fluctuation traces were taken for the 
Spectra-Physics 171 laser, but the background level is unlikely to  differ greatly from 
th a t in Fig 5.18.
Now th a t the levels of beam  jitte r  noise and beam  width pulsation have been 
discussed for the two types of laser, their relative m agnitudes will be compared in 
the following concluding section.
5.5 C om p arison s and  C o n clu sio n
A num ber of traces have been presented in the previous section which form a valuable 
reference for determining the typical levels of beam  geometry noise associated with 
different types of laser. In this section the conclusions of particular interest to 
gravitational wave detectors will be outlined, and a sum m ary of the most im portant 
results will be given.
The frequency window of interest for ground based gravitational wave detectors 
can be regarded as a few tens of Hz to  a few tens of kHz. The levels of beam 
geometry noise in the lasers studied all decreased with increasing frequency, and so 
it is sufficient to  consider only the low frequency ranges where the noise is worst 
(up to 100-200Hz in the traces presented here). The following sum m ary will make 
reference to the average background levels recorded at 100 Hz. A review of the 
results shown in the graphs is given in Table 5.1. There is a clear advantage in 
using Nd:YAG lasers over argon ion lasers in th a t they are intrinsically more stable 
with respect to  beam  geometry noise. As will be investigated in more detail in 
chapter 6, both types of laser have noise levels th a t are unacceptably high for use in 
gravitational wave interferom eters. The need for suppression systems is inevitable
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Figure 5.20: Comparison o f the beam jitter  noise in the Nd:YAG ring laser and the 
Spectra-Physics 165 argon ion laser.
but the demands on such a system  would be less if the interferom eter was powered 
by a Nd:YAG laser having similar, if not be tte r, properties to  the model under test 
here. The graphs in Fig 5.20 and Fig 5.21 show comparisons between the levels of 
beam jitte r  noise and beam width pulsation noise for the  two types of laser.
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Figure 5.21: Comparison o f the beam width pulsation noise in the Nd:YAG ring laser 
and the Spectra-Physics 165 argon ion laser.
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C h apter 6
Study o f Beam  G eom etry N oise  
o f a Nd:YAG Laser
6.1 In tr o d u ctio n
The Nd:YAG monolithic ring laser has already been introduced in chapter 5. In 
this chapter the  same Nd:YAG laser will form the subject of two separate studies, 
both provoked by problems encountered when building an intensity servo for the 
laser. The purpose of the intensity servo, a t least in the first instance, was to 
suppress the well-known intensity noise peak at high frequency caused by internal 
relaxation oscillations in the  lasing medium [54]. This study had shown the existence 
of apparent frequency noise a t the relaxation oscillation frequency [62] and it was 
decided to  investigate the level of beam  jitte r  th a t may exist at this frequency 
also. In the longer term , the intensity servo was designed with an aim of providing 
a broader band reduction of noise. After working with the broadband system it 
became apparent th a t lim itations to the performance of the servo at low frequencies 
were being reached th a t were not due to  photon shot noise. This posed questions 
about the level of beam geom etry noise present th a t may couple into the broadband 
servo.
The question regarding whether beam  geometry noise (particularly beam  jitte r) 
was present a t, and perhaps produced by, the relaxation oscillation in a  Nd:YAG
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laser is interesting in its own right, and m easurem ents concerned with this will 
be presented in section 6.2. The broadband intensity servo study is discussed in 
section 6.3.
6.2 B ea m  J it te r  at th e  R e la x a tio n  O sc illa tio n  F req u en cy  
o f  a N d:Y A G  Laser
The relaxation oscillation (RO) of a Nd:YAG laser has been traditionally  regarded as 
producing a peak in intensity noise seen at a frequency around a few tens of kHz to  a 
few hundreds of kHz, with a linewidth of a few kHz to  tens of kHz (depending on the 
properties of the laser cavity). It is produced in solid s ta te  lasers where perturbations 
in the pumping rate  (in this case due to  noise in the laser diode) produce a dynamic 
imbalance between the inverted sta te  and photon populations. The result is a self- 
supporting oscillation in cavity photon num ber producing a subsequent m odulation 
of ou tpu t power.
The view was taken here th a t no a ttem p t to  explain the lim itations of an inten­
sity servo designed to  reduce noise at the RO frequency would be complete without 
considering the possible coupling of beam geometry noise, and whether the relax­
ation oscillations do in fact generate a  peak in the geometry noise spectrum . If beam 
jitte r  was present then it may produce a small signal at the photodetector of the 
servo loop, which of course should register only intensity changes. This signal may 
arise from poor choice of beam  positioning on the photodetector. For example, if 
the beam  is ju st larger th an  the photodiode active area, then local intensity vari­
ations across its area may couple beam jitte r  into intensity noise. Alternatively, if 
the beam is made far smaller than  the photodiode, then variations in response over 
the active area of the photodiode could provide a coupling mechanism. Another 
im portan t consideration is th a t of multiple reflections in the glass front of the pho­
todiode providing variations in throughput light power as a function of the incident 
beam position and direction. A further possible coupling mechanism, th a t is more 
difficult to  quantify, is the effect of laser speckle a t the photodetector: if the beam 
is static  then the presence of such a speckle p a tte rn  should not m atte r, however if
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the beam  is varying in position, the speckle p a tte rn  may change, coupling in noise 
at unpredictable frequencies.
All the above effects could produce a varying intensity signal at the  photodiode 
which would couple into the feedback path  and may limit servo performance. The 
simplest and most direct check is then to  measure the beam  jitte r  present a t the  RO 
frequency. This presented a challenge because the technique of m easurem ent would 
have to  be able to  identify what might conceivably be a m inute level of beam  jitte r  
noise at a frequency where there is already a significant am ount of intensity noise.
6 .2 .1  M e a s u r e m e n t  P r o c e d u r e
The m easurem ent process entailed applying a laser power fluctuation a t a given 
frequency by m odulating the current to  the pum p diode. By using the M CR split 
photodiode system (see chapter 5) and comparing the normal subtraction signal with 
the signal produced by grounding one half of the split photodetector, it is possible 
to compare the relative contributions of beam  jitte r  and intensity noise associated 
with a  given peak or background level. Here, it is the relative change in m agnitude 
of the applied intensity peak compared with the RO peak th a t is of interest. If they 
change by the same am ount when switching between the two modes of the M CR 
system then they are both  most likely to  be intensity noise. However if the  RO 
peak changes by a different am ount than  the intensity peak, then the m easurem ent 
process is sensitive to  an additional noise associated with the RO peak, which in the 
case of a split photodiode would almost certainly be beam jitte r  noise.
There is an implicit assum ption here th a t the applied intensity peaks do not 
themselves m odulate the position or width of the beam  which, given the natu re  of 
the m odulation technique, is probably a fair assum ption. Given this uncertainty, 
however small, it is safer to  regard the results presented for beam  jitte r  levels at the 
RO frequency as upper limits.
In practice, two artificial peaks were applied to  either side of the RO peak each 
a few kHz from it. This was done to ensure th a t the m easuring apparatus did not 
show an appreciable change in performance over the frequency difference between 
the applied peak and the relaxation oscillation peak due to un-intentional filtering
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Figure 6.1: Graph showing the signal from the M C R system before (top trace) and 
after the subtraction mode is switched on.
within the electronics.
6 .2 .2  R e s u lts
All the traces were obtained by taking 1000 averages with a high-frequency spec­
trum  analyser. The graph in Fig 6.1 shows two spectra superposed on the same 
picture. The top trace is the  signal from the M CR system with one half of the 
split photodetector grounded and the lower trace shows the subtraction signal. By 
scrutinising the am ount by which each peak has been reduced it can be seen th a t 
the two intensity peaks have been reduced by exactly the same am ount (which is 
reassuring) but the RO peak has been reduced by about ld B  more. This is such 
a small difference th a t it would only become interesting if it were to  be seen again 
and again. In practice m any traces were recorded, with a statistical slant towards 
a repetition of F ig 6.1 with differences in some cases approaching a little over l d B .  
However, m any traces showed no significant difference and as mentioned before, the 
best th a t can be done is to  set an upper limit on the beam  geometry noise level at 
the RO frequency. The system was calibrated at DC by moving the photodetector
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by a measurable am ount and noting the peak to  peak signal produced at the input 
to  the analyser. A high-frequency sinusoidal signal was then run through the system 
starting  effectively a t the photodetector and m onitored on the analyser. This was 
to  check for any deviation of the calibration a t the RO frequency from th a t at DC, 
imposed by filtering effects in the  cables or electronics.
A peak in the subtracted signal trace can be regarded as being due to  a contribution 
of beam  jitte r  noise Vj and laser power noise Vp.  The height of a peak in dBv is 
then given by
peakdB = 201og10 (Vj +  Vp).  (6 .1 )
If the discrepancy in the reduction seen in the RO peak is due purely to  beam  jit te r  
noise, then a 1 dB change (which was about the largest measured) am ounts to
Vj = 0.11 X (Vj +  Vp)  (6.2)
obtained by using the reduction of the applied peaks as a reference for the level of 
intensity suppression, and then solving 1 dB =  201og10 (Vj +  Vp)  — 201og10 Vp. The 
quantity  (Vj +  Vp) can be m easured directly from the spectrum  analyser trace in 
F ig 6.1 providing an explicit value for Vj. Using the system calibration, an upper 
limit for the rms beam jit te r  can be obtained and is found to  be
Sx = 10_ 11m /\/H z
—  =  5 X 10- 9 /V /Hz
w
where the la tte r value has been normalised for the beam radius w which was m ea­
sured to  be 2 mm.
In an a ttem pt to improve the sensitivity of the m easurem ent technique still fur­
ther, the suppression of the intensity noise was now optimised manually, ra ther than  
being left completely to  the M CR unit. This was achieved by m onitoring in real 
tim e, and trying to  minimise, the height of an applied intensity peak while very care­
fully scanning the position of the laser spot on the split photodetector. After careful 
adjustm ent, reduction of intensity noise such as th a t shown in Fig 6.2 was possible. 
The m easurem ents were then repeated with this new improved performance, and a 
typical trace is shown in Fig 6.3. The intensity peaks are now reduced by notably
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Figure 6 .2 : Typical level o f intensity noise suppression achievable using the M CR  
system with initial fine manual adjustment.
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Figure 6.3: Graph showing the signal from  the M CR system  before and after the 
subtraction mode is switched on, with manually optimised reduction o f the applied 
intensity peaks.
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different am ounts, however this difference is small, given th a t the system is providing 
over 40 dB suppression for each intensity peak. The difference between the reduction 
in height of the applied peaks and the RO peak is about 5dB  in Fig 6.3, which is 
typical of m any traces taken. Using this as an upper limit gives after calibration
—  =  1.9 x  10- 9 / \ / H z (6 .3 )
w
which is a tighter limit than  before.
6 .2 .3  C o n c lu s io n
Care m ust be taken in interpreting the figures given above for the following reason. 
The peaks in Fig 6.3 are getting very close to  the noise floor, especially those in 
the subtracted  signal trace. W hen investigating a peak of this size it has to  be 
remembered th a t it can never really disappear since it will always add to  the existing 
noise. Thus it may be the case th a t the RO peak would sink to  a lower level if the 
signal to  noise ratio  of the m easurem ent process was greater. As a final check, a 
series of m easurem ents was taken where the intensity servo, designed to  reduce the 
RO peak, was switched on and then off and the traces from the M CR system in 
subtraction mode were recorded. This series of m easurem ents appeared to  suggest 
th a t, on average, the applied intensity peaks were reduced by the same am ount as 
the RO peak. This implies th a t the level of beam jitte r  at the RO frequency is very 
small, if not zero. In any event the values of beam jitte r  given above still represent 
an upper limit to  the beam  jit te r  noise associated with the relaxation oscillation of 
the laser.
6.3 C ou p lin g  o f  B ea m  G e o m etry  N o ise  in to  a B ro a d ­
band  In te n s ity  Servo
The intensity servo initially designed to  reduce the noise at the RO frequency was 
eventually generalised to  provide a broadband reduction of laser intensity noise. The 
performance of the servo was again seen to  be limited by some effect o ther than  shot 
noise or electronic noise. For example, an applied intensity peak would be reduced by
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30 dB but the neighbourhood background level would be reduced by only 20 dB even 
though fundam ental noise barriers were around 10 dB lower. To ascertain whether 
or not the effect of beam  geometry fluctuations was a factor in this degradation of 
servo performance, the beam  was fed through a single mode optical fibre designed to  
suppress beam  geometry noise. The results, which took a particularly unpredictable 
path , are presented below.
6 .3 .1  M e a s u r e m e n t  P r o c e d u r e
The laser beam  was fed through a single mode optical fibre before being used as 
a reference for the intensity servo feedback loop as illustrated in Fig 6.4. Several 
m easurem ents were made, bo th  of beam  jit te r  noise and intensity servo perform ance 
in an a ttem p t to  investigate the differences between signals present before and after 
the fibre. The fibre was m ounted on an adjustable translation stage to  allow fine 
control of its relative orientation and position with respect to  the input beam . The 
fight was coupled in by a +40 D lens and coupled out with a +25 D lens. An 
interesting but ra ther annoying phenomenon was th a t of interference effects within 
the fibre. If the fibre bent, even by a small am ount, then the optical pa th  length 
inside it changed and a large intensity fluctuation was observed on the ou tpu t fight. 
It was possible in practice to  change the fractional th roughput power from 20% 
to  65% ju st by flexing the fibre slightly. To reduce the effects of air currents and 
acoustic noise imposing intensity noise on the ou tpu t fight from the fibre, the entire 
arrangem ent including the translation  m ount was housed in an acoustically shielded 
box.
6 .3 .2  R e s u lt s
The fibre was found to  reduce the level of beam  jit te r  noise by a m easureable am ount 
as shown in Fig 6.5 although the overall level of reduction can be seen to  vary 
greatly over different parts of the frequency domain. The most obvious experiment 
to perform after installing the fibre was simply to  switch on the intensity servo 
and note any improvement in its perfomance. This was checked and the am ount
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Figure 6.4: Schem atic  o f the broadband in ten sity  servo before and a fter the insta lla­
tion o f a single mode optical fibre.
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Figure 6.5: Traces showing the level o f beam, jitte r  noise o f the N d:YAG  laser in a 
1 kHz span before and after the single mode optical fibre.
of reduction of the background intensity noise level was seen to  improve, finally 
providing the level of suppression expected in view of the photon shot noise barrier.
On a seemingly unrelated m atte r, subsequent m easurem ents on the performance 
of the intensity servo (with the fibre now removed) were seen to  be affected by large 
excursions of the laser power at low frequency. A well known cause of this in m any 
types of laser is instability in the laser cavity induced by light directly back-reflected 
into the laser. This poor optical isolation, as it is often called, is usually dealt with 
using one or more Faraday isolators but these are sensitive to  alignment and require 
careful setting up to  achieve optim al reduction of back-reflected power reaching the 
laser. In an a ttem pt to  reduce the  low frequency power drifts, the Faraday isolator, 
of which there was only one here, was realigned to  optimise the level of isolation. 
This not only had the effect of reducing the low frequency power fluctuations, bu t 
more surprisingly, it also led to  an improvement in the performance of the intensity 
noise servo, yielding a similar level of performance to  th a t observed after the fibre 
had been installed. This suggested the possibility th a t poor isolation could cause
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frequency 1 kHz0 Hz
Figure 6 .6 : Beam jitte r  level o f the N d:YAG  laser in a 1 kHz span taken after the 
improvements in optical isolation were made.
an increase in beam  geometry noise, and so the level of beam jitte r  noise was again 
measured, this tim e with the improved isolation state . A trace showing the new 
beam jitte r  level is shown in Fig 6 .6 .
6 .3 .3  C o n c lu s io n
It would appear th a t the performance of the intensity servo was being lim ited, at 
least in part, by the beam geometry noise associated with the laser. The beam 
geometry noise level was partly  caused by the poor isolation in the system , which is 
an informative result in itself. This can be seen by comparing the level of beam  jitte r  
m easured after the isolation had been improved with the level m easured before. This 
is shown for completeness in Fig 6.7. A fuller analysis of the design and properties 
of the broadband intensity servo can be found in [63].
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0 Hz frequency 1 kHz
Figure 6.7: Comparison o f beam jitte r  levels associated with the N d:YAG  laser over 
a 1 kHz span before and after the improvement in isolation was made.
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C h apter 7
Beam  G eom etry N oise  
Coupling M echanism s in Laser 
Interferom eters
7.1 In tro d u ctio n
There are various ways th a t beam  geometry noise can couple into the displacement 
sensitivity of a laser interferom eter. One example, already mentioned in chapter 2 
is th a t of a  tilt of the m ain interferom eter beam  splitter and this will be discussed 
in section 7.2. Possible asymm etries in the interferom eter arms th a t could couple in 
pulsations in beam width are discussed in section 7.3. The problem of scattered light 
as a coupling mechanism is covered in section 7.4. Concluding rem arks regarding 
the implications for long baseline interferom etric gravitational wave detectors are 
presented in section 7.5.
7.2 C ou p lin g  o f  B ea m  J itte r
Consider the simple Michelson interferom eter shown in Fig 7.1. Suppose th a t the 
beam splitter BS is aligned so th a t the angle it makes with each arm  is exactly 
45°. In this scenario, the sym m etry of the system safeguards the sensitivity of the
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Figure 7.1: Michelson interferometer with a perfectly aligned beam splitter.
interferom eter from being affected by lateral beam  jitte r . However if the beam split­
ter is misaligned from this ideal position, then a horizontal lateral beam  movement 
at the interferom eter input (just before the beam  splitter) will couple directly to  
an effective differential displacement fluctuation. Furtherm ore, if the beam  lateral 
motion is present over the detection frequency band (say 10 Hz to  a few kHz) then 
the noise th a t this couples in will seriously affect the astrophysical usefulness of the 
instrum ent.
A misalignment of the beam  splitter is shown in Fig 7.2. The misalignment 
itself does not affect the perform ance of the interferom eter other than  to reduce the 
contrast of the interfered light. The misalignment causes the interfering wavefronts 
to be tilted with respect to  each other but the effect is static  for a given misalignment. 
However if the beam  exhibits a fluctuation in lateral position then the interfering 
wavefronts move with respect to  one another. Considering the geometry of Fig 7.3, 
the differential displacement signal Sxs produced by the lateral beam  fluctuation 
can be seen to be given by
Sxs = 4 a S x j  (7-1)
where a  is the misalignment of the  beam splitter from the perfect 45° sym m etry and
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Figure 7.2: Michelson interferometer with a misaligned beam splitter.
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Figure 7.3: In the case o f a misaligned beam splitter, the recombining phase fronts  
are tilted with respect to each other. Lateral beam motions at the interferometer 
input then couple into the interferometer output signal.
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6 x j  is the lateral beam  jitte r  level m easured a t the interferom eter input. This simple 
but im portan t form ula allows the level of beam jitte r  associated with typical lasers 
(see chapter 5) to  set an upper limit to  the am ount of displacement noise produced 
in an interferom eter. The m easurem ents of beam  jitte r  presented in chapter 5 were 
made 1.5 m from the lasers and contain contributions from lateral beam  m otion and 
tilt of the beam , perhaps about the laser cavity waist. If the beam  splitter in Fig 7.1 
happened to be situated  1.5 m from the laser, then the typical level of beam  jitte r  
measured in chapter 5 would be the value to  substitu te  into Eqn.(7.1) in order to 
determine the resulting sensitivity limit.
The results of chapter 5 showed the level of normalised beam  jitte r  for a  Nd:YAG 
laser at 100 Hz to be 6 x j / w  =  2 x 10_6 /\/H z . Given th a t w «  1cm  at the beam 
splitter in GEO 600, this corresponds to a beam  jitte r  level of 6 x j  = 2 X 10_8m />/H z. 
Experience with prototype interferom eters has shown th a t it is possible to  m aintain 
the alignment of the beam  splitter to  around 1 part in 107 so taking a  =  1 0 ~ 7 
seems reasonable. These values can be substitu ted  into Eqn.(7.1) to  produce the 
displacement sensitivity limit
8xs =  8 x 10-15  m /\/H z  a t 100 Hz. (7-2)
This represents a serious limit on interferom eter sensitivity and makes it clear th a t 
such noise will have to  be suppressed at some stage in the system before the beam 
splitter.
7.3 C o u p lin g  o f  B e a m  W id th  P u lsa tio n
Any mechanism th a t breaks the sym m etry of the beam paths in each arm  of the 
interferom eter could in principle affect the sensitivity. The problem of beam  jitte r  
producing displacement noise due to  a misaligned beam  splitter has an analogous 
couterpart for beam  width pulsation, except th a t it is therm al lensing effects in the 
beam  splitter, ra ther than  tilt, th a t is the im portan t consideration. In addition, the 
mirrors in each arm  may not have identical curvatures, and this is another potentially 
problem atic asymmetry. A change in beam width will cause a subsequent change in
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interaction with these effects in each arm  and the end result is a recombined pair 
of beam  wavefronts whose curvature and width differ with respect to  one another. 
The im portan t frequency regime is the detection window for gravitational waves, 
and the beam  width fluctations for typical lasers m easured in this window will lead 
to  a tolerance for arm  asymm etries, whatever their nature.
The most im portan t consideration for the recombined beams is th a t their phase 
fronts do not fluctuate with respect to  one another. In particular, the values of their 
Guoy phase m easured at a specific point (namely, the detection point) m ust not fluc­
tuate  relative to  one another. The beam propagation laws for Gaussian optics along 
with the A B C D -law (given in appendix A) can be used to  chart the Guoy phase 
properties of the beam  as it propagates from the beam  splitter of a simple Michelson 
interferom eter, up and down one arm , and eventually to  the recom bination point. 
The expression for Guoy phase G  a t the recom bination point m ust be referenced to  
the input beam  and the calculation is best done using a com puter program . The 
Guoy phase calculation has been performed for the GEO 600 interferom eter with 
an input beam  waist of radius wq located at the beam  splitter. By examining the 
effect on G  induced by variations in the input beam  waist radius wq, it is possible 
to  deduce a relationship between the degree of beam  pumping in the laser and the 
resulting fluctuations in Guoy phase of the light returning from each arm  to the 
recombination point.
Now if the arms are perfectly m atched, then the differential displacement noise 
is zero for a width pulsation. However if there is an asymmetry, which will be 
represented here by a m ism atch in the radii of curvature of the end m irrors 8 R / R  
then the differential displacement sensitivity limit 8xs corresponding to  the GEO 600 
param eters given above can be w ritten  as
Sxs^ w - e ^ .  (7.3)
R  wo
From chapter 5, the typical level of beam width fluctation noise m easured at 100 Hz 
for the Nd:YAG laser was 8 w/ w  ~  10- 6  / \/H z . By substitu ting this value for 8 w/ w  
into Eqn.(7.3) a simple relationship between 8xs and 8 R / R  can be w ritten  as
From past experience with m irror m anufacturers contracted to  produce superm irrors 
of large radius of curvature, it would not seem unreasonable to  assume a curvature 
error of 1 part in 100. In this case the displacement noise limit becomes
which is an even higher limit than  th a t imposed by the coupling of beam  jitte r.
In chapter 4 the causes of scattering from optical components were examined, and the 
general trend  of improvement in m anufacturing techniques was noted by comparing 
the losses of present day superm irrors to  those available a few years ago. Given 
the relatively small am ount of scattered light expected to  be produced, it is only in 
the arms of the interferom eter where the effects are likely to  pose a problem to  the 
displacement sensitivity.
Scattered light in the interferom eter may seem to be ra ther removed from the 
notion of beam  geometry noise, but in fact the  two are very much related and the 
nature of the relationship is best discussed in the TEM  mode picture introduced 
in chapter 5. An idea of the problem can be presented by considering first th a t 
the sensitivity of the interferom eter might be degraded if the light in the arm s gets 
partially channelled into higher order transverse modes by some mechanism, yet 
to be defined. In term s of a phasor representation, this can be thought of as the 
fundam ental mode phasor being added to  by small phasors representing the higher 
order modes. The worst possible effect on the phase of the light a t the photodetector 
is when these ex tra  modes are 90° out of phase with the fundam ental mode. In this 
case the effective displacement noise Sxs produced in one arm  of the interferom eter 
can be w ritten
6xs =  10 14 m /\/H z  at 100 Hz (7.5)
Consequently, it would appear th a t beam  width pulsation has to  be suppressed by 
m any orders of m agnitude.
7.4 T h e  P ro b lem  o f  S ca tte red  L ight
(7.6)
where A^  is the to ta l am plitude of higher order modes added in quadratu re  to the
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-  odd spatial wavelength 
— even spatial wavelength
Figure 7.4: Surface imperfections that can contribute to the scattering o f an incident 
laser beam.
am plitude of fundam ental mode Ao- The approxim ation in Eqn.(7.6) can be made 
since the relative m agnitudes of the higher order mode amplitudes being considered 
are generally small. The im portan t issue regarding scattered light is to  what extent 
it can produce a fluctuation in the amplitudes of these higher order modes th a t 
will generate an apparent differential displacement signal via Eqn.(7.6). Probably 
the worst scenario would be for one arm  to undergo a m odulation of the mode 
amplitudes while the other arm  undergoes the same m odulation, but of opposite 
sign. Such a situation is perhaps unrealistic, bu t will certainly provide an upper 
limit to the m agnitude of any coupling mechanism.
It has been dem onstrated [64] th a t scattering associated with the mirrors or beam 
splitter in an interferom eter can be thought of as channeling light power out of the 
fundam ental mode and into higher order transverse modes. In general, any surface 
with which the beam interacts can have two types of irregularity associated with it, 
as shown in Fig 7.4. These are the  microscopic surface roughness denoted by the rms 
deviation o  from a locally flat surface, and the surface irregularity usually expressed 
via a Fourier series of ripples each having a characteristic spatial wavelength Xs. In 
term s of these param eters, the relative am plitude of TEM no with respect to  the 
fundam ental mode, th a t a scattering from a m irror surface will produce can be
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w ritten [65]
(7.7)
The form of Eqn.(7.7) given here allows for only even order mode am plitudes and 
thus any coupling mechanism introduced should ideally possess axial symmetry. By
substitu ting this into Eqn.(7.6) it is possible to  model the equivalent displacement
effect common to  both  arm s, and serves merely to  degrade the contrast of the in-
this fluctuation would have to  be different in each arm  to  create a differential dis­
placement noise th a t would ultim ately limit gravitational wave sensitivity. The role 
of beam  geometry noise can now be introduced as one potential m odulation mech­
anism. It has been shown in chapter 5 th a t various types of beam geom etry noise 
lead to  the contam ination of the TEMoo mode with higher order TEM  modes. In 
the presence of scattered light, the effect of beam  geometry noise will be to  m od­
ulate the amplitudes of higher order modes already present in the light. As usual, 
this will couple into detector sensitvity through mismatches between each arm  of 
the interferom eter. It is however difficult to quantify the limit imposed by the com­
bination of scattered light and beam  geometry noise, because the precise coupling 
mechanisms are not well known. For example, it is not well docum ented exactly 
how the scattering level at a m irror will change if the incident beam  fluctuates in 
position or pulsates in width.
As a crude estim ate, let us consider the case of a beam width fluctuation, where 
the to ta l scattering from a m irror varies linearly with the w idth of the beam . The 
m odulation imposed on the am ount of light scattered  out of the fundam ental mode is 
then simply ^  and assuming the worst case where both  arms undergo opposite
effects, the resulting differential displacement noise is given using Eqn.(7.6) and 
Eqn.(7.7) to  be
noise th a t this am ount of scattering equates to. Of course, it does not yet set a  limit 
to the sensitivity of the interferom eter, because the scattered light is so far a static
terference fringes of the recombined light. The amplitudes represented by Eqn.(7.7) 
would have to  fluctuate in order to produce a displacement noise and furtherm ore
Sxs = 2 — a 
w
(7.8)
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where the contribution from the harm onic deform ation has been neglected com­
pletely, and the contribution from only the strongest coupled mode (TEM 20) has 
been considered. Typical rms roughness levels achievable with current m irror m an­
ufacturing techniques were given in chapter 4. Here the value of 1 angstrom  will be 
used, together with the normalised beam  width level at 100  Hz for the NdrYAG laser 
presented in chapter 5 (about 10- 6 / \/H z )  to  give a sensitivity limit of
Sxs = 2 x  10- 16m /\/H z  a t 100Hz. (7-9)
It has to  be rem embered th a t this limit is arrived at in the absence of any suppres­
sion whatsoever of beam  geometry noise. Com pared with the coupling mechansims 
of section 7.2 and 7.3 it represents the least serious limit to  sensitivity and a more 
detailed investigation is unlikely to  generate an answer th a t is orders of m agnitude 
different. Consequently, suppression schemes designed to  safeguard detector perfor­
mance against the previous coupling effects should also be sufficient to  suppress the 
effects of beam  geometry noise coupling with scattered light.
7.5 C o n clu sio n
The emphasis in this chapter has been to  present a set of simple argum ents de­
scribing how the effects of beam  geometry noise could couple into the differential 
displacement sensitivity of an interferom eter. Sections 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 have all pro­
vided numbers which are im portan t to  the design of long baseline gravitational wave 
interferom eters. The first generation of such instrum ents have projected strain  sen­
sitivities of around 10-22/\/H z  a t 100Hz. It is clear th a t the limits derived in the 
previous sections imply th a t this sensitivity cannot be realised without considerable 
suppression of beam geometry fluctuations. A sum m ary of the suppression factors 
required to  (just and no more) achieve a strain sensitivity goal of 10-22/\/H z  for 
the GEO 600 detector is given in Table 7.1. These numbers are obtained by liken­
ing the values of differential displacement noise Sxs seen in the previous sections 
to the equivalent signal produced by a gravitational wave of strain  am plitude h 
(h =  8xs/ 1200). It should be remembered th a t the  figures shown in Table 7.1 rep­
resent the worst limits imposed on interferom eter sensitivity, in the absence of any
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m ech an ism d isp lacem en t no ise  a t 100 H z su p p ression
beam  splitter misalignment 8 x  10-15 m /\/H z 6 .7  x  104
m irror curvature m ism atch 10-14 m /\/H z 8.3  x  104
light scattering 2 x  10-16 m /V H z 1.7 x  103
Table 7.1: Sum m ary o f the displacement noise at 100 Hz induced in an interferometer 
by various couplings o f beam geometry noise and the level o f suppression required to 
achieve the desired sensitivity o f the first generation o f detectors.
other suppression mechanisms. In practice there will be a  degree of passive suppres­
sion of beam geometry noise afforded by the power recycling cavities and, if present, 
the Fabry-Perot arm  cavities of an interferom eter1. However such factors will be 
regarded here merely as providing ex tra  reductions, obtained over and above those 
afforded by the suppression system we deliberately design. Thus the figures of Ta­
ble 7.1 alone will d ictate the specifications of our beam  geometry noise suppression 
system.
The required suppression factors, particularly those for the beam  splitter mis­
alignment and m irror curvature m ism atch, can be seen to  be significant. The use 
of a single mode optical fibre to  reduce beam  geometry fluctuations was described 
in chapter 6 but the power handling anomalies associated with such fibres, some 
of which were outlined in th a t chapter, preclude them  from serious consideration 
for the long baseline interferom eters. The favoured suppression device in all of the 
planned large detectors is a Fabry-Perot cavity used as an optical filter. A system 
like this is called a modecleaner because it works by making use of the fact th a t beam 
geometry noise can be modelled as contam inations of high order TEM  modes in the 
fundam ental mode. A modecleaner suppresses these high order modes. The next 
chapter will present the theory behind such a system and then chapter 9 will describe 
in some detail a modecleaner scheme developed in the laboratory  a t Glasgow.
1 details regarding the actions of a Fabry-Perot cavity with regard to suppressing beam geometry 
noise are presented in chapter 8
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C h ap ter 8
Fundam entals o f M odecleaner  
D esign
8.1 In tr o d u ctio n
A modecleaner is a Fabry-Perot optical cavity placed between the laser and the 
interferom eter and designed to  operate in transm ission mode. The cavity must 
therefore have a high throughput so th a t as little as possible of the  laser light is 
lost. The cavity is made to  resonate in its fundam ental mode using a locking scheme 
such as th a t described in section 3.3. As discussed in chapter 5, beam  geometry 
fluctuations can be regarded as the fundam ental mode being contam inated with 
varying am ounts of higher order TEM  modes. The action of a modecleaner (locked 
to  the TEMoo mode) will be to  suppress these higher order modes provided th a t they 
resonate in the cavity at different frequencies from the fundam ental mode. Therefore, 
in order to  assess just how much suppression the modecleaner will impose on a given 
TEM  mode, the frequency offset between the mode and the fundam ental must be 
calculated.
The calculation of TEM  mode frequencies and the resulting expression for the 
suppression factors are presented in section 8.2. The required suppression factors 
are one aspect of the modecleaner design, but there are other issues th a t need to  be 
considered also, and some of these are outlined in section 8.3. General conclusions
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are drawn in section 8.4 including how the suppression factors calculated in chapter 7 
d ictate the specifications of a working modecleaner system for the Germ an-British 
GEO 600 project.
8.2 F ab ry-P erot C a v ity  as a M o d ec lea n er
The use of a  Fabry-Perot cavity as a transverse mode selector was first shown in 
detail a t the M ax Planck Institu te  for Q uantum  Optics [66 ]. For a general cavity 
such as th a t shown in Fig 3.2, the  calculation of transverse mode frequencies is 
actually ra ther difficult. The factor th a t causes this difficulty is the Guoy phase term  
ta n -1  (irw2/ \ R ) (see chapter 5) and in particular, how this quantity  accum ulates as 
the beam propagates round the cavity. The calculation can be done for a general 
two m irror cavity as will be dem onstrated here. A more elaborate cavity can be 
analysed in a simple m anner only if it can be reduced to a two-mirror cavity, and 
this can be done only for cavities th a t possess certain symmetry. It is worth keeping 
this in mind when designing a modecleaner system.
8 .2 .1  T r a n sv e r se  M o d e  F r e q u e n c ie s
A general two m irror cavity is shown in Fig 8.1. The mirrors have radii of curvature1 
R i  and R 2 and the distance between them  is L. Following an argum ent after [54], the 
frequency for the T E M ram mode can be derived by writing down the phase condition 
for resonance in the cavity. For the cavity in Fig 8.1 the phase offset 6<f> acquired in 
a single traverse of the cavity can be w ritten as
6(f) = -  (n +  m  +  l)[ ta n _1 ta n " 1 ( j ^ ) ]  (8 -1)
where the two Guoy phases are m easured at each m irror. For resonance the phase
offset 6(f) m ust be an integral num ber of it and this is usually expressed via the
condition 6(f) = (q +  l ) 7r where q is the longitudinal mode number. To obtain the
Jin previous chapters these symbols have been used for mirror power reflectances and thus to 
avoid confusion, the results of this chapter will retain mirror amplitude coefficients denoted by lower 
case characters.
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beam contour
z  = 0
L = z l - z i
Figure 8.1: A general two mirror cavity with waist wq at some point between the 
mirrors.
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Figure 8.2: Triangle construction to allow manipulation o f the Guoy phases.
frequencies from Eqn.(8.1) two further steps are necessary. Firstly, the  beam  widths 
w\ and W2 are expressed in term s of the waist size wq and the distances z\ and 
Z2 using Eqn.(5.6). Secondly, the difference in the arctans featured in Eqn.(8.1) is 
simplified by expressing it as an arccos term . This is achieved using the form ula
1 +  ab \
tan  1 a — tan  1 b = cos 1 (8.2)V ( l  + a2)(l  +  62) /
which can be derived by considering the cosine rule applied to  the  triangular section 
T  in the right-angled triangle set-up of Fig 8.2. After some fairly lengthy algebraic 
m anipulation the phase condition can be w ritten  in term s of the cavity geom etry as
By multiplying by c and expressing c/A as the resonant frequency for a mode in the 
cavity, the frequency for the  T E M WTO mode can be w ritten
fn m  — (9+ 1) + i (B+m+1)C08- . a _ ;| j 1_ ^
w  (8-4)
The notation T E M ram? is often used to  denote a given mode since the longitudinal 
mode num ber is also required to  uniquely specify a given laser mode. This notation 
will not be used here where only the transverse modes are of interest. Eqn.(8.4) can 
be used to  determine the frequency difference between successive TEM  modes. The 
difference in frequency between the T E M wm mode and the TEM n+ i)m mode is given
by
fnm -  fn+l,m =  ^  COS' 1 ( J 1 -  —  j  . (8.5)
This is an im portan t relation as it defines the am ount by which each T E M wm mode 
is off resonance in a cavity th a t is locked to  resonate the fundam ental mode. By 
considering Eqn.(8.5) it can be deduced th a t some cavity geometries would not 
make good modecleaners. By setting R i = R 2 = L  (a particular geom etry known 
as the confocal arrangem ent) the frequency difference between successive modes is 
c/L  which is half the free spectral range, or longitudinal mode spacing, of the  cavity. 
Thus if all the even modes TEMoo, TEM 2oetc  are resonant, it follows th a t  all the 
odd modes T E M 10, TEM 30 etc will be optim ally suppressed, or anti-resonant. This 
multiple mode resonance or degeneracy is something th a t has to  be avoided in a 
modecleaner. Exactly how the suppression factors are arrived at is dem onstrated 
next.
8 .2 .2  T r a n sv e r se  M o d e  S u p p r e s s io n  F a c to r s
It was shown in chapter 3 th a t the power throughput of a two m irror Fabry-Perot 
cavity can be expressed as
I  thro' _  ^1^2_________________ 1____________  / g
l in  ~  ( l - r 1r 2 ) 2 l  +  4 <1^ F s i n 2 ^ / 2
where / 1, t<i and 7*1, are the am plitude transm ittances and reflectances of the 
mirrors and <f) is the phase acquired by the light during a round trip . Since beam
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geometry fluctuations are modelled by am ounts of high order mode amplitude ra ther 
than  in tensity , it is the am plitude throughput th a t is of more interest here, given by
E th r o '   1^^2  1_____  ^
E i n  ~  (1 -  n n )  ^ 1  +  4 ^ ^  sin2 <ft/ 2
By using Eqn.(8.3) to  calculate the phase offset between the TEMoo mode and an 
arb itrary  TE M nm mode, it is possible to rewrite Eqn.(8.7) in term s of the cavity 
geometry
E n m  l \ t 2  1
E in (1 -  n r 2)
1 + 4(1-™ ), sin2 {(” + m)c o s U 1 -  Tk\Jl -  & ) }
(8.8)
where E nm is the ampHtude of the  T E M nm mode transm itted  through the cavity. By 
writing out Eqn.(8 .8 ) for the TEMoo mode and then taking the ratio  of E nm/ E i n 
and Eoo/E in the am plitude of T E M nm relative to  the fundam ental mode can be 
w ritten as
E n .m .  1
Eoo  1
(8.9)
1 +  4 (rf ^ p -  sin2 { (n  +  m ) cos’ 1 ( y j l  -  ^  1 -  }
The term  in the denom inator of Eqn.(8.9) is w hat shall be defined here as the 
suppression factor  of the T E M nm mode relative to  a resonant TEMoo mode. Sub­
stitu ting  the expression for cavity finesse given by Eqn.(3.8) into Eqn.(8.9) allows 
the suppression factor to  be w ritten  as
Q —n.m. — 1 +  I E  sin2 j  (n +  m) cos' 1 ( M - E M - E (8 .10)
The suppression factor for a given cavity geometry and finesse can be determined 
using Eqn.(8.10). Almost everthing relevant to  the cavity design of a modecleaner 
is contained in this equation. In view of Eqn.(8.10) the suppression afforded to 
high order modes by a Fabry-Perot cavity is often considered to  vary directly as the 
cavity finesse, since the 1 can be neglected for large suppression factors. Thus, the 
suppression factor ranges from 1 (no suppression at all) to  a m aximum  of ~  2 F / i r  for 
modes completely anti-resonant in the cavity. By considering a symmetric cavity 
( R i  =  R 2 =  R )  it is possible to  simplify Eqn.(8.10), so th a t for a given cavity
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Figure 8.3: Graph o f supression factors against the ratio o f mirror separation and 
curvature fo r  the first few  high order transverse modes.
finesse, only one variable (L / R ) determines the suppression factor of the modes. It 
is then instructive to  plot the suppression factor S nm for such a symmetric cavity as 
a function of L / R ,  a t least for the first few TEM nm modes to  which beam  geometry 
fluctuations couple most strongly. A dapting Eqn.(8.10) to  deal with a symm etric 
cavity, and taking the suppression to  be sufficiently large so th a t the 1 can be 
neglected, leads to
Snm = sin j ( n  +  m)  cos-1  ^1  -  ^  j .  (8 -1 1 )
A graph of Snm against L / R  for the first few modes is shown in Fig 8.3. A value of 
L / R  ~  0.6 (denoted by the faint vertical line in Fig 8.3) gives good suppression of the 
first few modes. W ith this geometry, the TEM io and TEM 20 modes (to which beam  
jitte r  and width pulsation respectively are most strongly associated) are suppressed 
by about 95 % and 75 % of the maximum possible suppression factor available.
8.3 O th er D esig n  A sp e c ts
Given the results of the last section it would appear th a t the best modecleaner cavity 
is one having geometry L / R  = 0.6 and as high finesse as possible. However there
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are other factors regarding the performance of a modecleaner th a t the suppression 
factor analysis does not take into account. Some of the most im portan t of these will 
now be dealt with.
8 .3 .1  P a s s iv e  F i lt e r in g  A c t io n
One aspect of the modecleaner suppression factors th a t has not been emphasised is 
th a t they do not depend explicitly on the length of the cavity, only on the ratio  of 
length and m irror curvature(s). It is possible to  build a cavity 1 m long th a t has the 
same modecleaning action as one 100 m long. It might seem unecessary to  build a 
long cavity when a short one would do just as well, however there are advantages 
associated with a long cavity, one of which is its lower free spectral range (F S R ) 
and consequently, its smaller linewidth. The passive filtering action of an optical 
cavity can be useful in filtering all sorts of laser noise including beam  geometry 
fluctuations, frequency noise and variations in the laser power. The filtering action 
begins to  take real effect after the corner frequency of the cavity / c, which is half the 
cavity linewidth (A ^ /2 ). As an example, a two m irror cavity having a finesse of 1000 
and a length of 15 m has F S R  = 10 MHz and linewidth Az/ =  10 kHz. Any laser 
power noise above 5 kHz will be subject to  a  l / / 2 filtering action afforded by the 
cavity. Laser noise, such as frequency noise, which can be modelled by perturbations 
to the light field amplitude will be suppressed by 1 / /  above the corner frequency. 
If the cavity in the above example was only 1.5 m long then the filtering action 
would not come into effect until 50 kHz which is much less useful, being outside the 
detection frequency window.
8 .3 .2  M ir r o r  P o w e r  H a n d lin g
A longer cavity will have proportionately larger laser spot sizes on the cavity m irrors. 
This could be an advantage in high finesse cavities where the m irror absorptance 
could pose a problem. The power accum ulated in a high finesse Fabry-Perot cavity 
Paccum is given by
Paccum =  — Pin  (8 .12)
7T
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where P{n is the incident power. This equation was first introduced in chapter 2. To 
safeguard the cavity m irrors from therm al damage, it is best to  limit the  absorbed 
power to  50 m W  for a beam  of radius ~  1m m . In view of the results of chapter 3, 
a  conservative estim ate of the absorptance at each m irror can be given as 10 ppm. 
This sets a limit of 5kW  to the intra-cavity power which in tu rn  defines an upper 
limit to  the finesse for a given input laser power. If the input laser power is around 
10 W  say, then the finesse m ust not exceed about 1500. This produces upper limits 
on the suppression factors available and affects the specifications of the cavity as a 
modecleaner.
8 .3 .3  P a s s in g  M o d u la t io n  F r e q u e n c ie s
In a complicated interferom eter where there are m any electronic feedback systems 
keeping various cavities on resonance, it m ay be desirable to  m odulate the light 
before a modecleaner for use in a scheme th a t the beam  encounters after the mode­
cleaner. If there is even the possibility of this being desirable, then the modecleaner 
must have a F S R  th a t m atches the m odulation frequency. It becomes quite difficult 
to build m odulation schemes th a t operate at frequencies much above 30 MHz and so 
it would be beneficial to  have a modecleaner with F S R  less than  this. This sets a 
lower lim it to  the optical round trip  pa th  length of 10 m. In the case of a two m irror 
modecleaner this would imply a physical length of no less than  5 m. The emphasis 
on optical pa th  length here stems from the next factor, which tends to  favour the 
use of cavity designs th a t are not of the familiar two m irror type.
8 .3 .4  L a ser  I s o la t io n
A system  such as a modecleaner, in which the laser beam  is aligned to  propagate 
through, has a danger of reflecting some light directly back into the laser cavity 
itself. This is undesirable, as the second study of chapter 6 dem onstrated. As far as 
the modecleaning system is concerned, the problem of isolating the laser from back- 
reflected fight can be lessened by designing the modecleaner to  be a ring cavity. If 
this approach is taken, it should be possible to have all back reflected laser beams
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Figure 8.4: Modecleaner designs which are bad (the linear cavity) and good (the ring 
cavity) fo r  isolation purposes.
misaligned with the m ain input beam  as shown in Fig 8.4. A more complicated cavity 
need not be more complicated to  analyse than  its two m irror counterpart discussed 
so far, but it has to  be designed with some sym m etry in mind. An example of a  four 
m irror system th a t is implicitly as simple to analyse as a two m irror cavity will be 
introduced in chapter 9 when the Glasgow prototype modecleaner is discussed.
8.4  C o n c lu sio n
The theory behind a Fabry-Perot cavity used in transm ission mode as an optical 
modecleaner has been presented. An expression for the suppression factor of the 
TEM nm mode when the cavity is securely locked to  the fundam ental TEMoo mode 
has been derived (Eqn.(8.10)). A upper bound for the finesse has been obtained as 
~  1500 limited by an estim ate2 of the absorptance of the superm irrors used to  build 
the cavity. W ith the optim al cavity geometry (a symm etric cavity with L /R  = 0.6) 
these num bers provide suppression factors
Sio =  876 
S20 =  573
210 ppm is probably an overestimate if the currently available best mirror coatings are used.
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for the first and second transverse modes. The required suppression factors for long 
baseline interferom eters can be recalled from chapter 7 to  be considerably higher 
than  those given above. A suppression of up to  ~  105 was thought necessary, in 
the absence of any other filtering mechanism. If the suppression factors above are 
squared, then the necessary level of suppression would be achieved, and this indicates 
th a t two modecleaners placed in series will have to  be employed for a long baseline 
interferom eter. This is indeed the basis of the scheme proposed for the  GEO 600 
detector and more will be said of this in the conclusions of chapter 1 0 .
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C h ap ter  9
Experim ental D evelopm ent o f a 
M odecleaner
9.1 In tr o d u ctio n
The previous chapters have dem onstrated the need for a modecleaner system th a t 
will suppress beam  geometry noise by several orders of m agnitude. In chapter 8 it 
was pointed out th a t this can be achieved using two modecleaning cavities arranged 
in series, so th a t the beam  geometry fluctuations are reduced by the product of 
the suppression factors for each cavity alone. Each cavity is best designed with 
the provision to  transm it m odulation frequency sidebands, requiring an optical pa th  
length of around 10 m or more.
The modecleaner cavity developed at Glasgow acts as a prototype for the kind 
of system planned for use in the GEO 600 detector. The m irrors in the  cavity are all 
fully suspended and the entire intra-cavity optical pa th  is contained in a vacuum. 
The optical pa th  length is increased by the use of a folded ring cavity design, in 
this case a bow-tie shaped cavity. This allows a relatively small physical space to  
be occupied and ensures good optical isolation properties and suitable free spectral 
range for the transmission of m odulation frequencies. The system was developed in 
two main phases.
Associated with the first phase was the physical construction of the system and
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the initial version of the injection optics table. In this first configuration, the  m od­
ecleaner cavity formed the frequency discrim inator to  which the laser was locked. 
The initial system is described in section 9.2.
The final modecleaner system  uses the same laser, except th a t it is now pre­
stabilised to  a small rigid reference cavity, and then one of the modecleaner m irrors 
is actively controlled to  change the length of the cavity in response to  any rem aining 
frequency fluctuations of the laser light. In this way the modecleaner can be kept 
on resonance to  the pre-stabilised light. This final scheme is described in detail 
in section 9.3. Conclusions and possible improvements th a t could be made to  the 
system are discussed in section 9.4.
9.2 In it ita l D ev e lo p m en t
In September 1993 the 10 m prototype gravitational wave detector was completely 
dism antled and the laboratory renovated. This was to  make way for a new system 
incorporating various improvements, such as new m irror suspension designs, and 
also to accommodate further experim ents, one of which was the development of a 
modecleaner. The pre-Septem ber 1993 detector occupied two arm s in a complete 
square of m etal vacuum tubing and the entire system  was m ounted in a  m etal 
framework which made contact with the floor at only four places around the room. 
A description of the 10 m prototype system before the renovation of the laboratory  
can be found in [67]. As various improvements in sensitivity were made over the 
years, the structural resonances of the framework became apparent as a m ajor factor 
in limiting the performance of the interferom eter, even though the framework was 
built for seismic isolation purposes in the first place. Consequently, a  m ajor part of 
the renovation was to  remove it completely. The before and after views of the lab are 
shown in the floor plans of Fig 9.1. The two unused sides of the square were removed 
and provided six spare pieces of vacuum tubing of around 3 m and 4 m in length. The 
modecleaner was constructed using a piece of this spare tubing m ounted between 
two small vacuum tanks each 70 cm in diam eter. The position of the modecleaner 
system relative to the detector perm its the option of later integrating it into the
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Figure 9.1: The layout o f the detector lab before and a fter its renovation.
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m anufact urer radius o f  cu rvatu re tra n sm itta n ce
British Aerospace 15 m maximum  reflector
British Aerospace 15 m maximum  reflector
British Aerospace flat 0.5%
British Aerospace flat 0.5%
Table 9.1: High quality mirrors o f convenient transmittance and /or curvature fo r  
use in the prototype modecleaner.
main prototype detector, as a ‘plug-in’ replacement for the existing injection optics 
scheme which currently uses an optical fibre to  suppress beam  geometry noise.
9 .2 .1  M o d e c le a n e r  S p e c if ic a t io n s
The physical length of the modecleaner cavity was determined by the available 
lengths of spare vacuum pipe freed when the detector was rebuilt. A 4 m  pipe 
was chosen which, along with the space inside the end tanks, provided a m irror-to- 
m irror separation of about 4.5 m. The aim was to  design a system having comparable 
properties to  the modecleaners required for the GEO 600 interferom eter. There were 
four suitable m irrors already available in the laboratory  in Glasgow as shown in 
Table 9.1. Two 15 m radius of curvature m irrors separated by a length of 9 m would 
provide a suitable cavity geom etry1 (convenient given th a t the physical separation 
of the mirrors is exactly half 9 m ). U nfortunately the 15 m mirrors were designed as 
maximum reflectors and would not provide a suitable finesse on their own. However 
the flat m irrors in Table 9.1 would make good input and ou tput coupling mirrors 
in view of their transm ittances, giving a finesse in the order of 1000. The solution 
was therefore adopted of constructing a bow-tie cavity where the flat m irrors form 
the input and ou tpu t couplers but where the curved mirrors are still encountered 
every 9 m. The four m irror system and the equivalent two m irror cavity are shown 
in Fig 9.2. The equivalence of the  four m irror arrangm ent and the simple two m irror 
arrangem ent is im portan t because it allows all the results developed in chapter 8
1 recall from Chapter 8 that L j R  =  0.6 gives good suppression of the first few high order modes.
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modecleaner cavity
A,B 15m curved mirrors, maximum reflectance 
D C,D flat mirrors, 5000ppm transmittance A
C B
^ ------------------------------------- 4.5m  ^
15m, 5000ppm equivalent two mirror cavity 15m 5000ppm
\  / \
V /  \
I
< ---------------------------------------------------------- 9 m ------------------------------------------------------------------>
Figure 9.2: The four mirror modecleaner cavity and its equivalent two mirror coun­
terpart as fa r  as mode structure is concerned.
optical pa th  length 18 m
free spectral range 16.67 MHz
finesse 627
linewidth 26.6 kHz
TEMoo throughput 96%
TEM io suppression 356
TEM 20 suppression 320
visibility 100%
Table 9.2: Theoretical specifications o f the modecleaner assuming that the mirrors 
have no loss and all the incident laser light is perfectly mode matched into the cavity.
to be applied. The specifications in Table 9.2 are based on cavity geom etry and 
theoretical calculations, assuming for the moment th a t the cavity mirrors are lossless. 
The theoretical throughput is very high, as will always be the case for a cavity which 
is well impedance m atched and mode m atched to  the incoming light (see chapter 3). 
In practice it can prove difficult to realise such a high throughput efficiency and 
more will be said of this in the section on performance.
9 .2 .2  G e n e r a l A s p e c t s  o f  D e s ig n
The optics of the modecleaner system can be regarded as including the laser, the 
injection optics and the components of the modecleaner cavity itself. The various 
parts of the system will be described in the same order as the light meets them , and 
so the laser is introduced first.
Laser
The laser used throughout the modecleaner development was a Spectra-Physics 170 
argon ion tube driven by a Model 270 power supply unit. The laser and the power 
supply pass bank th a t regulates the plasm a current are cooled by circulating wa­
ter flowing under a pressure of about 65psi. The laser has a prism back reflector 
allowing the selection of various lasing wavelengths (514.5nm being selected here).
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Figure 9.3: The optical layout from  the laser up to the modecleaner input.
The front ou tput coupling m irror has transm ittance 4 % and radius of curvature 
10 m. The emerging beam  is diverged by the flat side of the output coupler and 
the phase front radius of curvature at the beginning of the optical system  is ac­
tually 6.7 m. The laser resonator is m ounted separately from the plasm a tube as 
shown in Fig 5.15. The length of the resonator cavity is 2.4 m. To allow the laser 
to  be frequency stabilised, the ou tpu t coupling m irror is m ounted on a m ulti-stack 
piezo-electric transducer (PZT) and a PM25 electro-optic phase m odulator (EOM ) 
is fitted into the laser resonator. These components allow control of the effective 
resonator length, and hence the frequency of the fight, over a  broad bandw idth.
In jection  O ptics
The components th a t formed the injection optics for the intitial development phase 
were all m ounted on a large aluminium optics table resting on four pillars with rub­
ber layers to  provide some degree of isolation from ground noise. The optical scheme 
was quite simple, consisting only of a Faraday isolator, another PM25 EOM , mode
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Figure 9.4: rih e  suspension assem bly fo r  the in itia l rnodeeleaner developm ent.
m atching lenses and beam  steering mirrors. T he EO M  was used to m odulate  the 
phase of the light at 10 MIIz. An RF reflection locking scheme for the rnodeeleaner 
kept the  light resonant in the  rnodeeleaner cavity by altering the  frequency of the 
laser. A schematic of the optical layout including a block d iagram  of the laser feed­
back system  is shown in Fig 9.3.
M o d e c le a n e r  C a v ity
The light enters and exits the  modecleaner th rough  a 20 cm port  hole on the left 
most tank  as illustrated in Fig 9.3. T he port hole is m ade of un trea ted  glass, having 
no special optical quality or anti-reflection coatings. M easurem ents m ade on the
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port hole showed it to  have a loss of around 10 % for a throughput laser beam. All 
future values of light power throughput for the modecleaner as a whole will have 
this loss already taken into account, bearing in mind th a t the light is subjected to 
it twice. For the purposes of m easurem ent and testing, such a loss does not really 
m atte r, bu t for actual use with an interferom eter the system would of course have 
to  be modified.
The modecleaner vacuum system contains the four cavity m irrors. There are two 
in each tank , suspended side by side. The m irrors were m anufactured by British 
Aerospace and are coated onto 2.5 cm diam eter fused silica substrates. In the initial 
development phase, the substrates were optically contacted to  fused silica masses 
which were then suspended in a  single pendulum  system as shown in Fig 9.4. The 
bottom  basket contains two coil holder assemblies, one for each mass. These each 
contain four shadow sensor damping units which locally control motions of the mass 
using feedback to  coils which in teract with four m agnets attached to  the  mass. 
These local control systems will be discussed in more detail in the next section. 
The masses were suspended from a top plate which rests on a multi-layer stack. 
The stack contains blocks of lead separated by small RTV pieces. Such a stack 
system provides a substantial degree of mechanical isolation from ground motion. 
The entire suspension assembly fits into the collar of the vacuum tank and electrical 
connections are made via 19-way vacuum feedthroughs m ounted to  flanges on the 
side of the vacuum tanks. Each of the two vacuum tanks contain essentially identical 
assemblies except th a t the pair of flat m irrors are m ounted on masses of diam eter 
9 cm while the curved mirrors are attached to  masses of diam eter 13 cm, dictated  by 
the availability of fused silica masses in the laboratory  at Glasgow.
9 .2 .3  T e c h n ic a l D e s ig n
The technical aspects of the initial design will be taken to  cover vacuum system 
details and electronic circuitry associated with the system. The electronics can be 
further divided into two categories pertaining to  the modecleaner mass local dam p­
ing controls and the locking of the argon ion laser to  the modecleaner cavity. The 
vacuum system, which did not alter from the in titial development through to the
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V1 = speedivalve 1 NT = nitrogen trap
V2 = speedivalve 2 TPC = turbopump controller
Figure 9.5: The vacuum system  fo r  the modecleaner cavity. 
final development, will be introduced first.
V acuu m  S y stem
The to ta l volume of the modecleaner vacuum system is around 10m 3. A tu rbo  
pum p backed by a ro tary  pum p is used to  keep the system at a pressure of around 
10-5 torr. To bring the system down to a pressure suitable for the tu rbo  pum p to 
commence working, another pum p called a roughing pum p is first used. This is 
ju st a  simple ro tary  pum p and will take perhaps ten to  twenty m inutes to  bring the 
system from atm ospheric pressure to  about 10-2 to rr whereupon the compression 
ratio  of the turbo  pum p allows it to take over. The complete arrangem ent is shown 
in Fig 9.5. After the initial construction of the vacuum system the entire structure 
was w rapped in heating tape and baked for several days whilst being pum ped with 
the tu rbo  pum p. This was done in an effort to  remove water from inside the system. 
A helium leak tester was used to  investigate any m ajor imperfections in the  system. 
By allowing helium gas to  reside inside the sealed vacuum system , any cracks or poor 
seals become evident as they emit small am ounts of the helium gas. A lthough the 
turbo  pum p is relatively quiet, most m easurem ents on the modecleaner perform ance 
were performed with it tu rned  off, unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 9.6: Feedthrough connections fo r  the local control damping circuits. 
Local C on tro l E lectron ic  C ircu its
As shown in Fig 9.4 each m irror in the modecleaner is attached to a mass which is 
suspended on a single loop of wire from a seismically isolated aluminium top plate. 
In this form the pendulum  has rather a high Q and will swing for several hours if 
disturbed. Even with the seismic isolation, there will still be some ground motion 
to  excite the pendulum  resonance and so some sort of damping must be employed. 
Passive damping would be an option, for example using Eddy current plates, but 
here it is also necessary to  tilt and ro ta te  the masses so th a t the beam  can be aligned 
in the cavity2.
An electronic system is used whereby the damping and control are combined 
into the functions of a multi-channel circuit. Each channel controls one of the coils 
on a given mass. Since there are four masses, each having four m agnets with which 
to in teract, it follows th a t there must be sixteen channels in to tal. The necessary 
connections th a t have to  be m ade to  the system are shown in Fig 9.6. Each circuit 
derives its signal from a shadow sensor which measures the position of a small flag 
attached to  a m agnet on the mass. The signal is processed by the circuit shown 
in Fig 9.7 and then applied with negative feedback to  a coil situated  beside the 
m agnet. In this way, the  position of the flag, and hence the mass, is stabilised. 
For each suspended mass, four m agnets placed as shown in Fig 9.6 are sufficient to
2it is desirable to be able to do this without having to constantly bring the system  back to  
atmospheric pressure and open the tanks.
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Figure 9.8: The closed loop sensor noise frequency response and impulse response o f 
the local control damping circuits.
control all degrees of freedom of motion.
Each channel has an initial current to  voltage converter which translates light 
changes at the photodiode to  a varying voltage signal. This signal is then amplified 
and passed through a high pass filter with corner frequency 15 Hz to  produce some 
phase lead at low frequency. The next stage has an input A  where the control sig­
nals from the tilt and ro tation  circuits are applied. A further stage is included, first 
suggested for use in such contexts by Roland Schilling at M PQ, called a Scultety 
filter. This has a notch in its gain bode plot, followed by a steep decrease in gain, 
is used to  filter out noise at high frequency. Such a filter provides a far sharper a t­
tenuation of gain than  a simple low pass R C  filter would provide, w ithout incurring 
severe phase penalty over the servo bandw idth. The net effect of the control sys­
tem  is to  produce a closed loop response to photodiode signals as shown in Fig 9.8. 
Also shown in Fig 9.8 is the predicted impulse response, modelled using a standard  
simple pendulum  for the suspension system. By applying controllable DC signals to 
point A  of the circuit in Fig 9.7 it is possible using electronic algebra circuitry, as 
shown at the bottom  of Fig 9.7, to  ro ta te  and tilt the mass. This enables the laser
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beam  reflected from each mass to  be moved in both  horizontal and vertical directions.
Laser Feedback S y stem
The feedback circuit was designed to  achieve a reasonably firm lock of the laser to 
the modecleaner cavity. In this phase of development, little atten tion  was paid to 
optim isation of the feedback loop with respect to  phase or gain m argins, o ther than  
the requirem ent th a t the modecleaner should lock with good stability over a long 
period of tim e to  allow m easurem ents to  be made. In this sense the servo loop is 
not really a laser frequency stabilisation scheme as such, but ra ther ju st a means of 
locking the laser cavity to  the modecleaner cavity to allow preliminary throughput 
properties of the modecleaner to  be assessed. The circuit designed to  achieve this 
locking is shown in Fig 9.9. The top part of the circuit shows the 10 MHz photodiode, 
mixer and overall gain stage with a DC offset control. The bottom  p art contains the 
slow and fast feedback paths controlling respectively the PZT and phase m odulator 
in the laser resonator.
9 .2 .4  P e r fo r m a n c e
The performance of the modecleaner after its initial development stage was evalu­
ated via two measured properties. These were the laser power throughput and the 
spatial filtering  of the input beam.
P ow er T h rou gh p u t
The throughput of the modecleaner was rather disappointing being typically 65%. 
P art of the reason for this was th a t the input beam  was found to  be quite elliptical 
having a ratio  of widths in the x- and ^/-directions of about 2 /3 . This was eventually 
discovered to  be caused mainly by bad alignment of the laser resonator with respect 
to  the argon ion plasm a tube. The consequence for the modecleaner was th a t not 
all the fundam ental mode power could be m atched into the cavity. There is also 
a small am ount of light power channelled into the phase m odulation sidebands by 
the 10 MHz EOM. In the modecleaner cavity frame, these phase sidebands can be
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Figure 9.10: Laser beam profiles o f a distorted input beam before the modecleaner 
and the corresponding output beam examined after the modecleaner.
regarded as frequency sidebands which will not resonate in the m odecleaner cavity. 
Both these effects contributed to  a cavity visibility which could not be improved 
much beyond 90% , suggesting th a t only about 90% of the input light power was 
being successfully coupled into the cavity. To explain the throughput of only 65 % it 
m ust follow th a t 25 % of the light is wasted in the cavity through losses in the m ir­
rors. This would imply a to ta l round trip  loss of over 1500 ppm  or around 375 ppm 
per m irror. This ra ther high loss is indicative of the need to  protect the m irrors 
from the atm osphere of the lab, unless clean room standards are adhered to. Such 
standards were not feasible here, and the mirrors often spent many days exposed to 
the lab air, as developments and changes were m ade to  the system.
Spatia l F ilterin g  A ctio n
The ou tput of the modecleaner should be a very pure Gaussian beam  even if the 
input beam is distorted. Deviations of the input beam  from a Gaussian intensity pro­
file will manifest themselves as fluctuations of the light power transm itted  through 
the modecleaner. The pictures in Fig 9.10 show a distorted input Gaussian beam 
profile and the corresponding ou tpu t beam when the modecleaner is locked to  the 
fundam ental mode of the laser. The beam  maps were obtained using a scanning slit
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beam profiler. The spatial filtering toward the Gaussian form is evident.
In view of the above throughput value, working m ethods were altered for the 
second phase of development in the hope th a t if the mirrors were cleaned and the 
system pum ped down prom ptly enough, the level of contam ination would be reduced. 
Various other aspects of the system were altered or improved during the second phase 
of development and these will now be described.
9.3 C o m p le te  D ev e lo p m en t
A m ajor aim in the final development of the modecleaner system was to  bring the 
design to  a s ta te  closer to the likely im plem entation in the GEO 600 interferom eter. 
The laser is no longer locked to the modecleaner cavity but is locked to a rigid refer­
ence cavity. The modecleaner cavity is then actively controlled to  stay on resonance 
with the pre-stabilised light. In the descriptions th a t follow, the laser stabilisation 
scheme and the modecleaner locking system will be referred to  as the first and second 
loops respectively. As well as this m ajor change to  the locking topology, other as­
pects of the design were altered. Modifications to  the modecleaner mass suspension 
systems were made and two of the modecleaner mirrors were changed to a ttem pt to 
reduce the losses experienced by the light inside the cavity.
9 .3 .1  M o d if ie d  O p tic s  a n d  F e e d b a c k  D e s ig n
The new optical layout accommodates the reference cavity and associated optics and 
is shown in Fig 9.11. The beam  splitter BS1 splits off about 2 % of the laser light off to 
the reference cavity optics chain. This chain consists of an EOM, Faraday isolator, 
mode-matching lenses, wave-plate and the reference cavity itself. The reference 
cavity went through various stages of design. The first approach was to use a fused- 
silica tube with m irror m ounts glued to the  inside. However this was found to 
be susceptible to  flexing and was physically too large to  be placed in any vacuum 
tank available in the laboratory. The cavity, not being under vacuum, was very 
sensitive to  acoustic noise. In fact, the removal of this sensitivity to  acoustic noise
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Figure 9.11: The new optical layout showing a sim plified version o f the locking topol­
ogy-
by moving toward a system  th a t  could be placed under vacuum proved a critical step 
in achieving a working system. The cavity was eventually construc ted  from a solid 
aluminium block abou t 25cm  long and 15cm  diam eter. A hole drilled down the 
centre lets the light th rough and the mirrors were glued directly to the  ends. A flat 
2000 ppm t ran sm it te r  and a 1 m  radius of curvature  600 ppm  tran sm it te r  were used 
as the  input and  o u tp u t  coupling mirrors respectively, giving a theoretical finesse 
of abou t 770. One mirror, the  600 ppm  tran sm it te r ,  was m ounted  on th ree  P25 
P Z T  rings which provide a m ethod  of tun ing  the cavity length. The reference cavity 
is shown in Fig 9.12. A lthough aluminium is a bad choice as far as therm a l drift 
is concerned, it was the best solution available a t  the time, and provided a cavity 
com pact enough to be contained in a vacuum tank . T he resulting isolation from 
acoustic noise provided a huge reduction in frequency noise in the first loop and  was 
easily the most im p o rtan t  improvement m ade in the  reference cavity design. Ideally 
the  cavity would be construc ted  from zerodur which has practically zero therm al 
expansion coefficient. The m odulation  frequency for the first loop is 16 MHz and an
aluminium cylinder 2000ppm flat mirror
vacuum tank
1m curved 
600ppm mirror
RTV pieces
from pump
valve 27cm metal supportsPZT
Figure 9.12: A n  illustration  o f the design o f the reference cavity.
RF-reflection locking scheme is used to  provide a suitable error signal for feedback 
to  the P Z T  and Pockels cell in the  laser cavity. T he system works in much the same 
wav as the previous scheme where the  laser was locked to  the modecleaner, but the 
electronic circuitry is different. These differences take account of the very much 
increased linewidth of the reference cavity. More im portan tly , the differences show a 
more careful approach to the  feedback design, where the greatest possible gain over 
a broad frequency band (up to ~1  MHz) is required. If a good level of frequency 
stability is not achieved, then it will be difficult for the second loop to control the 
modecleaner to  lock to  the light. T he complete circuit is shown in Fig 9.13 (excluding 
power supply circuits and decoupling details). A Colpitts  crystal oscillator provides 
a 16 MHz signal which can drive IV  across an im pedance of 5012. This feeds into a 
2W  RF power amplifier which drives a tan k  circuit involving a PM25 EOM  as the 
capacitor. Voltage magnification creates abou t  200 V across the m odula to r which is 
enough to  produce 15% phase m odulation  sidebands on the light. A tiny coil derives 
a local oscillator signal which is then combined with fringes from the RF photodiode 
of the reflection lock scheme by a SRA-1 low level mixer. T he mixer feeds into two 
parallel feedback paths . T he  low frequency pa th  drives the laser P Z T  and the high 
frequency p a th  controls the  intra-cavity  EOM . T he  gains of the  two paths  cross over 
typically a t  a few kHz although this is adjustab le  using the slow gain control. T he 
fast feedback p a th  uses a CLC101 high frequency op-am p to  drive the  5012 input
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Figure 9.13: Circuit diagram for the frequency stabilisation loop.
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Figure 9.14: Laser frequency noise as measured at the error point o f the stabilisation 
loop.
impedance of a commercial video linear amplifier (VLA). The VLA then drives the 
Pockels cell, another PM 25, directly. The trace shown in Fig 9.14 shows the level 
of frequency noise as m easured at the error point of the first loop. Shot noise is 
also shown for the equivalent level of signal produced by a constant light a t the RF 
photodiode.
The second loop also uses an RF reflection locking scheme this tim e using 10 MHz 
m odulation. The im portan t parts of the circuit are shown in Fig 9.15. The back- 
reflected light from the modecleaner is used to  develop an error signal which is 
filtered and amplified and sent back to the back three coils used to  control mass 
D of the modecleaner (mass D contains the ou tpu t coupling m irror). By pushing 
evenly on the mass, the cavity length can be controlled to  stay on resonance with 
the light. The pushing has to  be done carefully so th a t the mass is not tilted  when 
the feedback signal is applied. Adjustable variable resistors on each of the three coil 
driver inputs allow some degree of equalisation to  be achieved. Clearly, the better 
stabilised is the light in the first place, the less are the demands on the second loop.
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Figure 9.15: Circuit diagram for the modecleaner locking loop.
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This reiterates the  need for a laser stabilisation first loop with high gain.
In an effort to  reduce the modecleaner cavity losses, two of the older m irrors 
(the British Aerospace 15 m curved m irrors) were removed from their masses and 
replaced with specimens of identical param eters (and age) which had been kept in 
their packaging except when brought out for loss tests. Each m irror was a ttached  
to  its mass using two tiny dabs of superglue. A nother aspect of the system  th a t 
was modified was the m ode-m atching to  the  modecleaner cavity. A knowledge of 
the  laser m irror param eters and resonator length should give the necessary d a ta  to 
predict the beam  properties at any further place along the optical pa th , taking into 
consideration lenses and other components which may alter the beam  shape or phase 
front curvature. However, access to  a beam  profiler dem onstrated th a t predicted 
values of beam  width were manifestly inaccurate when compared with m easured 
values. Even with the laser well-aligned with intra-cavity beam  adjusted for optim al 
plasm a tube transit, and all its optical parts cleaned, these deviations from an 
ideal Gaussian propagation still persisted and as a result, fu rther m ode-m atching 
was perfomed experimentally ra ther than  relying upon the solutions provided by 
calculation, or Gaussian optics software packages.
9 .3 .2  M o d if ie d  T e c h n ic a l D e s ig n
The modecleaner vacuum system design rem ained unchanged in the final configu­
ration with the reference cavity being pum ped down from a separate pum p. The 
original suspension design exhibited a large vibrational m otion which was caused by 
a basket resonance as shown in Fig 9.16. The vertical bars supporting the bo ttom  
plate to  which the coils are m ounted were replaced with thicker versions, but no 
longer directly connected to the tank. Rather, the entire assembly now rests on 
RTV pieces so th a t the  coils themselves are somewhat isolated from ground noise. 
The new assembly has a  much lower structu ral resonance around a few Hz bu t this 
does not prove problem atic in the feedback systems. The residual m otion of the 
masses with respect to  their control coils when the local control circuitry is switched 
on can be m easured by m onitoring the signals being sensed at the  shadow sensors. 
It is instructive to  do this because it can identify potential problems such as a  mass
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Figure 9.16: Diagram showing the shortcom ings o f the old suspension system  and  
the replacem ent design.
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Figure 9.17: Residual motion o f the output mass in the modecleaner, as measured 
by sensing the motion o f the flag at the top coil.
scraping a coil. Fig 9.17 shows a  typical trace of residual motion for the ou tpu t mass 
of the modecleaner. It is most likely the case th a t the background level in Fig 9.17 
is predom inantly absolute m otion of the coil ra ther than  of the flag attached  to the 
mass, since the pendulum  is subject to a much greater degree of seismic isolation 
than  the coil. The m easurem ent was made at the output of the first amplifier after 
the photodiode in the local control path .
9 .3 .3  P e r fo r m a n c e
The performance of the modecleaner was investigated in much greater detail in its 
modified state . M easurements of laser power throughput, finesse , passive filtering  
action , spatial filtering , long term  stability and beam jitte r  reduction were made and 
these will now be described in turn .
P ow er T h rou gh p u t
The power throughput of the modecleaner, even with two of the m irrors replaced,
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was still not very good given the theoretical throughput of 96%. A m aintainable 
value of 70 % could be achieved although this m ust be adjusted for the effects of 
m odulation and mode m atching before a proper comparison with the theoretical 
value can be made. A fairly steady 90 % visibility was m onitored implying th a t 
90 % of the incident light power is m atched into the cavity. If only 70 % gets tran s­
m itted  then 20 % is being lost in the cavity, which again implies a round trip  loss 
of over 1000 ppm . It was certainly observed th a t the beam  spots on the m irrors 
appeared visually very bright. Given brand new mirrors and more stringent opera­
tional procedures3 a higher th roughput would undoubtedly be achieved.
F in esse
The finesse of the cavity was evaluated using the ring-down m easurem ent process 
described in chapter 4. The finesse of the cavity was measured to  be around 550 
using this technique. This is consistent with a cavity round trip  loss of 1400 ppm , 
again suggesting th a t the mirrors are not as good as they should be, and need re­
placing before the best performance can be obtained from the system.
P a ssiv e  F ilter in g  A ctio n
The modecleaner cavity should act as a low-pass optical filter with corner frequency 
given by half the cavity linewidth. In view of the above m easurem ent of finesse, the 
linewidth of the cavity is in the region of 30 kHz giving a corner frequency of 15 kHz. 
Laser power noise above this Fourier frequency should be subject to  an a ttenuation  
characterised by a 12 dB per octave slope. An experim ental dem onstration of this is 
shown in shown in Fig 9.18 which illustrates four superposed intensity noise traces 
m easured at the ou tpu t of the modecleaner. The traces show how an intensity peak 
applied before the modecleaner with constant am plitude, but increasing frequency, 
will be suppressed according to  the low pass filtering action of the cavity.
3ideally the mirrors should be thoroughly cleaned im m ediately prior to system  pump down.
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Figure 9.18: Traces showing how an applied in tensity noise peak is subject to a 12 dB  
per octave attenuation after the cavity corner frequency.
Spatia l F ilterin g  A ction
The modecleaner cavity should resonate in a perfect fundam ental cavity mode lim­
ited only by imperfections in the m irrors. Even if the input beam  has poor spatial 
characteristics, the beam ou tpu t from the modecleaner should have a very accurate 
Gaussian intensity profile. The intensity profile of the beam can be investigated 
with a scanning slit beam  profiler. The traces in Fig 9.19 show the results of such 
an investigation. The discrepancy near the peak of the throughput beam  horizon­
ta l profile is most probably due to  a double reflection in the glass port hole tha t 
the ou tput beam  must pass through. In principle it should be possible to  add the 
reflected beam  profile to  the throughput profile and obtain the input beam  profile. 
The traces in F ig 9.19 are all scaled so th a t the peaks are all approxim ately the 
same height, but of course the reflected beam  is of much lower power th an  the in­
put or th roughput beams, and this must be kept in mind when comparing the traces.
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Figure 9.19: Horizontal and vertical beam intensity  profiles measured with a scanning  
slit beam profiler. The top traces show the state o f the input beam. The middle 
traces show the throughput beam when the modecleaner is locked. The bottom traces 
illustrate the condition o f the reflected beam.
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Long T erm  S ta b ility
If the modecleaner is to  perform  as part of a detector which is required to  run for 
long periods of tim e then it is im portan t th a t the cavity alignment does not drift 
significantly over this period. A utom atic alignment schemes [68],[69] can correct for 
small deviations but these have limited range. Mechanical settling in the suspension 
parts and therm al drift in the local control electronics could both  lead to  changes 
in the relative m irror positions and this would slowly misalign the cavity, reducing 
the visibility and proving detrim ental to  the throughput. Such long term  stability is 
difficult to  predict, and so an experiment was performed to  investigate how the vis­
ibility of the modecleaner would change over a period of several weeks. The system  
was locked up and optim ally aligned so th a t the visibility was around 90% . The 
entire system was then left undisturbed for two m onths, after which tim e the visi­
bility was re-examined and was found to  have dropped to  20 %. The system  was not 
on-line throughout this period, but the test shows th a t the average alignment drift 
over this tim e is reasonably small, and stays within the range of an easily m easurable 
fringe depth, which may be considered to be anything greater than  10%.
Long term  tests with the system locked up and the laser a t full power have 
only been performed over a few hours; whereupon the lock stability is satisfactory. 
The modecleaner cavity will stay in lock through general room  acoustic noise, doors 
slamming etc. The most common reason for it falling out of lock is the  failure of 
the first loop, because of a mode-jump in the laser for example.
B eam  J itte r  R ed u ction
The beam  geometry noise reduction is the m ost im portan t aspect of the system  per­
formance, being the noise th a t the modecleaner is prim arily designed to  a ttenuate . 
The performance of the modecleaner as a suppressor of beam  geometry fluctuations 
was investigated by studying its ability to  suppress beam jit te r  noise. M easurements 
of beam  jitte r  over a 200 Hz frequency span were taken before and after the mode­
cleaner when the input beam  was subjected to  artificially applied jitte r  noise. The 
jit te r  noise was injected first using a refracting glass slab about 5 mm thick. The slab
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Figure 9.20: Methods to introduce an artificial beam jitte r  to the laser beam.
was m ounted to  the  shaft of a galvanometer movement which was powered from a 
variable frequency signal generator as shown in Fig 9.10. The oscillation of the slab 
produced a periodic refraction which fluctuated the lateral position of the through­
put beam. U nfortunately the slab was not anti-reflection coated and its varying 
reflectivity when tilted caused a small intenstiy variation in addition to  the beam 
jitte r. To avoid introducing intensity noise, an alternative m ethod was employed 
whereby one of the steering m irrors to  the modecleaner was m ounted on a small 
loudspeaker cone also shown in Fig 9.20. The loudspeaker was driven from a signal 
generator or a white noise generator, producing a lateral fluctuation to  the reflected 
beam, but this tim e with no associated intensity variation. The results th a t follow 
all had artifical j itte r  noise introduced using the m irror m ounted on the speaker 
cone. The beam  jitte r  level was m easured using a quadrant photodiode connected 
and oriented as a split photodiode sensitive to  beam  jitte r  in the horiziontal direc­
tion. The photodiode was m ounted on a m icrometer translation stage which allowed 
fine adjustm ent (~  0.01m m ) of the beam position on the photodiode and proved 
useful in calibrating the m easurem ent system. The photodiode was connected to 
the m otor controlled resistor unit described in chapter 5. This device corrects for
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Figure 9.21: Beam jitte r  levels measured at the input and output o f the modecleaner 
over a 200 Hz span. The measurements were made with a white noise lateral beam 
positional fluctuation applied to the input light.
imbalances between the currents in each half of the split photodiode caused by slow 
drifts of the beam  during a m easurem ent. In its absence, the m easurem ent process 
quickly becomes dom inated by intensity noise in the laser light.
A first impression of the  beam  positional fluctuation reduction afforded by the 
modecleaner is given by Fig 9.21. This shows two beam  jitte r  traces, one taken 
before the modecleaner and the other measured at the ou tpu t of the modecleaner. 
The m easurem ents at the ou tput of the modecleaner were made ~  1 m from the 
ou tput mass, the beam  being guided by a single beam  splitter onto the photodiode 
surface. The laser beam  was subjected to a white noise positional fluctuation at 
the input to  the modecleaner generated by applying a 50 mV rms white noise signal 
to the loudspeaker cone onto which is m ounted the beam  steering m irror. As can 
be seen from Fig 9.21 the level of beam  jitte r  noise is reduced by up to  40 dB in 
places. Given the m easured finesse of the modecleaner cavity and using the results 
of chapter 8, the level of suppression for the TEMoo mode (to  which beam  jitte r  
noise is most strongly related) should be around ~  350 or ~  51 dB. A possible
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reason for the lack of the full 51 dB suppression in Fig 9.21 is th a t the lower trace 
is being limited by the background jitte r  noise level a t the modecleaner ou tpu t, 
due to  the residual motion of the  steering beam  splitter and indeed the photodiode 
itself. A nother explanation is th a t the m easurem ent procedure is being dom inated 
by intensity noise at the modecleaner ou tpu t. This is not inconceivable given th a t 
the action of the modecleaner is basically to  convert beam geometry noise in the 
input light to  intensity noise in the ou tput light. The demands placed on a m easuring 
instrum ent with regards to  intensity noise insensitivity become rather high a t the 
modecleaner ou tpu t.
Another series of m easurem ents was performed this tim e with a sinusoidal signal 
of frequency 125 Hz applied to  the loudspeaker cone in place of the white noise. 
This introduced a more well defined reference jit te r  peak with which to  probe the 
performance of the system. The traces obtained from the beam  jit te r  m eter for 
the laser beam at the input and ou tput of the modecleaner are shown in Fig 9.22. 
Again, it can be seen th a t the reduction in the applied peak, and in the level of the 
background generally, in not as much as expected.
Possibly the most effective m ethod of finding out whether or not the  m easured 
traces at the modecleaner ou tpu t are being lim ited by intensity noise is to  actively 
intensity stabilise the ou tpu t light, and repeat the  m easurem ents on the stabilised 
light. It was decided th a t an electro-optic phase m odulator4 would not be the 
best choice for such an intensity stabilisation scheme, because of its tendancy to 
introduce beam  jitte r  noise onto the light. Instead, a system using an acousto-optic 
m odulator (AOM) was constructed and this is illustrated  in Fig 9.23. The AOM used 
was an ISOM ET 40 MHz crystal, powered by a commercial 40 MHz driver capable 
of supplying a maximum power of 1 W into the crystal. The action of the  AOM is to 
diffract the incident laser beam  into secondary beams at Bragg’s angle to  the  incident 
beam. The am ount of power channelled out of the undeflected beam  depends on 
the level of RF signal applied to  the AOM. By m odulating the RF signal am plitude 
to the crystal, the intensity of the undeflected light can be varied. As shown in
4 an EOM used with a polarising beam splitter is a popular way to modulate the intensity of a 
laser beam.
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Figure 9.22: Beam jitte r  levels measured at the input and output o f the modecleaner 
over a 200 Hz span. The measurements were made with an artificial lateral beam 
positional fluctuation at 125 Hz applied to the input light.
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Figure 9.24: In tensity  noise levels measured at the output o f the modecleaner over a 
200 Hz span with the in tensity servo switched on and off.
Fig 9.23, a small reference beam  was extracted  from the main modecleaner output 
beam  by a glass slide beam  splitter BS1 and directed towards photodiode PD1. The 
signal from this photodiode was amplified and applied with negative feedback to  a 
low level mixer (Mini Circuits Lab SRA-1) which controlled the RF drive to  the 
AOM. A DC control allowed the static  operating point of the intensity servo to  be 
varied. By adjusting the input to  the mixer from 0 to  0.5 V it was possible to  channel 
up to  40 % of the incident power into the diffracted beams. The system afforded 
20 dB suppression of intensity noise over the frequency range of interest, which was 
adequate for this purpose. It should be pointed out th a t careful construction of 
such a system can provide far greater intensity noise suppression over a bandw idth 
limited only by the tim e delays incurred because of the  finite velocity of sound in 
the AOM crystal [70].
The traces in Fig 9.24 show the intensity noise spectra at the output of the 
modecleaner with the AOM intensity servo switched off and on. These intensity 
traces were m easured using an external photodiode situated in place of the split 
photodiode PD2 in Fig 9.23. The signal at 125 Hz is the  artificially applied jitte r
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Figure 9.25: Beam jitte r  levels measured at the input and output o f the modecleaner 
over a 200 Hz span. The measurements were made with an artificial lateral beam 
positional fluctuation at 125 Hz applied to the input light. The two output levels 
correspond to the in tensity servo being switched on and off.
peak manifesting itself as intensity noise in the throughput light. The traces in 
Fig 9.25 show the levels m easured by the beam  jitte r  m eter on the modecleaner input 
beam, and then on the ou tpu t light with the AOM intensity servo switched off and 
on. It can now be seen th a t the  beam  jitte r  levels measured previously were in fact 
being limited by intensity noise. By increasing the gain of the intensity servo from 
the situation corresponding to  Fig 9.25, it was possible to reduce the background 
further, but not the peak at 125 Hz suggesting th a t this now represents mostly 
beam jitte r . By comparing the top and bottom  traces in Fig 9.25 the suppression 
of the beam  jitte r  peak a t 125 Hz can be m easured to  be ~  48dB which is getting 
comparable with the expected value of ~  51dB. Closer inspections become rather 
meaningless, since the photodiode calibration is subject to a error in the region of 
~  25 % resulting in an error of ~  2.5dB in the suppression factor. The jit te r  level 
in F ig 9.25 is not reduced by the  full 20 dB suppression th a t the  intensity noise is 
subject to. If it was, then it would still be unclear th a t the lowest level in F ig 9.25
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was due to  beam  jitte r  ra ther than  intensity noise, and there would be a tem ptation  
to  increase the gain of the intensity servo. The fact th a t the beam  jitte r  m eter 
appears not to  be limited by intensity noise when the  AOM servo is switched on 
gives confidence about the calibration of the jit te r  m eter along the vertical axis of 
F ig 9.25. At 100 Hz the normalised beam  jitte r  level is ~  6 x 10 7/ \/H z  falling to  a 
level of ~  3.5 x 10_7/\/H z  at 200 Hz.
9 .4  C o n clu sio n
The purpose of constructing prototype apparatus is as much to  gain experience in 
tackling the potential problems met in the construction and development phases, 
as it is in testing the results and ensuring th a t the required perform ance goals are 
m et. In both  these respects the Glasgow modecleaner system  has been a success­
ful development, with most of the measured aspects of the system meeting desired 
specifications. The m ajor exception is the power throughput obtainable using the 
present m irrors. Although the modecleaner with 70% throughput is still more effi­
cient than  the single mode optical fibre currently used in the Glasgow 10 m prototype 
detector5, the efficiency could be made far be tte r with a change of m irrors. This is 
one improvement th a t will possibly be made in the  future, particularly  if the  scheme 
is eventually integrated into the 10 m detector to  replace the fibre.
In the final development stage, the reliability of the  ou tpu t light was determined 
prim arily by the first loop laser stabilisation servo. If this loop was operating at 
its best, then the modecleaner would practically never fall out of lock on its own. 
The system would lock for up to two hours before therm al drift in the  aluminium 
reference cavity caused the first loop to  fail. W ith  a be tte r choice of m aterial, such as 
fused silica, or optimally, zerodur, this problem would be overcome. The acquisition 
of lock, which can often be difficult in suspended mass servo systems, did not prove 
to be problem atic here. After the first loop was operating well, the modecleaner 
would lock onto a fringe within a second or two.
The beam  jitte r  reduction of the system as described towards the end of section
5this achieves at best 60% power throughput with extrem ely delicate alignment.
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9.3 is encouraging. The background level of beam  jitte r  in the bo ttom  trace of 
Fig 9.25 corresponds to a residual motion of around 10-9 m /\/H z  associated with the 
beam at the point of m easurem ent. It is interesting to  compare this with the ground 
noise at the optical table where the modecleaner m easurem ents were made. Using 
an accelerometer, the level of ground noise was m easured to  be ~  5 X 10“ lo m /\/H z  
at 100 Hz. The construction and subsequent alignment of the AOM intensity servo 
resulted in there being two beam  steering mirrors guiding the modecleaner ou tpu t 
beam to the split photodetector, both  of which will be subject to the above level of 
seismic noise. In view of this, it is perhaps unsurprising th a t the background level 
in Fig 9.25 is not lower, since this level is of the same order as the positional noise 
th a t the steering mirrors will impose on the beam . Ideally, the split photodetector 
should be suspended, preferably in vacuum, and the modecleaner ou tpu t allowed to  
fall on it w ithout being steered by any components directly contacted to  the ground.
The Glasgow modecleaner development has provided useful experience and re­
sults which can be used in the construction of the GEO 600 detector and its asso­
ciated modecleaner scheme and more will be said of this in the final chapter. For 
now, suffice to  say th a t the necessary beam geometry noise suppression should be 
achievable, although double suspension systems will be used throughout to reduce 
the residual motion of the suspended masses. Good m irror handling procedures are 
essential to  keep the losses of the m irror coatings down; certainly it would be de­
sirable to m aintain the loss of each m irror in the  sub-100 ppm  region. How this is 
achieved is yet to be decided, bu t will almost certainly involve the use of tem porary 
clean tents which are set up around the vacuum tanks containing the suspended 
m irrors, as the components inside are worked with.
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C h ap ter 10
Conclusion
10.1 R ev ie w
The development of successful laser interferom eter gravitational wave detectors de­
pends on having available the finest quality optical components, controlling them  
with carefully designed feedback systems involving a m ixture of mechanical and 
electronic techniques and ensuring th a t many noise barriers are overcome.
C hapter 1 introduced the typical strain  amplitudes th a t m any popular astrophys- 
ical sources are expected to  produce. In chapter 2 the properties of bar detectors 
and laser interferom eters were discussed and the sensitivity and bandw idth require­
m ents from chapter 1 were seen to favour laser interferom eters. Laser based systems 
have the potential to  achieve very high broadband strain sensitivities, and, with 
the technique of signal recycling, can provide enhanced narrow band performance. 
The quality of mirrors involved in these advanced detector designs needs to  very 
high, and chapter 4 presented results of the losses of currently available superm ir­
rors, showing th a t m irror coatings are available today with only a fraction of the 
losses of those available a few years ago. In chapter 5 laser beam  geometry fluctua­
tions were introduced as an im portan t source of laser noise. Instrum ents designed 
to  m easure beam  positional fluctuations and beam  width variation were described 
and results for argon ion and Nd:YAG lasers were presented. C hapter 6 illustrated 
two situations where beam  geometry noise was considered potentially problem atic
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in Nd:YAG laser servo systems. This led to  m easurem ents of beam  jit te r  a t the 
relaxation oscillation frequency of a Nd:YAG laser, and to  a study of beam  geom­
etry noise as a limiting factor in the performance of a  laser intensity servo. The 
justification for considering beam  geometry noise as a  serious problem  for detector 
sensitivity was emphasised in chapter 7 where some coupling mechanisms were in­
troduced. The strengths of these coupling mechanisms make it clear th a t a  large 
suppression of beam  geometry noise is essential before laser interferom eters can reach 
their target sensitivity. Chapter 8 described the resonant modecleaner as a system 
for suppressing beam  geometry noise while chapter 9 explained the design of the 
prototype resonant modecleaner built in the lab at Glasgow. The perform ance of 
the modecleaner was discussed in some detail.
The im portan t consideration now is how the modecleaner scheme for GEO 600 
should be implemented, and what specifications are required of it in view of the 
results of the previous chapters. These im portan t conclusions form the subject of 
the next section.
10.2 M o d ec lea n er  S ch em e for G E O  600
After the investigation in chapter 7 of some prim ary coupling mechanisms between 
beam  geometry noise and interferom eter sensitivity, the necessary suppression fac­
tors required were seen to be of order 105. This is too large for a single modecleaner 
to achieve, and two modecleaners in series are required, each having properties 
similar to  the Glasgow modecleaner. Before introducing the specifications of the 
modecleaner scheme for GEO 600, it is first helpful to illustrate its location relative 
to  the rest of the interferom eter system.
The proposed GEO 600 optical layout is shown in Fig 10.1. The diagram  illus­
tra tes  the layout of vacuum tanks and pipes in the central station enclosure of the 
interferom eter. The inboard tanks contain the ‘end’ mirrors of each arm  which are 
suspended above the path  of the beam  entering each arm . The ‘fa r’ m irrors are 
suspended in their own tanks which reside in smaller enclosures 600 m from the cen­
tra l tank. The two modecleaners are shown in greater detail in Fig 10.2. They have
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table
signal] : 
recycling iank
modecleaners (see separate diagram)
injection optics tank ;
laser table ■
Figure 10.1: The optical layout o f the GEO 600 interferometer. The diagram is 
taken from  an A U TO C A D  technical drawing produced by Roland Schilling at M PQ  
in Garching. The beam enters from  the laser table (bottom right) and passes through 
the triangular modecleaners before heading fo r the main interferometer.
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MCtb
MC2bv><
modecleaner 1
m irror tra n s m itta n c e c u rv a tu re
MC1a 1500ppm flat
MC1b m ax reflectance 6.7m
MC1c 1500ppm flat
MC2a 1500ppm flat
MC2b 1500ppm 6.7m
MC2c max reflectance flat
modecleaner 2 beam steering 
mirrors
SCALE
1 metre
from
laser
table
Figure 10.2: The modecleaner scheme fo r  GEO 600. The laser beam encounters two 
triangular cavities, placed in series.
very similar properties, each having cavity finesse ~  2100 and optical pa th  length 
of about 8 m. Each cavity is based on a triangular ring with two closely spaced flat 
m irrors (~  0.1m  apart) and a further (~  4m  distan t) curved m irror of radius of 
curvature 6.7m . This cavity geometry can be modelled as a simple plane-curved 
cavity with L /R  — 0.6, where L  is the cavity length and R  is the radius of curvature 
of the curved mirror. This geometry provides a similar level of suppression to the 
optim al curved-curved cavity with L /R  =  0.6 described in section 8.2.2, and should 
give suppression factors of order 103 for the TEM io and TEM 20 modes. The choice 
of a ring cavity reduces the demands on laser isolation. All the m irrors will be sus­
pended as double pendulum s. Also suspended as double pendulums are the various 
beam  steering m irrors, phase m odulators and Faraday isolators. Particu lar care has 
to  be taken not to  compromise the performance of the modecleaner scheme by in­
troducing beam  geometry noise via components suspended after the modecleaners. 
The locking topology will most likely be similar to  th a t of the Glasgow modecleaner 
system in its final stage. The laser will be stabilised to  a rigid reference cavity and 
then each modecleaner will be locked to  the pre-stabilised light. There is an option 
of using one of the modecleaners to  provide a degree of frequency stabilisation, but 
there are many other possible scenarios, and it will have to  be decided, perhaps 
experimentally, which will provide the most suitable configuration in practice.
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10.3 C lo sin g  R em ark s
It looks likely th a t gravitational waves will be detected by laser interferom etric 
detectors around the year 2000 or soon after. By then there should be four oper­
ational laser based detectors forming a ground based network th a t will be able to  
investigate coincidence signals, exclude false alarms and make b e tte r  the analysis 
of accepted signals. The achievement of this situation has only been possible given 
the perseverance and dedication of m any researchers over the past tw enty years, in 
both the laser interferom eter and resonant bar groups. Together they have designed 
detectors, conquered m any different noise barriers, solved problems through calcu­
lation and experiment and brought about the general acceptance of gravitational 
wave astronom y as an exciting astrophysical goal as well as an innovative technical 
achievement. This thesis has presented some of these technical challenges and the 
experim ental solutions developed to  meet them . The work presented is im portan t 
not only in its own right but as part of the team  effort in Glasgow, and with our 
colleagues in Germany, to  complete our contribution to the worldwide network of 
gravitational wave observatories - GEO 600.
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A p p en d ix  A
Eigenm odes o f a General 
C avity G eom etry
A Gaussian laser beam is characterised at each point along its propagation by two 
quantities. These are the radius of curvature of the beam  phase front R  and the 
radius of the beam w. Together they define the complex beam parameter q to be
-  =  i  -  A r -  (a .i )q R  7rw '
In chapter 5 (section 5.2.1) the propagation of the beam  was seen to  be described 
very conveniently using q. The equation
#2 =  <Zi +  d (A .2)
gives the relationship between the complex beam  param eters a t two points along the 
propagation axis separated by a distance d. By solving real and im aginary parts, 
relationships for uq and R 2 in term s of uq and R \  can be derived. Eqn.(A.2) is
a special case of a more general relationship called the ABCD -\& w. This can be
expressed as
_  Aqi +  B
q2 ~  Cq1 + D   ^ ^
where A ,B ,C  and D  are the entries of the ray transfer m atrix  th a t describes the 
optical system between the points where q\ and <72 are measured. Some common 
optical systems and their associated ray transfer matrices are shown in Table A .I.
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optical system ray transfer matrix
length
1 L 
0 1
thin lens
a i focal = f  
length J 1 0 
-1 If 1
lens system
i / ,  ni/2 \ - h l x+l 2
L \L2
f l  1 A / l
"—- —I hlL  1 ^1_^2_ZL1 ^1^2
/ i  / 2 / / 2 7 , " / 2 7 2+7 ^
block
«=1
1 L n
0 1
Table A .l: 5orae common optical system s and their corresponding ray transfer m a­
trices.
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An optical cavity can be characterised using a ray transfer m atrix  to  describe a 
complete cavity round trip  of the light. For a stable eigenmode to  exist, the light 
field m ust replicate itself after each round trip  and this requires the existence of a 
solution of
?=Srl- ( a -4 )
By equating real and im aginary parts of Eqn.(A .4), the equations for R  and w in 
term s of A ,B ,C  and D  can be derived as
r  = ^ a  ^
2 A 2 B  , 4 ,
w = -----/ so- (A. 6)7T y/4  — (A  +  D )2 K }
By considering Eqn.(A.6) it is apparent th a t the beam radius is real provided th a t 
the trace of the ray transfer m atrix  satisfies the condition
- \ < 1- ( A  + D ) < 1  (A .7)
sometimes referred to  as the stability condition for the cavity. If this condition is 
not satisfied then the cavity under consideration is unstable and will not support a 
resonant eigenmode. The properties of some common cavity geometries are shown 
in Table A .2. More elaborate cavities can be described using the round-trip  ray
transfer m atrix  along with Eqn.(A.5) and Eqn.(A .6), although some cavities can
be generalised from those in Table A .2. For example, a general three m irror ring 
cavity with one curved m irror and two flat m irrors can always be described by a 
m odification of the last structure  in Table A .2.
A stability diagram  for the generic two m irror cavity can be produced by plotting 
the factors 1 — L /R \  and 1 — L / R 2 along orthogonal axes as shown in Fig A .I. 
These factors appear so commonly in two m irror cavity formulae th a t they have 
been called the ^-factors, denoted by gi and #2- In term s of cavity stability, a two 
m irror resonator will be stable provided
0 < gig2 < 1 (A .8)
and allows the regions in F ig A .l to  be deduced.
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optical cavity waist size w 2 waist position
y/L ( R l - E)(R2-L){R ,+ R 2- L)
Table A .2: Properties o f some optical cavities. W aist positions are given in terms 
o f the distance measured from  the left hand mirror along the optic axis.
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stable regionunstable region
Figure A. l :  Stability  i ram fo r  a two m irror Fabry Perot cavity.17
The A B C D  m atrix  m ust calculated from a given point, round the cavity, and 
back to  the given point. Then the values of R  and w calculated using Eqn.(A.5) and 
Eqn.(A.6) will apply to  this point.
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A p p en d ix  B
G aussian Optics Package for 
GEO 600
W hen designing a large interferom eter such as GEO 600 it is convenient to  have a 
record of the various beam  sizes and divergences at any given location. This helps 
when it comes to designing the layout of the system or specifying physical dimensions 
of optical components. An obvious solution is to  m ap out the  path  of the beam and 
plot the beam  phase front curvature R  and the beam radius w as a function of the 
propagation through the system. A flexible approach would be to  have a com puter 
program , rather like a spreadsheet package, which will modify the complete beam  
plot if any part of the system is altered. This appendix describes such a program , 
w ritten in Turbo C + +  for DOS. The demands on the com puter hardw are are low, 
and the program  uses DOS graphics screens throughout and requires a mouse.
The basic structure contains two prim ary functions called by the user via various 
drop-down menus. One of these functions deals with geometrical considerations 
such as mode m atching, cavity mode frequencies and beam  propagation. The other 
function handles all aspects of laser power in the system, including throughput of 
cavities, losses in components and such like. Together they describe any aspect of 
the interferom eter th a t the user wishes to apply them  to, or a  custom  system can be 
entered in and the functions applied to  it. Optical layouts fall into two categories as 
far as the  program  is concerned. The first is a simple chain of optical components,
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menu
options
graph
display
area
system
layout
optical
com ponent
selection
Figure B .l :  Screen showing the eigenm ode o f one o f the G EO  600 power recycling  
cavitites.
such as an injection optics chain for an in terferom eter or a simple mode m atching 
solution. The o ther  type of layout is th a t  of a cavity round trip. Depending on 
which type of system the user wishes to study, the program  may apply eigenmode 
routines to find cavity modes, or else advise if an optical system does not consti tu te  
a s table cavity.
T he screen shot in Fig B.l shows an example o u tp u t  from one of the geom etry  
function routines. It is ac tually  the fundam ental  eigenmode of the power recycling 
cavity associated with one of the  arm s of the G E O  600 in terferometer. T he various 
p ar ts  of the  screen are described via the captions in Fig B .l .  More quan tita t ive  plots 
can be obtained by selecting a  scaled graph  of beam  radius or beam  phase front 
curvature. As an example, Fig B.2 illustrates a propagation plot of the  reciprocal of 
beam phase front radius of curvature  for a laser cavity th a t  the  user has entered. In 
practice, use is m ade of the co m p u te r ’s mouse to  read inform ation from the graph. 
The program  displays a d a ta  box containing the  beam curvature  and position in the 
cavity corresponding to  the  curren t mouse position. Similar g raphs for beam  radius, 
guoy phase and cavity circulating power can be selected.
Aput
i : - 9 . 544nn
yn -  u.uuu
OUtpUt
u> -  9 . 544mm
1 / R  -  0 . 0 0 0
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Two examples of the power function routines are shown in F igB .3. One screen 
shows the visibilty of one of the  proposed modecleaner cavities in the GEO 600 
detector. It also shows details regarding the fringe separation and free spectral 
range, which are useful if the cavity were to  be scanned, for example to  align it. The 
other screen shown in FigB .3 is the light resonance curve for the same modecleaner 
cavity. The linewidth is shown along with power loss details for each component in 
the system. Although this cavity contains only lengths and m irrors, it is possible 
to enter blocks of various refractive indices and lenses too, if required. There are 
graphical interface options for entering the power reflectance, transm ittance  and 
loss values of any component. By calling screens such as those shown in F igB .3 , or 
selecting a power histogram , the user can obtain a list of the power loss details at 
each component as the beam  propagates round the optical system or cavity.
The structure of the program  is such th a t an alteration to  one aspect of the 
GEO 600 detector will cause subsequent changes to  the light in la ter p arts  of the 
system, ju st as if the alteration had been made to  the real system. The user can 
choose to keep the alterations if desired. Entire d a ta  sets for complete modules of the 
interferom eter are stored by the program  in separate files to allow flexibility between 
multiple users. For example, all param eters relevant to, say, the first modecleaner 
are stored in a file MODECL1.SYS. If a  colleague has a very different idea about 
the particulars of the first modecleaner, then he or she can prepare his or her own 
d a ta  file pertaining to  it. Similarly for the  injection optics, laser cavity design, other 
modecleaner, interferom eter arms and signal recycling cavities. In a similar m anner, 
users can enter and then store their own custom designed optical systems to  disk. 
There is also a facility to  model a Gaussian beam, given two user input beam  radius 
values at different points along the optic axis.
In summary, the software provides a database for storing inform ation about 
various parts of the GEO 600 interferom eter, but particularly for determ ining the 
beam  param eters at any given point. It also provides a set of optical functions and 
routines th a t can replace (often tedious) calculations on paper. The program  allows 
optical system param eters to  be entered and changed at will, while imm ediately 
conveying the consequences such changes have on the beam propagation.
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Figure B.2: Screen showing a plot o f the reciprocal phase fro n t radius o f curvature  
fo r  a ring laser cavity.
Figure B.3: Screens showing in form ation  regarding cavity visibility and power han­
dling details, in this case fo r  one o f the modecleaners in the G EO  600 detector.
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